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DECEMBER

MORNING,

ESS.
Eight IhMars per annum, in advance.

29,

—_

_.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
voi
day, (Sunday excepted,) at No. I Printers’
KvrhangC. Commercial street. Port!and, by N. A.
TiiE

Foster, Proprietor.
I

—Eight Dollar?

L umh:

HO L I DAY

year in advance.

a

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,

IUE
ainc

variably

o

fc-'L.'iO pi
w<*i'U alto ;

75 cents per

first week;
three insertions, or less, $1.00; coutiuu*
0
very other flay alter first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents i one
week. tfi.uo; 50 cents per week alter.
I n<lev head of “AuiT8EM.KXTS,” $2.00 per square
pe> week; tl\TCe Insertions or less, $1.50.
Special Notices,$1.23 per square for tlio first insert ;.in, and 23 rents per square for each subsequent
nsen ion.
Advcili.-emon!.? inserted in the ‘‘Maine State
Press”(which bss a lar^e circulation in every parof the State) f.*r $1.00 per square for first insertion*
Mid i.o cents per pnre for each subsequent insertion.

daily

.juare

NECK

U

»:\Ti:<? or AlWEBTIifNO.—Du.
iuebo/ space,
«nptu ol column, const hutea » ;‘i»ouaro."

in

Social Enjoyment,
Refreshment Tables abundantly provided with
good thing.', Oysters, lec Cream and Confcctionory.
Doors (-pea a( G o’clock. Exercises to commence at
7. Aamiisdou, Sabbaili School Cldldrcn Free.
All
others 15 conus.
Doc 2St j, loGG.
dc29Uld

Ocean Association, Ex-No. 4,

BLOCK,

COSTRRENN STREET.

By virtue of the foregoing Warrant to mo directed,
hereby warn and notify the Pen holders and mombore oi Saint Stephen’s Paiisli, in the City of Portland, to meet at the time am. place and for tlw purpose therein specified.
Dated at Portland, this Twenty-Eighth Day of December, 1866.
D. F. CORSER, Parish Clerk,

Course of Dances,
XT-

doc 29 dTt

MECHANICS' IIALL,

Why Suffer from Sores?

TOT I! X

When by the u»c ot the ARNICA OINTMENT,
yi u can easily be cured. It ha* relieved thousands
from Burns. Scalds, Chapped Hands, Sprains,
Chilblains, Sorb Lips, Warts, Cuts, Boiia,
Eruptions, and retry complaint o/ the Skin. Tty
lttbrit costs but 28c. Be sure to ask for HALE'S
Alt NIC A OINTMENT.—Vur sale bv all Druggists,
or Bond 30c to O. P. Seymour A
Co., Boston,
Mass., and receive a box by return mail,
dec 29 SN dim

Night I

Thanksgiving
To bo followed by

Throe Assemblies on Tuesday Nights, a
IS/ill o*i Christmas Night* n Grand r ire•ucu’n Military and Civic Ball ou

Night.

MANAGERS:

Sleighs,

President, EDWARD UODGKINS,
Vice-President, S, s. IIANNAPoRD,
Secretory* A. JH. JACOBS.
Treasurtrt», F. J. BAILEY, R. D. Pago.C. H. Phillips, II. D. Tripp.

Fungs,

Rohes, Ac.,

At Auction.
TUESDAY, Jan let, at 11 o’clock

ONthe

A.

ity.

M.tsic by Chandler's Quadrille Band.
D. IT. Chandler Prompter.
Dancing to commence
at 8 o’clock.
Clothing checked free.
November 27, 1807. eodow

Come

to

dc29«ltd

on

take tho Agency of Bigelow’* PaClothe* Fraiae tor the State o' Blaine.
Whole capital required not over $500.
BadnesH will pay $!lOOO per Year.
Apply to or address
BMT, CiOODNOW & CO.,
Patent Agents, 10 Court Street, Boston, Maas,
man to

A tent

A

STREET CIR-

a

TYNCOTN

1W outlay

Evening

Many Good

H. B4ILEY & SON, Auctioneers.

WANTED!

the Levee!

Ladies of ST. LAWRENCE
TnE
CLE, Viil hold Levee at

IT ATT,

December 31st.
a good OLD FASHION-

dec 29 tllw

Tilings borides

House for Sale,

ED SLi'i LL. can bu obtained. Also various articles
tor New Year’s Gitls.
lec 25 cents. Doors open at 6 o’cl’k
P
i^r'Ref^estniientri or other articles may bo sent to
tho Hall on Monday, alter 15) o’clock A. M.

SITUATED

Browne*

the

corner

of

Lincoln and Ander-

v

Portland Theatre.
Lessen A

on

son Streets.
It is a new house, one and a half
stories, with an ell—good well of water, &c. House
nearly finished. Lot 30 by 69. Price $ 1,600. Terms
easy. Apply to
PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
Dealers in Real Estate, “Morton Block,”

Dec 28—d3t

Bid well «V

Market

M,

lot, Lime St. we shall sell two
new Sleighs, 4 new Punga, C second-hand Sleighs and
Wolf, Cuon, White Astrican, Buffalo, Fancy
3-IT*Tlckef9 for the Course $G; tickets for each of Pones,
In© Hoi'S #1,50; lick eta (breach of the Assemblies -tl; | and Lap Robes. Horse and Army Blankets, Harnessf *r too Gallery 50 cents. To be obtained of the Man- 1 es, &c.
The moat of this Stock is new and of the best qualagers and at tho dour.
new

dc 29dlw

Next above the “Preble House.”

Wanted

Managers.

Immediately

liVLXDft,

THURSDAY
The

the

Holidays

A

!

Dec. 27,

in this

Every description of PAINT STOCK at the lowest
J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
by

doc29d2t

dcctMJt-

Sunday School

V

A

Steamship Nova Scotian, Capt. Wylie, from
Liverpool 13th and Londonderry 14th, arrived
at this port at 1 o’clock yesterday,
bringing 17
cabin and 251 steerage passengers, and a large
She has experienced very bad weather
the passage.
We arc indebted to the Purser ior files of papers. The news has generally been anticipated
by the cable telegraph. We make a few extracts:

cargo.

throughout

The cofrac will eom-tet of Six Le-lures, for which
following gentlemen have boon engaged.

the

Ilcnry Vincent, E«q.,
Her. (■. II. ll<!])worili,
Kkv. KK. iff. €2iktlaher,
J. It. Ooiiqli, Esq-,

€i. W. €nnis,Eaq.,
Rev. E. IV, Chopin.

OREAT BRITAIN.

The seizure of steamer Bolivar in the Medway, on suspicion of being a Fenian cruiser,
has been announced. The suspicions proved
wholly erroneous. Ail doubt as to her character was entirely cleared up the day after her
seizure. She was built for the Government of
the United States of Columbia, under the sanctiod of the British Foreign Office. Her duly
commissioned commander. Captain Little, had
presented himself before Admiral Walker, at
Chatham, and the whole transaction appears

on

21st,

Henry Vincent,
THE ELOQUENT

ENGLISH

EEFOKMEE.

SrBJECT—11 The Late American Conflict and the
Fricudsnud Enemies of America in England.”
I'£?* Tickets for tlie Course at $1.25 can be had at
Davis B •other!, Fore Street; Short & Loring, corner
Free anl Center St. ; at B iilcy & Noyes, at their
new Store, Exchange Street, after Dec. 17.
Each member is cullilcd t two tickets at $1 each,
wVi iSt.oi be had a.' the Library Rooms on Lime St.,
second 4oor from Federal SI. Owing to the limited
members must secure their tickcapacity tlie Hall,Dec.
10. The Librarv Rooms will
ers by Wednesday,
bo oponevery evening from 7 until0; also Wednesday am; Saturday afternoons.
LECTURE COMMITTEE
C. E. JOSE,
E. ORLY,
J. C.l'lbxiTOr,
M. I. COOLIJ'GE.
•J AMDS
dec 14 4ft

llo for

a

rpltE |>t oiirioto** is

perfectly regular.

The cattle plague was again causing some
alarm in England, an increasing number of

cases

FRANCE.

___

Hide /

prepared with his BOAT

now

I

st tlGM “ENTERPRISE/’to carry parties in
or out jit* tnc city at the shortest notice. On Wednesday an Saturday mlcrnoons, (when pleasant) will
leave bead of State Street at 2 o’clock, to carry children arj others, uu 25 ctj. per hour. Children under
N. S. FERNALD.
twelve 112) years fifteen cents.
Portland, Dec 1 i«th, 18W5.
dc22dtf

ITALY.

The Peter’s pence

PORTUGAL.

Tlie Queen of Spain reached Lisbon on the
11th. She was received by the King at the
Bailway. The city was illuminated at night.

Will be hcl'i

Saturday

HUNGARY.

The lower House was to discuss, on tho 15th,
the dratt of address. The address states that
the royal prescript has not delayed the apprehensions entertained by Hungary. Notwfthst.Hiding the promises and acknowledgments
of national rights contained therein since the
request of the Diet for an immediate re-establishment of the Constitution, it has not been
complied with. The address requests the Emperor not to render satisfactory reconciliation
impossible, by postponing the re-establishment
of a legal base of
public affairs, and concludes,
by requesting his Majesty to grant means and
opportunities to the Diet for effecting a satisfactory compromise, and by praying that amnesty be extended to atl political offenders.
The extreme left of the lower House have
resolved to submit to the Diet a
separate -draft
of address.
The Ministerial Conference on the Constitution of the North Germ in Confederation
would
meet at Berlin Dec. 15th. Prussia is
represented by Bismark and Von Savigny.
Provincial correspondence hopes the measures recently adopted by Hanover will serve as
a warning, and relieve Government from the
necessity of carrying out severe measures,
which it had resolved, in case of need, to

Special Meeting of the

“Portland Army and
Eve

ns:.

Dec 29.

Navy Union”
at

7 1-2 o’clock,

AT ADVENT HA LL. Congress Street, to bear the
report o( Committees, J:c., and also to make at rageDEDICATION OF THE NEW' HALL
men.s for th
of the Association, now in course of completion.
Everyutembtr oftlm Association, and those gcntleto join, are invited to be present.
mei
F. b. PAT lidiSbM,
iJt orJor,
Oe^EdM
Secretary,

v.ipdng

of Goods.

Seizure

hereby given that the following deNOTU’K
served goods, wore seized at this Port, Dec. 11,
»h

vlotatl.il of the lie venue Laws:
On bond Steamer Eew fork, One trunk containing two Goats, sundry small articles of wearing apparel, and5#£ d<>7.. Kid Glove*.
Any nertsin or persons claiming (be game, are reto npjH* ir and make such claims within *20
xvs fi’oiii the dnta hereof, otherwise the said
goods
v.i?l be disposed of in accordance with the Acts of
Congress in such eases made and
1'ikAi.L Vv

1803, foi

3aea»cd

provtie,].
ASUBUItN, Jn.,

Pec. I

Portland,

I,

l^CfT.

Collector.
dcrlSdlnwUw

adopt.

Itcmcdc pour L'lvresxe.
Cures Intemperance. By placrpIIJS itMEDICINE
in
the
drank
the de1. ing

sire foi

liquid

.u toxica tin?

mixture is

physician,
age.

The merchants and business men of Ban
Francisco will give a grand inauguration dinner in honor of the departure of the steamer
—

by
paiient,
liquors will be removed. The
harmless, being prepared by a regular
i Tup-r directions
accompany each packanywhere bv express, for S3. Address
AGENCx, 13, Trcmont Itow, Boston,
any

Sent

IIIlDlCAL

Colorado,

the first of the great Chtna Line.—
The departments of the State and national governments, and of the municipal governments
of New York and San Francisco, the Chamber
of Commerce, the Pacific Railroad, Chinese
merchants, etc., will he represented.
—J. Ross Brown and
party, consisting of several members of the State
of

dec 24 dlw

Mas*-

S It A T K S !
And

POCKET

I T (M Cl

at

BAILEY’S Gnu Stoi*e.
dec-1!

9

FREE

STREET

9

offering since September,

1859, amounts to fifty-three millions of francs.

Special meeting S
A

occurring.

A special telegram to the London Times says,
it is asserted that the question of the departure
of Empress Eugenie for Borne has been decided in the affirmative.
The Moniteur publishes a plan for the reorganization of the French Army. It agrees, in
the main, with the particulars already made
known.
The Moniteur says Maximilian was still at
Orizaba on the 9tlx of November, and nothing
had transpired to show his ulterior intentions.
It represents that a concentration of the French
troops was progressing, without important incident.

C. ll. FLING,
J. Q, TWITCIIELL,
BA1LE Y.

Sleigh

lot just received by
M. (i. WEBB & CO.,
No 81 Commercial St.

Arrival of I be Nava Heoliun.

IIALL.

December

dc2Sdtf

Hogs.

Choice
dc29ulw

fourteenth

Friday Evenin';,

PLEASANT Room, with board, suitable Ibr a
gentleman and wife, and two single gentlemen,at

Lectures.

will he delivered

Hogs!

very choice Dressed Hogs, Just received,
sale low by
KINO, THURLOW & CO.,
166 Commercial St.

No 56 Chirk street.

Annual Series of Public Lectures
under the diieetion of the Mercantile Library AsTIIE
sociation will be delivered at

Lecture

Commercial street.

Board.

give an entertainment in the Ciiebtxut
M.'E. Cnt:nciT on Monday Evening, l)vr.
31st.
Tho Exercises will consist oi Singing, Dialogues ami Declamations by the children.
There fill also be a Tree fill* d with presents fr
evcrjfschild in the School.
A<!itii^<*ioii i5 C«*nt«. Cbildrra 15 Coals.
C If* Door optu at (ij o’clock; services commence
dee 27 d4t
at 7 o’clock.
Vf TJJ.L

Thf Opening

86

Dressed
LOT ot

MECHANICS’

fhbe, for

rates

A and for

Library

mid for sale dutt
the burnt district,

wav.

Entertainment.

Mercantile

bond,

m
use on

Strictly Par. English Lead and Oil !
Rebuilders will effect a great saving by purchasing

THE

7

a

C., Box 276,
Saint John, New Brunswick.

Just received

1

Miss Rachel Johnson* the popular Artiste,
supported by the young American actor, Mr. B.
171»«mi ley* will shortly appear.
dee27d3t
Jii^See Daily Progrn mmes.

Allen Mission

Teacher!

PA I NTS A XI) OIL CHEAP

AM, NAtAiltHAV EVEN’S,

Year

Lady
D.

dc29*f3w

#The grand Historical Drama of
OAFT KYD: The Wizard of the Gulf !

New

Class

Seminary.
Apply to

great play of the

OCTOROON!
VBIDAir

First

To take charge of the English Department in

d2w

I
i

|

Washington, Dec. 28.
The President has issued a proclamation revoking the exequator of Gerhard Jonssen, Conan! of Aldcnburg at New Tork, he having refused to appear before a court in that city to answer in a suit on the plea that he, a consular
officer, was thus seeking to use his official position to defeat the ends of justice.
There is authority tor stating that at 11
o’clock A. M., Jan. 1st, 1867, the President will

receive the members of the Cabinet, Foreign
Ministers, Judges of the Supreme Court ot the
District of Columbia, and of the Court of
Claims. At 111-2 o’clock the officers of the
Army and Navy and Marine Corps will be leceive I. The reception of citizens will commence at 12 o’clock, noon, at which time the
gates of the enclosure will he opened, and will
terminate at 2 o’clock P. M. Ladies will be re-

ceived.
The President issued this afternoon a proclamation declaring that he has received through
Minister Montholn satisfactory evidence that
vessels
belonging to United citizens will, after
Jan. 1st, not he subjected to higher duties than
are levied upon vessels of French citizens. He
therefore proclaims that French vessels will he
subject to no higher tonnage rates than those
of the United States.
The question of sustaining Juarez in his war
against the Imperial usurpers of Mexico, and
the contending factions of that country for an-

other year, involving as it does the safety of
American interests, is being
seriously discussed at the present time, and it is understood a
movement is on foot looking to the
raising of a
loan for that purpose.
Gen. Banks' committee is said to be favorable to the proposition of a loan, and confidence
is expressed that the committee will report a
hill.
The Senate and House Committee are considerably apart in their views of the Wells’
Tariff project, hut a further
interchange of
opinions and ideas will no doubt pnt the matter in a sill-factory light.
Soon after the assembling of Congress a vigorous effort will he made to commit the two
houses in securing the admission of any
single
Southern State, or any number of them, vrtio
shall accept the Constitutional Amendment.—
Some of the Representatives of the South assert that this proposition as a
finality has never
been made in Congress, and there is a growing
desire that it shall be made as early after the reassembling as possible. Quite a number of republican members stand pledged to vote for
such a bill.
A despatch received at Headquarters of the
Army from Fort Laramie confirmed the statement of the terrible massacre which occurred
on Friday, the 21st
inst., near Fort Phil Kear
ney. Brevet Col. Filleman, Capt. Brown and
Lieut. Grammond. of the 18th
infantry, with
91 enlisted men of the 2d cavalry and 188 inlantry, were surrounded by the 'Indians, and
every officer and man killed.
Gen. Grant has recovered from his recent
sickness, and was again at his office this morn-

ing.

I

CHANGE OF 1’ilOGRAMME !

Delightful entertainments during

THE MEXICAN QUESTION.

The iMauarre at Fort Phil Kearney.

I

WILL COMMENCE TlIEJIt

mid

Co.,

YOU

heavily laden trees,

American

The Admission of Southern States.

are hereby required to
notify and warn the
Pew holders and members of Saint Stephen's
Parish to most at Shopley and Strain's Office, Exchange Street, Post Office Building, Saturday evening January 5th, 1867, at 7 o’clock, fur the following
purposes, viz;
1st. To cbooso a Moderator.
2d. T’o determine whether the Parish will build
or purchase a Church.
3d. To transact such other business as may then
and there come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and Seals, this TwentyEighth Day of December, 1866
TIM. B. TOLFORD, (Seal)) Assessors of
S. T. CORSER,
(Seal)} St. Stephen a
CHARLES SAGER, (Seal)) Pariah.

School.

Year’s

MITTS

D. V. CORNER, Clerk of Si. Ntepken’.
Parish ia Ike City of Portland, Maine.

Dxcrcisos to consist of
uti-.l SpvuUiiiK by the Sabbath

New

AND

To

on

on

French Vessels.

••

the beat qualities, Just received.

dee29d?t

Tuesday Evening, Jau’y 1, 1867.

on

'*

*•

Duties

htyles.

MORTON

rrnr. Annual Fc?Uvaloi tjie West Congregational
1
abbtilh School and Society will be held at their

Ball

--—»^»»‘-—s

WASHINGTON.

Charles Cnstis &,

•~

Fifth Annua!

new

GLOVES

Yew Year’s Festival!

of Gilts ft*om
&c., <fcc.

—

December 29, 1866.

SCARFS
1

<3 R A. N D

£IT*D i*tiibutioii

Saturday Morning,

SILK HANDKERCHIEFS
k
V.-Al .o/‘.
\
oiv
in

PRESS.

———:--

T I ES !

ELEGANT

DAILY

PORTLAND

-AND-

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Church,

BV TELKURAPH TO THE

GIFTS!

advance.

in

NEWS

LATEST

v

The President, to-night, visited the Masonic
Fair by invitation. He was received
by the
Knights Templars with the honors of the order.
A large number of spectators
forming in line
passed to where he was standing.
From New Orleans.
New Orleans, Deo. 28.
The Congressional excursions ts ware heartily received last night, and have been entertained by the
city and citizens to-day. This evening a grand dinner will be given by the city in
their honor, and to-morrow they will have a
reception and then depart.
The loss of life by the burning of the steamer Fashion, on the
Mississippi river, will probably reach sixty.
New Orleans, Dec. 28.
The forcible release of Capt.
Craig from the
jail at Seguin, Texas, lias cause 1 considerable
excitement in that neighborhood, inasmuch as
it is regarded as a triumph of the
military ever
the civil law. Craig was imprisoned
by the order of Judge Ireland, for theft, in taking certain important papers from the clerk’s office in
the
Seguin district, but threatened then to secure military aid for his release. It is now reported that he has done !bo, thus rendering
the indictment found against him
by the
grand jury for the present, at least of no effect.
_

Mexican A (Taira.
New Orleans, Dec. £7.
Mexican news of the 21st inst, has been received :
The Emperor, in a circular, says he
accepted
the throne,
assured that such was the nabeing
tional will.
Civil war, he says, nevertheless
continued, which compelled him to inenr great
expenses. Subsequently the Emperor Napoleon announced that he would discontinue the
aid he had advanced.
He (Maximilian) was
therefore obliged to withdraw his troops and
dissidents
a number of cities thus
occupied
abandoned. This encouraged them to inorease
their efforts to overthrow the government—
Then came tho action of the United States towards securing a Republican form of government. An allusion is made to the manifesto on
the subject of a National Congress previously
issued. The Emperor has arrived at Puebla.—
An address from tho Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Marine has been presented to him.
Horrible Slaughter by the Indians.
Fort Laramie, Dec. 27.
The Indians are very troublesome, and the
troops at Fort Phillip Kearney have been almost in a state of seige. On the 22d inst a
number of Indians cauie near the post and Brevet Lieut. Co). W. J. Felteman,
Capt. T. H.
Brown, and Lieut. Grummond, all of the 18th
Infentry, gathered hastily 3D men of Co. C, 2d
cavalry, and 45 men of the 18th infantry, and
went after the Indians. The troops were gradually drawn on until at a point lour miles from
the fort, when they were surrounded and
slaughtered, not a man escaping to tell tho
story of disaster. The bodies were stripped of
every article of clothing, and scalped and mutilated. Three bodies were found iu a space
not larger than a good sized room.
Nearly all
tho bodies were recovered and buried in tho
fort.
Terrible Tragedy ni New lilm.
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 28.
Wc learn of a terrible tragedy at New Ulm
on Christmas
day. Two men named Campbell
and Liscoinb bad come in from a trapping expedition. During an altercation in a saloon one
of them stabbed a resident of New Ulm named
John Spinner, severing a main artery and causing death. The sheriff arrested Liscoinb and
Campbell, and while on|their way to jail handcuffed, they were set upon by a mob, beaten
with stones and sticks of cord wood, and taken
from the sheriff and hung.
Evan while hanging the mob cut and hacked their bodieB in a
Their bodies were still
shocking manner.
hanging and frozen stiff the next morning
Campbell and Liscoinb served in Company F,
2d Maine Regiment, and were men of
good
character and respectably connected.
—

Steamer Bui'ue.l—Twenty Live. Dost.
New York, Dec. 28.
The W orld has the lollowing despatches:
Vicktburg, Mitt., Dec. 27.—The steamer Fashion, a splendid vessel engaged in the trade between this city and New
Orleans, was burned
this evening about 12 miles above Baton liougc.
Twenty lives were lost, but tho names of the
sufferers have not as yet been ascertained. The
oaptain and the other officers of tho boat were
saved. The cargo, consisting of 2600 bales of
cotton, was a total loss.
Frauds Upon the Revenue Not Confined
to Whiskey Distillers Alone.
New York, Deo. 28.
It is known that some of our largest silk and
lace importers perpetrated huge swindles
upon
the Government
by means of undervalued invoices, or other contrivances which they have
invented to meet present emergencies.
One
house alono was compelled to pay
$80,000 in gold for an attempt to evade the law.
Destructive Fire

Wavreusburg.
Louis, Dec. 28.
arrensburg twenty-two
destroyed, and a lo<s of $2u0 000
at

St.

By

the

buildings

great fire

sustained.
Street.

were

at

YY

THE

FENTAJfS.

STORM.

ANJ^nrptxiTY.

PORTLAND

-vnons nowBK
The Moat Severe

Since

1833—Hnilroad

CeanuakatiM Snapended*-Henvy Vail
of Saow.
Albany, N. Y., Deo. 28.
The storm yesterday was the most severe
since 1835. Twenty inches of snow fell, which
is terribly drifted. Railroad communication is
entirely suspended. The train due here yesterday at half past four, P. M., ran into a
snow drift a few miles west of here.
Efforts
were made to reach the train from the city
with six locomotives and two coaches, bnt they
could not proceed beyond the city limits, the
snow being drifted higher than the locomotives. No trains have arrived or been despatched to-day, nor is it likely any will be sor some
time. The drifts on the Boston road are said
to be enormous. Several trains were snowedunderon the Hudson Railroad.
Nearly all
the telegraph wires between here and Buffalo
are down.
A dispatch from Syracuse says tho
train there is snowed-under.

Troy, N. Y., Dec. 28.
There is two feet of snow here. Tho streets
are blockaded, and trains of cars are within a
few miles of this city but cannot reach here.—
No trains have arrived since yesterday noon,
and none left.
It is the greatest storm in
twenty years, and still continues.
Nrw York, Dec. 28.
A fresh wind from the south-west has prevailed since last evening, causing very low water in our rivers. Perry navigation is very
difficult on all sides of the city on this account,
and such is the effect of the ebb tide that the
steamer Australasian, from Liverpool, is now
aground in the bay. Three schooners are reported ashore inside Sandy Hook.
Hudson, N. Y., Dec. 28.
The storm last
night was the most severe
ever known in this city. Every avenue to the
oity is blockaded. The Hudson Sc Berkshire
Railroad is completely closed. Four passencars on the Hudson River Railroad were
lown from the track last evening, but without
serious damage. Trees and fences in all directions are biown down. The damage done
was very great
Goderich, C. W., Doc. 28.
A fearful snow storm has prevailed here for
the last ten daysNo trains have arrived
since the 28th.
The railroad is completely
blocked and the storm is still raging.

fer

Quebec, Deo. 28.
The wind blew a hurricane from the East
last night. It is now snowing and drifting.—
The river is full of ice. Thermometer 2 above.
Barometer 28—80.

Boston,

Dec. 28.

Very little anew has fallen in this vicinity.
The wind continues fresh from the West. At
sunset the thermometer
stood 22 degrees
above. At White River Junction, Vt, eighteen inches of snow fell yesterday, and the

storm seems to have extended over that State
and portions of New Hampshire.
B unfair, N. Y.. Dec. 29.
The wind is strong and blustering; thermometer 18 degrees above zero.
There is a dreadful storm between Hamburg
and Dunkirk. The snow drifts are from five
to twelve feet deep in places.
The hands have
stopped work on the road until the storm
abates.
Two freight (rains collided this afternoon on
the Niagara Falls Road near Knowlesviile.—
The two locomotives were smashed up and
sixteen cars were badly broken.
The Lake Shore Road is completely blockaded to Dunkirk. Passengers from the West
are ferried at the latter place to the Erie Road.
The Central Railroad sent out regular trains
to-day. The through train from Schenectady
has arrived. The road will be all
right in a
day or two. The trains on the Great Western
Railroad are arriving and departing on time.

Lose of the Steamer Commodore.
Riveb Head, L. I., Dec. 28.
The Sound steamer Commodore has
gone
ashore one mile north of Horton's
Point, and
now lies bows out of water, the tide
having
iallen. Three boat loads of
passengers have
been landed. The steamer is last
breaking
up.
No lives were lost. All on board were
safely
landed. A portion of the freight and all the
baggage may be saved. The steamer will be a
total wreck. Her passengers have all
gone forward to New York. The Commercial
says the
w“ valued at
insured
$180,000;
for $00,000.

?OI5T£!ZTa

New Yobk, Dee. 28.
Passengers arrived famish the following:—
The steamer Commodore left her dock at the
usual hour last evening and proceeded well
until about 8 P. M. A most terrific
gale then
arose from the West and
prevailed with intense
violence. The steamer labored very heavily
until off Cornfield
There she
lightship.
broached to and instantly became
unmanageable, her smoke-stacks going by the board.—
There was a general breaking and
crashing of
lamps, tables, chairs and fixtures in the saloon
hall, state rooms and cabin. The stoves toppled, and it was only by the utmost exertions
of the crew and passengers that the vessel was
prevented iTom burning up. There was an
alarm of fire but the homes were soon extinguished, and did but little damage. At ten
o clock the fires were all
put out and danger
from that source averted. From II o’clock hist
night until 1 o’clock this morning, the vessel
was wholly
unmanageable, and all on board
expected her to go down. It would be
impossible to describe the scene.
Many persons
were constantly engaged in
prayer and a few
lost their self-possession
entirely. The wind
turned from the West, and the tide came in
from nearly an opposite direction.
The pilot
and engineers endeavored to
get the vessel
ashore on
Island.
For
two
Long
long hours
the steamer drifted at the
mercy of the waves
The captain and pilot were successful
only in
keeping her head nearly South. The flood
tide setting her toward the
Island
Long
shore,
_

““

ill

v
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made, the ga’e continuing without
abatement. The steamer gradually drifted in
Little Bay, two miles West of Horton’s Point
The anchors were then
Light.
dropped in
about two fathoms of water.
The cargo had
been thrown overboard.
The pumps were
kept constantly at work, at the same tame two
lines of bailers were formed and did admirable
service. In this condition the boat
lay until
daylight, when the water gained so rapidly
that it was decided to beach the
vessel, which
was done most
successfully. The gale becomstill more furious—if such were
ing
possible—
enorts were made to launch the file boats.
The largest of six or seven was
lowered, and
twenty persons took their places in it and
went
upon the breakers. Nearly all on board
leaped into the water and escaped on shore
leaving the boat in possession of an officer who
could not manage it. Another boat was lowered which took a line ashore, which was fastened there. By its aid the first boat returnad
to the vessel and thus carried five loads to the
land, which comprised all the passengers. At
the Peconic station of the Long Island Railroad, they took cars for Horton’s Point. It is
reported that two men, emigrants, were washed overboard, but we have no
positive evidence
of this. The Commodore proved herself a remarkably strong boat, otherwise not a passenger would have been saved.
The Plymouth
Rock will take the place of the Commodore on
the line in a few days.
Point was

Secretary McCulloch’s Tariff Bill.;

New York, Dec. 28.
The Tribune’s special Washington
dispatch
the
new
tariff
of Secretary Mcsays
proposed
Culloch opposes the protective
legislation of
the House of Representatives last
summer,
and embodies the,views of the
opponents of the
legislation. It is a triumph of the foreign iminterest over the manufacturers and
porting
laborers, and in effect enact sufficient rates of
under
which the industry of the
duty
country
is now perishing. On some articles it
proposes
an advance over the present
rates; on others he
reduces the rates. The free list he
enlarges
considerably, but on the whole his scheme is a
re-enactment of the existing tariff.
From Fortress Mosrse.
Fortress Monroe, Dec. 28.
A strong northwest gale sprung up late yesterday, and the thermometer kept falling all
night. The cold is more intense to-night. The
James River is closed down to City Point, and
ice is rapidly forming In Elizabeth River.
The ship Callao, with guano, and the
ship
Lawrence have been ordered to New York.
The steamer New York arrived at Norfolk
to-day, and reported no wreckers in sight
When they passed the ship Rangoon, ashore
on Chincoteague Shoals, she laid head off shore
and the topsails were flying loose. Also a bri^
had gone ashore just north of the
Rangoon.
—

Canadian

Affair*.

Toronto, Canada, Dec. 28.
Gen. Lishead succeeds Gen. Nanier in command of the Western District, with his headquarters

at

Toronto.

Col. Lynch, learning that Roberts had forwarded thirty-five overcoats for the Fenian
prisoners, declined to receive them, not wishing. he said, to have his name used as a “catchpennv.” Tho jail is warm and comfortable,
and the prisoners in need are supplied with

prison clothes,

The snow is three feet

Strafford.

The fire swept both sides of Pino

deep

on

allevel west of

A Whole Family Poisoned.

Gen. Sherman arrived here to-day.

Milwaukee, Dec. 27.
family of Frank Culver, near Ripon,
was
VInlilie Disaster.
Wisconsin,
poisoned by Rtrychnine on
Christmas day. It had purposely been dropped
Holmes’ Hole, Dec. 28.
Geological Survey
into the teapot, and they swallowed it while
The stem of a vessel has drifted ashore on
California, have left San Franciscofor the puj! drinking tea.
The supposed poisoner is an
the north side of the YTineyard with
Boston
Italian who had recently been discharged from
pose of making a full and complete topograph
on itj An unknown bark is in Tarpaulin Cove j
ical and geological survey of Lower California. I with loss of mainmast.
; service bv Culver. All were living up to eight
Tho

o'clock Christmas night.

New

The Fenian Excitement

still at

ENTERTAINMENT

Grand New Year’s Festival.

Fever Heat.
A Simultaneous

ADVERTISEMENT

NEW

typ'-UMN.
"“"w

Wanted—Agency.
Why Suffer from Sores?

Rising

*

St. Steuben's Parish.
Dressed Hogs—King, Thurlow & Co.
Board—64 Clark Street.

Ex-

House

pected.

lor

Sale.

Hogs—M. G. Webb & Co.
Wanted Immediately—Lady Teacher.
Auction Sale—Henry Bailey a Son.
Holiday Gifts—Charles Custis Sc Co.
Paints and Oil Cheap—J. W. Perkins & Co.

Another Prisoner Sentenced to be

Hung.

New

York, Dec. 28.
Sweetsburg, Canada,
yesterday, Michael Crowley was found guilty
but sentence was
postpoued, on motion of Ins
counsel, who claims arrest of judgment on the
ground that the jury should have been discharged without rendering a verdict, as they
reported at one time that they could not a-rce.
Gijgan, Morrill, Carroll, McDonald and toward ar.: all discharged, and there remains bu
one of the lot,
Crawford, yet untried.
Quango, C. E., Dee. 28.
„.
,
Michael
Crowley, whs was yesterday found
guilty by the jury at Sweetsburg, lias been senIn the Fenian trials at

_

tmeed to be executed Feb. 15th with the other
Fanians. Crowley is a British subject.

Swebtsbuby, Can., Dec. 28.
Counsel Devlin moved an errest of
judgment in tlie base of Crawley, because the
prisontr was acting on the 9th or June under the
orders oi Gen. Spear. The Judge sentenced
the prisoher to be hung February 16th.
George Crawiord pleaded guilty to receiving
stslen good3; and w® sentenced to three
months imprisonment.

cal, rc

Sumner Street Church.— Bov. Dr. Pennington
will perach In the Sumner St. Church to-morrow, all
day—morning at 10* o’clock, afternoon at 2* o’clock,
ana evening at 7 o’clock.
Second Parish Church.— The Second Pariah
Church will worship in State Street Church to-morrow
at 8 P. M. Dr. Carrnthere will preach.
First Parish Church.— Rev. Fiske Barrett,
of Braintree, Maas., will preach at the First Pariah Church to-morrow.
Vesper service at 7 o'clock

Fi)M.

Dow's Hall.—Elder L. L. Howard will preach at
Dow’s Hall, Congress Street, Saturday and Sunday,
at 10} o’clook A. M., and 3 o’clockP. M. Seats free.
New Jerusalem Church.—The services of the
New Jerusalem Society will be held as usual in Park
Street Church to-morrow afternoon at 3 o’clock. Teit
of Sermon:
Tho Lord bom in Bethlehem.”
West Cosqeeoational Church. —The fcurth
“
lecture on the
Hebrew Pilgrimage," will be given at
the Weat Congregational Church to-morrow (Sunday)
evening, by the Pastor, Rev. Geo. A. Tewksbury.—
Services to commence at 7 o’clock.
SuMect—“ The
Wilderness.”

Washinotonians.—The Sunday evening TemperHeeling, holden in the Sons of Temperance Hall

ance

Congress Street, will be addressed by the Hon. Woodand others. AH interested are invited
Services at seven o’clock,
Willmton Chapel.—Sabbath School to-morrow
(Sunday) afternoon at Williston Chapel, Danforth
St., at 1} o'clock.
Prayer meeting in the evening at
7 o’clock. Seats free. All are invited to attend.
C.vsoo Street CHURon.-Thero will be service* at
Casco Street Church to-morrow (Sabbath), at the usual
hours. Strangers choerflUly provided with seats.
State Street Church.
Rev. W. L. Gage
will preachat State Street Church to-morrow.
Mountfobt St. M. E. Churoh.—Services in this
church to-morrow (Sunday) all day, and in the evening at tho usual hours. All interested are invited to
attend.

bury Davis

usual reports of Western and Southern
We append a summary of this intelligence.
The Treasury Department, in view f statements that deposits have been made with un-

authorized institutions, has caused to be
published the provisions and
requirements of tho
law governing the deposit of
public funds.—
They are as follows:

Deposits of collection or receipts of all public
moneys by all kinds of U. 8. officers with the
Tresasurer or an assistant,except receipts from
customs as hereinaiter mentioned, with a national hank, designated as a
depository under
the provision of the National
Currency act,
end with no others. The collectors of internal

required to deposit their collections in the particular depository indicated to
them by the instructions from tie Commissioner of the Internal Revenue. Collectors or

revenue are

deputy collectors, who deposit with banks,
bankers or others not authorized as
depositories render themselves amenable to the
penalties prescribed by the law. Dnties
being in
can
be
made
coin,
only with the treasurer or
an assistant
treasurer, or such other public officer as has been designated a
depository. National banks that have been designated as deof
positories
public moneys, are not authorized
to Toceive deposits of coin.
Deposits t-f disbursing officers may bo made
with the treasurer or assistant treasurer of the
United States, or with a depository
specially
authorized for that particular purpose by the
secretary.

■ine attention ot
pniuic ofllcers interested
and of banks, bankers and others not authorized as depositories of public
moneys, is especially called to the fact that all violations of the
act subject the parties transgressing to severe
pains and penalties under a conviction for felony.
The laws are very stringent
against all officers charged with deposits and disbursements
of moneys. Among other things
they are forbidden to invest public money in
any kind of
property or merchandise. They cannot for
not
any purpose
prescribed by law, transfer or
apply any of the funds. All such acts are declared a felony. Bankers, brokers and others
counselling or abetting such transknowingly
actions will on conviction be
severeiypuuished*
A robbery was committed on
Wednesday in
Philadelphia of government and local bends
amounting to $200,00<t.

Colonel Sawyer, Adjutant-General

eral Sherman’s
in St. Louis.

staff, died

on

on

Gen-

Wednesday night

The revenue officers are fugitives from the
disturbed counties of Missouri.
The Bushville and Connersville Railroad in
Indiana was opened on the 26th inst.
The Maryland Legislature meets on Wednesday next.
Gen. Samuel R. Curtis of Iowa died recently at Council Bluffs. He served in the late
war as

major-general ot volunteers.
The City Council of
Naslivillo, Tenn., has resolved to impose a tax of one
per cent, on all
sales by agonts from other
cities, and to require the payment of $300 annual license by
such agents.
the crew

Henry,

the American barque Maria
wrecked on the coast of Cuba, have
ol

reached Kingston, Jamaica.
A Toronto dispatch
says immense donations of Christmas cheer, were furnished the

Fenian prisoners.

People continue to throng to the Madoc gold
region. Another mine is said to have been discovered in Tudor, near Madoo.
Richardson’s
mine is reported to have been
bought for $60,-

000.

Cholera, small pox and yellow fever arc prevailing at St. Thomas.
The clipper David Crockett, from San Francisco, has arrived in Philadelphia, with a cargo

ol CO,000 bushels of California whilo wheat and
of barley. This is the first direct

4,000 bushels

cargo of California

grain

ever

roceived at that

General Grant has been
quite ill since his
to the East, and has been unable to attend to his official duties.
—A W ashington special
says: “The govern
ment has been informed
by Sir Frederick
return

Bruce,

blocks,

of the quarries of the
living present. He
went on to sketch the oatline of that model

out

republic

which it is the task of this
generation
construct, and which he said must have for
its four foundation stones,
Liberty, Equal protection of Ci ?il Rights, Education and
Equal
Ho
did
not say Universal
Suffrage.
Suffrage,
to

but he insisted that if there were to be
limitations they should fall alike on all.

In enforcing the
necessity of such a reconstruction as this, he dwelt at some
length on
the dangerous condition of affairs at the
South;
the Confederacy, he said, was as much alive

to-day as it was in 1862; it had as much the
elements of a national life now as it then had.
It had a territory
distinctly defined, an army
well drilled and strong
though not in uniform, a press active, malignant and insidious,
a

public opinion united, resolute

and vindicIn addition to these it had—what
we
have not—a President! He
thought the danger of the nation at this moment was as
great
as it had ever been if the
people did not reshold
olutely
Congress np to tho performance
of the plain duty before it.

tive.

aoounued in passages of much
It had also some
happy hits of a
humorous character, as tor instance when the
sub

lecture

eloquence.

speaker drew a portrait of Young America,
and when he said of Maximilian
that he
had taken a ticket into
Mexico, but his
was

said,

baggage

“checked thr jugh.” Andrew
Johnson, be
was the deadest man in the
United States

only he had not found it out yet; he had written his own deatli warrant in an
autograph as
long as the road from Washington to Chicago.
The hall was
comfortably filled without

being

crowded,

and the lecture was received with
evidences of cordial approval.

Two Good Books.-T wo of the best books whi ch
have been lately issued are the Lite
of Gov.
Briggs, of Massachusetts, and the New Birth,
by Prof. Phelps, of
Mass. We have

Andover,

interest iu calling attention to them
excepting the desire to make known the merits of
no

two

solid, suggestivo and improving works.—
Gov. Briggs’ life may be more serviceable to
young men than even that of Amos Lawrence
was; and it is hardly too much to
say that if
any one wanted to put into the hands of a
young man commencing life a book which
should lead to a noble career, it is this new memoir of that high
Christian
minded,

Governor

faithful,

Massachusetts, whose name is familiar even in Maine.
Prof. Phelps’ work is of a different cast. It
ot

is a
the

thorough, scholarly and calm treatment of
subject of Regeneration, full of fine practical hints and strong thoughts,
ail.presented
iu that clear, transparent and
winning style
which makes Prof. Phelps so great a favorite.
No Christian can read this little work without
great instruction and profit.
W. L. G.

Dedication-—The African Methodist Episcopal Chapel on Mountfort Street, was dedicated to the service of Almighty God, by appropriate religions exercises, yesterday torenoon.
The sermon was preached by Rev. John H. W.

Burleigh,

of

Providence,

B. I.

that the

English man-of-war Bolivar,
while at Laguayra, was taken possession of
by
her crew, and had cleared for parts
unknown,
Efforts will be made to detain her should she
visit American waters.” This
ortant. If
a pirate is afloat, it is well to

her labors soon.
—A monument is to bo erected at Mt.
Auburn to the memory of Itev. J. W.
Horton, tiiu
New Orleans martyr. A committee of the nutisters of Boston ask for small contribution*
from those who sympathized with Mr. Horton
in his good work.

writer.
The whole are contained in a very
beautiful] \ printed pampJ’,etofsorae fiftJ pages,
and will doubtless he
high/'' Talnpd by the numerous friends of the anther
For sale at all the

—The

taking

bookstores.^

800,000
>200,000
800,000
100,000
100,000
250,000

First

Second
Merchants
Nat. Traders

5
5
5
6
5
5

“

vV

40 000
1>500
40.000
3 000

time
tried him
found him

1&00

wai some

salary, politics, theofeg

In the afternoon services were held in the

report circu

Personal.

nature.

Dramatic.—To-night will bo the last opportunity of witnessing the popular drama of
Capt. Kyd, which has been placed upon the
stage in good style, and the general performance elicited the warmest approbation.
On
Monday evening Miss Rachel Johnson will appear in a new play. This lady has been pro-

nounced by excellent critics one of the most
actresses on the American stage.

Disasters
in our harbor

There

Harbor,—The disasters
Thursday were very few.—

in the
on

collisions and one or two vessels drifted ashore, but the damage sustained
was not large.
Some of the wharves sustained slight damage. See marine report.

at
of

Hamlin to erect a Protestant college on a lot of
land which he has purchased and
paid £2,0(0
for, although he and the American missionaries labored with more devotion and more sno-

during the cholera epidemic than
body of men in Constantinople."

oess
er
—

Herbs in large variety, of the most superior
free from stems, stalks and adulteration, may be found at J. R. Lunt & Co.'s, 318

Congress

Street.

The P.WffVmon

any oth-

nf VfunVinnio II

Hon. John A.

Poor passed
-uatc «[f«U”Ol
on his
forenoon sermon9 devoted to the great evil of
way to
It has been stated that he recentintemperance, and the best means of promote
ly had a severe attack of paralysis at the Tre- I ing the cause of temperance.
mont House, Boston, and that for
exercise he :
has to be walked out four miles a
Thr President and ih<* Autendnicui.
day. This is j
done by direction of his
physicians, a couple of i HIS ADVICE TO THE
SOUTH CABO LIRA DEZUTY.
men aisisting him.
Under the regimen
prescribed by them, he has been reduced
The
Charleston Courier of Tuesdav. in noticforty j
pounds in weight, and it is proposed to reduce i ing the various newspap r reports about a So.
Carolina commission to Washington, says:
him forty pounds more as essential to the
comIt appears that prior to the close of tlie sesplete restoration of his health.
sion or our Legislature which adjourned e,a
Friday
last, a large majority of ihe Sonata
The Riverside Echo.—Tho first number of consulted
together as to the propriety of sendthis excellent paper 1ms been issued. It coning a member of that body to Washington 1o
confer
with
tho
tains the address of Hon. Chas.
omthe probability >4
Holden, before tbe Slate being President
restored should she adapt tl#
the Cumberland County
“Sketch
AsSocintion,
amendment.
After consulting together it
of Foreign Travel”
by Qen. Neal Dow, a pretty was decided that some good might arise. Tha
New Year’s story for the
selected was Co). F. Wetlierby, Senchildren, another for gentleman
ator from -Marlborough, who
adult readers, and an abundance of choice readproceeded t»
Washington and sought an interview with tl a
ing for the family. For sale at the news de- President. Upon his arrival he found that tLa
President was occupied in a Cabinet meeting,
pots.
arid being disengaged, lie determined to mala
In the early settlement of our
country the g«Hl use of his leisure by obtaing interviews
greatest anxiety was, how our people could get with the leading radical members of both houses of Congress, and
conversing with them tro.
enough of good wholesome food. Now the
ly upon the subject,aud the prospect of tho admanner of living has
so
that
missioD
ot
South
changed,
Carolina to her rights upon
many
people really suffer, and enough of every kind the adoption of thwConstitutional Amendmen L
Col. Wetberby made the acquaintance of sevaround them. Why is this? It is because their
eral leading radical Senators and Representafood distresses them.
Buy one bottle of Main’s tives, with whom he conversed frpely, and wss
Elderberry Wine aud you will get relief. Then assured by them that the Constitutional
Amendment was the ultimatum of Congress
buy a case.
dee4tl
to tho Southern States; that its
adoption by
them would remove ail obstacles to their
The Steamers.—Steamer
Chesapeake, from admitted to representation in Congress. being
Cob
New York for this
port, was in New Loudon Wetberby, however, had a subsequent interview with President Johnson, to whom he had
Thursday.
Steamer Franconia, from this port for New been informally deputed. We learn that the
interview was of some duration, as well as free
York, was at Holmes’ Hole yesterday.
aud candid, during which the President ex? teamer New Brunswick left
Thurspressed tbe hope that the Southern Stat *
Eastport
day afternoon for this port, but undoubtedly would lemain linn in their position as regarda
tiie amendment, and steadfastly reject it, beput iu to some harbor that night.
lieving it to be an advance step to the inauguration
of despotism, in doing which he said he
New Year’s Cake.—We are indebted to J.
honed they would be guarded in their reason*
for
a
basket of choice New Year’s | assigned for its rejection, and avoid any lanPartington,
Cake and Confectionery. No one knows betguage that might by any possible means be
t rtured to give offense to the opposing party.
ter how to get up these articles than
does Par
The President feels
ir-ra a recent
tingtou, and hence tho great demand upon him decision given by the confident,
Supreme Court, that lie
for wedding and all other kinds of cake.
will be sustained by that law abiding body, and
that in a short time a returning sente of reason
New Year's Dat.—Merchants and others
will point out some middle ground between the
amendment
ami
the projected territorial
who have notes or drafts
maturing on the 1st scheme, upon which our country
may become
prox. mast remember that that day is a legalunited, when peace will again smile upon c*
ized holiday, and the Banks will be closed.—
with all its blessings."
All paper maturing on
Tuesday must be paid
on Monday.
Dariro Robbery.—OBCof tbe most remarkable post-office robberies on record,
reminding
Tickets for tbe Allen Mission School New one of the
story of the “Post-office Car" in tlie
Year entertainment can be obtained at
Junction”
was
Bailey “Mugby
collection,
perpetrated
& Noyes’ new store on
ast week in Jackson, Tennessee
Exchange Street
The tliirt,
who gives the name of Smedloy, first made hi*
The “Snow Flake for visiting or
wedding
at one of the stations of the Miscards, is just received by Gcyer, agent for Low- appearance
sissippi Central railroad, where he entered tlie
ell & Brett
mail car. representing himself as a special
a ;ent of the Post-office
A first class Compositor wanted at the
Department, and gave
various orders to the route agent. On arriving
Times Office,” Bath. Sec advertisement.
at Jackson he proceeded to the office there in
the same assumed character. One account
THE HT4TE.
says:
As Mrs. Phebs Littlefield and her
He obtained a statement from the post masdanghCalvin Koberts, of Kennebunkport. er as to how tho mail was conveved from Jackfer>
were driving into the
on
son
to Xashville, Cairo and Memphis, which
city
Wednesday,their
horse ran away, throwing them both out on the
was reduced to writing and sent to Washingfrozen ground, injuring Mrs. Littlefield
slight- ton. Smedley then took poscssion, and receivly, and severely injuring Mrs. Koberts by ed and delivered letters, and completely subcontusions and bruises on the head.—hidde- j
ligated the postmaster. Extending his operaford Journal.
tions, lie purchased the Madison Hotel of Sir.
Garland, and borrowed money ot him on
—We learn from the Union that on

through

this

Brunswick.

—— *vv

city yesterday,

!

j

Sunday
evening last, Nathaniel Locke of Hollis, fell
from his hay-mow, a distance of
eighteen feet,
to the bam floor,
dislocating his wrist and
breaking one of his ribs, besides receiving seinternal injuries.
—The Kennebec Journal is forty-two years
eld; tbe Maine Farmer is thirty-five, and the

vere

I checks, which, proving brtgns, he was arrested,
] but escaped from the officers. Several mom y
letters, handled by Smedloy, have tailed to
j reach
their destination. Drawings of th»
post-office building and several others wci*

|

Gospel Banner thirly-three.

—The Ellsworth American chronicles n
queer feat of a runaway horse iu tbe streets of
that town. Tbe horse jumped lengthwise over
a cow, knocking her down and
injuring her
tall so that amputation of the member was
necessary. She will not fully rcalizo her bereavement until fly time.
—The Bath Times publishes tbe names of

j
I

|

twenty-two prominent citizens of that place, I
who have been appointed a committee to at- i
I
tend the meeting of the corporators of the
Knox & Lincoln Bailroad, to be held at Bockland. The Bath people are in earnest in their I
endeavors to have the new road strike the j

mond terminus.
—The petition for a city charter which has
been signed by the citizens of 8aco, embraces
all, or nearly all, of the business portion of the
people and a largo number of others. It will
be granted, and will undoubtedly be accepted
by the town. One thing we think advisable
for them to have in their charter—a board of
aldermen without tho useless appendage of a
common council. The experience of this city
has been and is that the council does not
amount to “a single allspice,” and is a useless
bill oi expense. We think that the necessary
expense attending a proper administration of
our city government, will prove to be less than
the expenses of Saco, year for year.—Biddejord
Union.
_

were some

quality,

"

une says:—“The late French
Ambassador persuaded the Porte to givo a
very valuable lot of
land to the Sisters of
Charily as a reward f<*
their labors during the chol. 1a.
At tlio same
time the Porte refuses to allow the Rev. Dr.

Secretary.
—

w^‘’d“dv '<

enigmas, darkly hinting at approaching su >
pnscs; and this gives rise to a variety ot rumn ■
which aro too extravagant to be
repeated. Tl»#
idlest
reportj however, finds believers here, ev«
en in high
nor
is
so
circles,
unfounded » 9
any
not to be traceable to some
authority.”
—A Constantinople letter in tho N. Y. Trils.

hearing the report of the Committee on Furnishing the Hall, and for the transaction of
any other business that may properly come
before the meeting. A full attendance is requested.
James Cvnningham,
Dec. 29—2t

“°Twht

uncertainties which wait on tho immediate
conduct of the Pope. Ho says:
“The demeanor of the Holy Father is very
porplexuig; ho speaks in monosyllables, < r

Thursday morning

Monday evening Dec 31.
o’clock, for the purpose

Ca,‘

;«
retsP00
ro >•»

“inw,,*

I. A. R. A.—There will be a
special meeting
of the Irish American Relief Association
at
their new Hall on Fore, near the foot of Exon

*?<“>”“•

* Ust
di'arpe

of his exacted arrival
not b
■
nounced in the papers, but be h
heard of since, so tar as outsiders ai
a
ed. It may be that they w.U have to
native American’after all. But the
diti
is, they will not have a northerner, and w
not grow Unitarian
preacher* *» the ikdrth.
—The Pall Mall Gazette has a
correspondent
whose last letter is a good illustration of
the

she was seen from the
Observatory, well out
to sea, and later in the forenoon she
hud disappeared. We think she got well clear of the
coast before the storm set in.

seven

which tin *
on» who *

“Tefot
lookout

as to
matter

lost. We cannot learn that there is the
slightest foundation for such a
On the conreimrt.
trary. the ship was seen by the steamer from

half past

,hv

by pastor’
Engfand orIrelanA^
Tblaas

lating yesterday that this ship which sailed
from here Wednesday afternoon for New Orleans, had gone ashore and all on board were

change street,

o„

^U^andZoloio

paid by the Banks.

Boston Wednesday night.

tm.c

alter call was sent out
was given
a
at

The dividends at all of the Banks
except the
the Merchants arc payable on
Wednesday, Jan2d.
At
the
uary
Merchants it is payable on
Monday, January 7th. The dividends are exclusive of the TJ. S. Tax, which is assumed and

a

*hlchaT,.0f
u‘* b*1?M Xauko '<
kT’ ?Dd discharged him. Hr#

they have boon

$133,000

Ship Oakland.—There was

f*a
preacher of their
"om Bu3ton- supplied them fur %
r"
* a**^r a whllo
held
a
they
hi
meeting and

u»

12,500

$3,100,000

of Vermont tr*
establish on a permanent

a New
Yoik
paper, describes the difficulties cf the Unitarians in their search after a
pastor who will
preach their doctrine, and consent to serv*
slavery after it is dead:

Capital. Dividend: Amount
5 Dr ct.
*100,000
8JOOOO

Casco
Cumberland"

Congrcgationalists

measures to

basis a suitable religious
paper.
—A letter from Charleston in

Bank Dividends—The Banks iu t,lU city
have declared their semi-annual dirideL ** *r,T
the past six months business.
Tney are a*
lows:
kt .•
Canal National

Boston, editor it
been engaged to
Cnirarsalist church in
first of March, and wjl

of the

commence

Chapel, and Rev. C F. Allen,of the Chestnut
Street M. E. Church, preached.
In the evening Rev. Joseph B.
Shreves, of
New Bedford, preached. The services
through- Kennebec at their place—while the Wiscaase: }
out the day and
evening were of an interesting people are almost equally earnest for the Rich- |

accomplished

port.

*

—

°His

our

supply
pulpit
Hingbam until the
the

literar> interest. A poem on
'^sapod^Destiny,"
descriptive of the

—

Eassed

news.

Mrs. P. A. Hanaford of
tlm Ladies' Repository, has

o{ the physical universe is the
closing sc
and exhibits the vivid
coUection;
in
the
longest
imagination anu' devotional sentiments of the

(

salary during

disability.

Kev. A. T. Hutchinson
baptized twelve
persons into the p. Baptist Church at
New
Gloucester on the first inst.

“Earth.’

the courts.
touoxto, C. W.,Dec. 28.
T.
President Roberts, finding that the Roman
MUNICIPAL COURT.
Catholic Bishop here does act as his agent, has
TCDCE KING JBlTliY PRESIDING.
transmitted $200 to the House of
Fbiday.—David Ryan pleaded guilty to assault and
Providence,
to be applied us they deem best in
assisting the battery on liia mother, and, in delauk of
payment of
Fenian prisoners.
♦12.80, fine and costs imposed, was committed to jal'.
A number of Gorman and Swedish
emigrants'
John Monaghan pleaded guilty to larceny of a boa
here to-day en route to Chicago and St.
of pickle* from tho store of Smith, Donnell St
ouis.
Co.,
and was flood J5 and costs. Committed.
From California.
S. B. Krogman, Patrick Connors, Enoch W.
•
Bunt,
John Fitzsimmons and William Finch, on search and
8ak Francisco, Deo. 28.
The memorial to Congress
seizure processes, paid ♦22.26 each.
a divisasking
ion of tho.territory, will
probably pass the Legislature. It is proposed to name the new terriM. ■>. A. (.centres.
Columbia.
The second lecture before the Mercantile
tory
The private grain circular states that our
Library Association was given last evening by
wheat receipts and exports for the past six
months, are larger than for any entire year Eev. George H. Hepworth, of Boston.
heretofore, and the surplus still remaining for subject was “The Ideal Republic.” He comexport is not far from 125,000 tons.
The gold deposits iu the branch mint in this menced by remarking that the onward and
city, fsom December 1st to the 22d inclusive, at upward course of the world was not a steady
which time the mint closed for tin annual
and uniferm progress, but a succession of kanstatement, are 26,300 ounces, and the gold coin- garoo-liko
leaps; civilization advances by
age about $20,000,000.
great strides alternating with interval* of rest.
We are just now in the midst of one of these
The Vlissouri Troubles.
great forward movements. The old Republic,
built partly on the ideas of the men of1776 and
Jefferson Cur, Mo. Dec. 28.
A delegation from
Lafayette has been in of 1787, but patched in its one weak place with
consultation with Gov. Fletcher, who
promise a fatal compromise, had tumbled to
that the citizens of that
pieces, and
county will unite in
enforcing the laws and driving out bushwhack- the task before us to-day was to construct the
ers. The Governor is said to have
agreed with fabric anew. He held that there was a false
them that only a small force shall be left there
and dangerous conservatism which would
The delegation speak highly of Col.
inMontgom- sist that we
should build only with the mateery and his men.
rials and on the principles which were
then
accepted. The model republic should be
Recovery of Moira Securities.
built according to tho best and
highest thought
Philadelphia, Nov. 23.
The tin box stolen yesterday from M.
of to-day. Whatever of the old
Byard’s
materials had
office, was picked up in Callowhill street by a proved itself fit and durable
should be sustainlady and restored. It contained all the securied, but all which in the lapse of time had lost
ties stolen except the govt-rnment coupon bonds,
which had been remt
its strength and suitableness should be
reverently laid aside with other relics of the past,
and its place filled with fair new
hewn

Telcgrapki* Summary.
Owing to the effect of the storm on the telegraph wires we were unable to give yesterday

nis

extii"me,y varied, embracing matters of politi-

Bsli|isn Notice*.
Hew York, Deo. 38.
The Herald s correspondence from Ireland,
dated Queenstown, Desember 13th and Dublin
12th, shows that tho Fenian revolution excitement remained at fever heat. There were
sixteen British war vessels in and off Queenstown harbor, and the loyal and wealthy inhabitants of the rural districts were
Hocking into
the garrisoned towns for
safety. Stephens was
thought to be in the South. It is said that a
rising would take place simultaneously In the
counties ef Cork, Waterford, Limerick and
Kilkenny, tho Fenian centre thus forming a
sort of headquarters quadrilateral

RKi.naor*.
lh« Farmington Chronicle learns
dial
Kon. Mr. loothakerof New Sharon is
recovet*
his
iny
health. His people have voted to
sup
Ply his pulpit and continue his

many of the miscellaneous writing* whie*1
have occupied and amused his leisure hours
during the last half century, and offers them
as iu some sense the farewell
legacy of one
whose long and honored life Is approaching a
close, to those who aro yet in the period of acand usefulness. The subjects treated aro
t ivity

db.

_

By Henry

We are indebted to the courtesy of the venerable author foT a copy of this neat and huuO»jme little brochure.
In it he ha* collected

^umw.

Advertise.

Poetic and Pkose Writings.
Goddard. Portland; fl. Thurston.

New Hampshire First District— At the
met at Dover,
on the 27th, Hon. Charles n. Bell, of Exter,
presided Three ballotings were held. On the
third ballot Ela had 124, Wheeler 119, Marston
2, Hollins 2. Mr. Ela was nominated by one
m:\jority, which was made unanimous by the
convention. Mr. Ela accepted the nomination
in an able speech.

Congressional Convention which

]

I

I

found in his carpet sack.

Dante's Humor.—There is a very ingenious
ami humorous story in a very old coliectica
of Italian tales by one Scrcambi, who represents tho poet Dante being invited by some
king to dinner. He comes, dressed very
shabbily; sits below the salt; and is overlooked
and forgotten till after tbs feast: when the
king says,“By-the-hy. what is become of that
poet I intended to talk to?” Dante, who.hi s
meanwhile depart 'd a good deal offended, i*
immediately lollowed and invited anew Ha
comes to supper, superbly dressed, in crimson
and gold, and inserted with extreme attention;
but courtiers observe with amazement that ha
pours tlie soup down his sie ves, tucks cu>
let into his bosom, and smears his velvet jerkin
with, rich sauces. “Good gTacious, your mqjMtyP says the boldest of these supping nohies, “why has this poet such brutazzu in bi*
manners?” The questiou is passed on by
the king to Dante,who gravely
replies:“When
I came hero dressed shabbily, and sat quietly
in my corner, I was forgotten and overlooked.
I now come in very fine clothes, and am very
much attended to; I therefore coucluded it
was rather mv clothes than myself you admired nod invited, and I was willing to liestu r
on them ashare nf your hospitality.”—['Old S-Z
Douglas." in Macmillan’s Magazine.
I?AH.no.U) IUqbts.—A

gentleman travelling

I in the West lately, pnt to tho test one of tLa
I exorcists of "discretionary power” which cor
{ doctors in general are apt to carry to an extreme.
He had purchased a first class ticket.
There were but two cars iu the train,—one for
smoking and one for ladies. The gentleman
in queatiou having no travelling companion of
the tender sex, was directed by the brakemaa
| to go into the smoking car. He remonstrated
;

and demanded a first class scat for his first claw
ticket. The conductor, being appealed to, sustained the lirakeman; and the traveller refuting to give up his ticket till he had received the
equivalent demanded, both officials combined
to forcibly eject him from the train.
The gentleman immediately made his way back to the
office of the railroad company, and the tnanamade the amende honorable by paying hint
i be rally for his lost time, dismissing the offending conductor, and promulgating to all its employes the sensible rule that first class tickets
convey a right to first class scats.

f'ers
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Freedmen’s Aid Associations have
done well iu beginning the work of educating
the race of grown up children, who have suddenly become their own masters. The inThe

tluence ot their teachers is so powerfully and
uniformly on the right side, that it should be

long as possi-

strengthened
ble, and we regret to notice that the New
Vork Association has been compelled to contract its operations for want of tunds. Neveras

continued and

theless, the work is sure to continue. No one
doubts that equal political as well as civil
lights will at no distant day be conferred upon
as

of the South as

population

the entire

well

The resistance of the Southern

the North.

\W arc, indeed, in this country,especially at.
the present time, wasting an amount ot wealth
is
on show and fashion, such as, we think,
the reproach of no other nation—an expense
on dress "which, if rightly
applied, would
renovate the condition of the world, and christianize and educate all mankind." Many an
otherwise respectable female is such a slave to
fiishion that she will spend the last of her hard
earned dollars to disfigure her head by a gear
that gives it uo protection, and buy capes of
costly furs, and an extravagant circle of expensive silk, hanging long enough to draggle

in the dirt of the streets, Poverty and hard
times are sure to follow such needless costs.
Why do the people of the United States adopt
the fashions of the French ? Are we 1 ranco-

Americans? Nay, we are English by blood
and education; why not, then, follow English
rather than French fashions? The people of
do not think that a man’s consequence
is to he measured by his dress. We have seen
the gentry and nobility ol that country—the
Barons on their estates, and the Dukes in their

England

Parliamentary seats; nay, we have seen royalty itself in the every day suits of Victoria and

whites only increases the living energy of the
movement toward the realization of the idea
of republican equality.
It is in vain that
Maryland tiies to revive slavery under the

promenade

clause of the constitutional amendment which
admits involuntary servitude as a punishment

of silks and jewels
royal bodies of England.

crime.
That clause permits only the restraint of Imprisonment at hard labor, and
the first case which is carried up to the Supreme Court of the United States will so settle
it.
ft is in vain that in North Carolina, they
are trying to cut down the voting list under
their law excluding ftom the polls men who
tor

disgraced by public whipping. They
are inflicting that punishment
upon negroes
tor all imaginable and imaginary offences, un
der the protection of President Johnson's
special edict suspending the eperation of Gen.
Sickles’s order prohibiting sueli exhibitions;
but the end which they propose will not be

have been

reached in that way.
If they are to vote

The negroes will r
)W
they must not

r'omajn"

children.
Ex-Gov. Yance of North
',(jaro]|na
made some statements in a
decent k-cture,
which indicate that the
"!.„roe3 are already
ceasing to be ebildren.
..Xhe invlgorati
sound of tbe old
banj?* gald thc melanchol
Governor, “is no J*nger heard, and U]e o]d
ouhle shuffle i^‘iast

fusing away

gone, lost. to

ix

and will soon

present and unknown to
Freemen
jo*
^ think ot besides tbe banjo and doume shun*,. Such bodies as the
0111

n”^-^Terations.', Very likely.
have

Georgia Equal Rights Association fere already
thinking about matters political. Everywhere
these black citizens are thinking, thinking,
and seeking with a hungry eagerness after the
heretofore forbidden fruit of knowledge. They
will read.

Seeing

that the work of education is sure

to continue, the late rebels are beginning to
turn their attention to the subject. Their

of the best, but
God works with strange instruments. “Confederate primers'1 and spelling books are advertised in Southern newspapers. “School
Dooks adapted to the South” are highly commended by Southern critics. A North Carolina reading book has been recently published,
which mentions no country except North
Carolina, unless incidentally. Educational
influences will undoubtedly be Invoked to
create a Southern unanimity including the
Confederate histories, biographies
blacks.
and novels will celebrate the “Lost Cause.’’
motives are

Every

apparently

effort will be

none

made

to

keep

alive the

old sectional feeling, and it will ail fail. We
have lived to see Boston Democrats voting for
black

a

councilman,

and we shall live to see

Southern Secessionists at least

soliciting the

votes of able-bodied field lia..da.

Will they always get them’.’ It they do
they will have to respect their rights. They
will have to stop whipping and shooting and
They will have to respect
selling them.
their political opinions too, and in spite of all
the Confederate primers, readers, histories
and novels, men who can read and write will
gradually find out that there are other than
States

and

other

in

the

American

than SouthUnion.—
There is no occasion to fear for tbe result of
No matter with what motives
education.
that boon is offered. It will be salutary. The
common-school system, even under the supervision of Secessionist committees, will civilize the South, and civilization is what that
Southern
ern

notions

benighted region needs.
Advocates and opponents of womau suffrage
agree in general that it is a new experiment,
and are mistaken. The Tribune gives the following account of the actual trial of this experiment, in New Jersey of all the States on
this continent, as
ty years later:

long ago

as

1776 and tor thir-

During the debate in the Senate,a few days ago,

Mr. Cowan’s amendment to strike out the
word “male” in the Franchise bill for the District of Columbia, inquiry was made of Mr.
Frelinghuysen whetner women ever voted in
New Jersey.
His reply admitted that
they
once did so “in local elections."
But the fact
is that, for many years, women were recognized there as voters on precisely the same terms
as men.
Lucy Stone and H. B. Blackwell, citizens of New Jersey, have made an investigation, the result of which is remarkable, and
proves that previously to 1776 only men voted,
but that, in 1776, the original State Constitution conferred the franchise on “all inhabitants’ (men or women, white or black) possessing the prescribed qualifications of £50 clear
estate and twelve months residence, and this
Constitution remained in force nntil 1844. In
1790 the Legislature, in an act regulating elections, used the words “he or she" in reference
to voters. In 1797, another act relative to elections repeatedly designates the voters as “he
or she.”
In the same year, 1797,75 women
voted in Elizabethtown for the Federal candidate. In 1800 women generally voted throughout the .State in the Presidential contest between Jefferson and Adams. In 1802 a member of the Legislature from Hunterdon County
was actually
elected, in a closely contested
election, by tbe votes of two or three women
of color. In 1807, at a local election in Essex
County for the location of the county seat, men
aud women generally participated,' and were
jointly implicated in very extensive frauds. In
the following winter of 1807-8, the Legis'atiire, in violation of the terms of the Constituon

tion, passed an act restricting suffrage to free,
white, male, adult citizens, and in reference to
these virtually abolished the property qualifidation of £50, thus extending it to all white
male tax-payers, while excluding all women
and negroes. In 1820, the same provisions
were repeated—and remained unchanged until
the adoption of tbe present Constitution in

1844,

It thus appears that

women

and

negroes

possessed and exercised the right unquestion-

ed under the Constitution of New Jersey from
1776 to 1807, 31 years, and that from 1807 until
1864,they possessed the right, but were arbitrarily deprived of its exercise 37 years more.—
This is, we believe, a fact unparalled in the political history of the world, and was
probably
due to the strong Quaker influence in West
Jersey, then, as usual, exerted in behalf of
Equal Bights. New Jersey enjoys, we believe, the distinction of having been the first
Stale which conferred upon all its citizens

equal political privileges, without restrictions
of sex

or

here in twice the amount
that are shown upon t)< e

our streets

On

London, you

Regent stneetj

will see that the lady
—and ladies walk much in Englat
their health—actually have feet
and wear shoes having
which protect them from

trians

^—itisfor

thic'-j-^8'lc3

ankles
w them

of consumption by
^tray fashion has
carried so many of f )U1.
gjris to premature
graves. Shall we 'dever ailow considerations
of health and
CP.’.nfort to establish the fashions
of the people.1
tye reSpect any person—man
or woman
contemns and disregards all
which

causes

a

fashion^ not thus originated.

Traxi.

The Apothecaries.

^

\'o the Editor or the Press :
gratifying to the friends of Temperance
to see our city authorities enforcing the law
against liquor sellers. Although it is not done
It is

in the most efficieut way. and fails to secure
fully the desired result, the law is being vindicated, to some extent.
But there is one class of men who are violating it every day, openly, without any interferOf the thirty apothecaries,
more or less, probably every one sells intoxicating liquors as freely as if he was the regular agent lor that purpose. Every one who

ence

or

restraint.

has had occasion to purchase other medicines,
must have noticed that liquors are sold, generally without inquiry, and to every one who
calls for them. And yet no one of them has
been indicted, prosecuted, or subjected to
search and seizure. Why is this?
It is but fair to say that the friends of temfrom fault in
perance themselves are not free
this matter. In order to save the trouble of
for

other

going to the City Agency,
reason, many Temperance men, and even
members of our churches, have been in the
habit of going to the apothecary’s to buy liquors
tor medicinal purposes, thus encouraging them
in their illegal trade. And this has been, and
or

some

still is, bo common, that we can hardly blame
the City Marshal for looking the other way
when he passes by such places. Let us do our
in this respect, and then the police offi-

duty
cers

color.

Simplicity in English Dress.
In the families of many the nobility and gencry of England, possessing an annual income
which of itself would be an ample fortune,
there is greater economy of dress and more
simplicity in the furnishing of the dwelling,
than there is in many of the houses of our citize si, who are barely able to
supply the daily
wants of their families by the closest attention
A friend of ours, who soto their business.
journed not long since, several months, in the
vicinity of some of the wealthy landed aristocracy of England, whose ample rent rolls would
have warranted a high style of fashion, was
surprised at the simplicity of manner* practiced. Servants are much more numerous than
with us, but the ladies made more account uf
one silk dress than would be thought here of a
dozen.
They were generally clothed in good substantial stuffs, and a display of fine n othing and
jewelry was reserved for great occasions. The
furniture of the mansions, instead of being
turned out of doors every few years for new
and more fashionable styles, was the same
which the ancestors ot the families for several
generations had possessed; substantial and in
excellent preservation, but plain and without
any pretensions to elegance. Even the carpets
on many suits of
parlors had been on the floors
for fifty years, and were expected to do service
for another half century. With ns how different is the state of thing**!
We are wasting an
amount of wealth in this
country on show'and
fashion, which, rightly applied, would renovate the condition of the whole
population of
the world, and christianize and educate all

mankind.

We know uot to wham to credit the
above,
but there is truth in it, and we thank the author for it

rest

has no more right to sell
or than any other perthe
than
grocer,
liquors
son.' The object to be secured by the law is to
restrict the sale to the regular agent, who has
be reno interest in the profits, and is liable to
moved for negligence or misconduct. Buch
The

agent has no motive whatever to sell for
is
improper purposes*, and thus there a double
safeguard for his carefulness. But the apothecaries are interested to sell all they can,—as
much so as the keeper of the hotel, or the

NEW

respects the apothecary shop is most
dangerous. Men purchase liquors there who
And
would be ashamed to buy elsewhere.
they are kept open on the Sabbath, when other
places are closed, not only for the sale of medicines, but of other things. Having occasion
some

long since to obtain some medicines one
Sabbath evening, 1 vent to one of the best
shops in the city, and I found nearly a dozen
were not
young men inside. Though they
temperance men, I do not know that they had
been drinking. But as most of them had cithe place
gars, which the apothecaries all sell,
had the appearance and odor of a bar-room,
quite as much as it had of a well-appointed
medicine Btore. If the keeper of one such
not

may sell intoxicating liquors, then all
may; and the whole design of the law will
thus be frustrated. If the law is good, then it
should be enforced against off, without discrimination or favoritism. Any other mode of enforcing it must necessarily prove a failure.
The low groggeries, where confirmed drunkards dissolve their bodies in poisonous adulterations, is not half so dangerous to the commu-

glittering saloon, or the brilliant
nity
apothecary store, where young men buy their
nice wines, or sip their cool soda, flavored with
some

New

G.

Mains’ Elder

agreeable Beverages.

Will

My

nov

of

preparation

alcohol.

If

the law is to be enforced at all, Lt it be enforced against all alike; and thus we shall

Consistincy,Q

prove our

BY
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23d, and
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The White Pine

eases

Compound,

Coughs, Diptheria,
Bronchitis, Hpittiug of Blood, and PulIt is a
monary Affections, generally.
Remarkable Remedy for Kidney Comof
Voiding
plaints, Diabetes, Difficulty
ITrine, Bleeding from the Kidneys and
Bladder, Gravel and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, It will he found

In most

WENDELL PHILLIPS

(From the Anti-Slavery gtandaru.j
The question ol impeaching the President
occupies a very large share of public attention.
In our judgment more than two-thirds of the
loyal masses are ready for it. The House of
Representatives, we are assured by the most
trustworthy and competent authority, is ready
to begin by a vote of three to one.
The only
hesitation arises from the position taken by
certain Conservative Senators—men who have
never outgrown their education in the timid
policy of the old YYrhig party, and who still retain relations with the President which it
would be flattery to call equivocal. These men
express such repugnance to the measure, such
doubts of its justice and expediency, that its
friends inter they will never agree to a conviction. Unwilling to aid in what would then be
thought an abortive moment, unsuccessful in
its immediate result, the friends of impeachment hesitate to proceed. We doubt whether
this reluctance is good policy.
Grant the possibility of our not secusing a conviction—there
are still many considerations which show how
valuable the mere impeachment itself would
be. Foremost and chief of these is the probable effect on the South.
What changed its
honorable and healthy humility in May, I860,
to the arrogant and swaggering confidence of
May, 1866? The reliance on Johnson’s treachery, and the expectation that his treason would
be countenanced by a large Northern constituency. No one will deny this. The still' northern breeze of October and November has almost blown away that castle in the air.
Still,
a million and more ot Democratic
votes give
large room for future hope; make it easy to
confound and dispute the significance of the
election triumph.
Few men doubt that the
President means to persevere in his plot. But
the whole South watches to soe what the
purpose of the North really is, and how tar, even in
the presence of such a Democratic
mass, the
Republican party dares to go. Let the news
go forth that the President is defied—that Republican leaders dare to declare open battle
with him, to impeach and suspend him, and
n*.«3 iuc
uduunuuuK uu me wan, tnat announcement will make Southern
knees, like
those of tonner tyrants, shake and smite
against each other; the proud hut baseless fabric of Southern ambition will
dissolve, and
“leave not a wreck behind.”
Wade Hampton
even may come to his knees, and coward brutes
like Mayor Munroe will surely
get to theirs.—
It will be a sign of Northern
purpose and of
our leaders’
and
confidence
understanding ol,
in it, more potent than any other evidence can
be. No movement would go so far toward convincing the South how hopeless is her plan to
save her inhuman civilization from the
verdict
which Northern victory has recorded
against
It. There is another consideration of
great importance. The usurpation and corruption of
the National Executive have been
increasing
every year for the last quarter of a century

Dec

iYO

I.liHE

and

over

successor.
Such men are below the
reach ol honorable motive,
respect for characand love of good repute.
Their impunity
corrupts and emboldens all in the nation that
lesemble them. The motives to such
usurpaiion are many and strong; success and
impunity itensify and strengthen them still further
We need an example; we need to
give to tie
popular rebuke the strongest expression and
orm possible.
If the sinner cannot actually
je punished let him tremble at the close
approach and most imminent danger of getting
lis deserts. If the Senate will not give us the
credit of convicting the usurper, let the
House,
it least, give free couase to the utterance of
-hat protest from the moral sense of the
people
ivhich impeachment alone would constitute._
Such utterance is due to national character
—

so

Db.

my

BEWARE GF COUNTERFEITS.
I'g^Be particular in asking for Pennsylvania Salt
Manufacturing Co’s Saponiiier.
nol7sxeod&wly

Late Merrill & Small, Wholesale Dealers in

FANCY
Hosiery,

Attorneys

Temple, Street, first door from Congress Street*

juil3

having left

find

Importers

husiness in all its

acquainted

with

N. RICH & SON,
Coffins and Caskets:

Caskets.

Belfast.

[From the Bangor Whig tf Courier.]
TROY, Me., Oct.

entirely well and remain the same.
Most Respectfully,
Miss SUSAN V. HATHAWAY.

[/■’rom the Kennebec Journal (■/' Augusta.
Augusta, Me., Jan., 1866.
I Lave been cored of Catarrh in its most disagreeiblo form, of many years’ standing, by Dr. Carpener.
I suffered from pains, dullness and tightness in
ny head, continued discharges, great duficulty in
talking and breathing, tbit as if I had a bad cold the
vhole time, and sutlered Intensely to the great imialrment of my health, and was quite discouraged,
or all I had doctored was of no benefit.
But thanks
a Dr. Carpenter’s
skill, 1 now have none ol these

Remedies the ill
tints. Natural Black or Brown.
effects of Bad Dyes.
Invigorates the hair, leaving
The genuine is signsd Wilit soil and beautiftil.
liam A. Batchelor. All others are mere imitations,
Sold by all Druggists ana
and should be avoided.
Perfumers.
Factory 81 Barclay street, New York.
(y Beware of a (‘onmerfeii.
November 10, 1866. dlysn

roubles.

€ELt)BBATED HALVE!
Cures in a very short time

4i ft A C* K’W

I reside in

Whitefield,

EPHRAIM MARRINER.

OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS, CUTS,WOUNDS,
BRUISES, SPRAINS,CHAPPED HANDS
CHILBLAINS, &c..&e

the Maine Farmer.]
Catarrh over 20 years. Last winter,
Dr. Carpenter.! had frequent ana
sopious discharges, a bad cough, and my health so
nuch reduced that myself and friends were apprelensiveof serious consequences ; but Dr. Carpenter
ured me. I am now well, and free from Catarrh.
W. N. SOULE.
Cor. Sewall and Court streets, Augusta, Sept. 14,18GG.

(.From

I buttered from
vhenl consulted

Salve!

1

BOOTS,
for sate by
ClfSARS.

jull3tl

dealers gener-

are

The Certificates, published in our columns, of Dr.
Carpenter’s cures are bona fide to our own knowledge,
le is all lie professes to be, and will not humbug or
leceive the public.—[Kennebec Journal. Augusta.

REMEDIES.

Dr. Carpenter has entirely cured persons in this
! ity who nave been under treatment at the Eye and
Sar Infirmaries without being benefit ted.—{'Belfast

tge.

Several marked cures have come under our observtion, and we have conversed with many others who
j tave
been benefltted by Dr. Carpenters treatment,
md we have become satisfied that he is skillful in the
lass of diseases which he treats, and careful to prom-

y A soldier who bad lost the use ol his limbs
from Rheumatism has been completely cured and en
abled to abandon his crutches by one bottle of Met1 se only what he can perform.—[Bangor Whig $ four. !
calfk’b Grevt Rhecmatic Remedy. It is truly
' See other Certificates in City papers,
the wonder of the age
decl.dlmsx
lec 21—dlin&wlt*

j

shipping._
JABEZ C.

jul21

Canal National Bank.
Annual Meeting ot the Stockholders of the
Canal National Bank of Portland, for the elec-

THE

tion of

seven

Directors,

and for the transaction of

any other business that may legally come before
them, will be held at 188 Fore Street, on Tuesday, the
8th day of January, 1887, nt 3 o’clock P. M.
B. C. SOMEBBY, Cashier.
Novembers, dtd

Second National Bank.
Annual Meeting of Stockholders of tbe “See

THE
ond National Bank, Portland’’ tor the election of

Directors,

other business which may legally
come before them, will be held at Nos.
188 and 180
Fore street, (up stairs,) on TUESDAY, 8th Jsnnary
next, at 3 P. M.
W. H. STEPHENSON, Cashier.
dc8dtd
Portland, Dec 7,1866.
and any

Casco National Bank.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of

“The
Casco National Bank of Portland” for the election of seven Directors, and for the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at 190 Fore street, on TUESDAY, the
eighth day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
E. P. GERRISH, Cashier.
dim
Portland, Dec. 7, 1866.

THE

“The National Traders
Portland.”
Stockholders of this Bank

THEthat their annual

meeting

are

Bank ot

Penrhyn Marble Ge.
Manuiacturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate
Chimney Pieces, Brackets, Piee Slabs, Gkates
and Chimney Tuts. Importer and dealer in
English Floor 'Hies, German and French Flower
Pots,
Hanging Vases, Parian, Bisque, and Bronze Statuette
and Busts. Glass Shades and Walnut
Stands, Bohemian and Lara VaaeB and other wares.
112 TKEMON’PSTREKT Studio Building
n
aug22—dm
BOSTON, Mass.

SHEPLEY

THE

Portland & Machias Steam
Boat Company*
named Company
Annual Meeting
JKass <V Stunlivnai.
73 Commercial Street, on i ucuday the 8th day of
January, I81.7, at 2 o’clock P. M., Tot the purpose of
choosing five Directors, and to transact any other buainess that may come before them.

WILLIAM ROSS. Clerk.
dtd

Cape Elizabeth Wharf and Marine
Railway Company.

q.

a iIIE Stockholders of the above
Corporation arc
A hereby notified that their Annual Me eting will
he held at the Counting Room of J. W. Dyke, Eso
on Commercial Street, on
Monday Jan. 1th, 1867 at
7 o’clock in the evening, for the purpose of
choosing
three Directors, Clerk and Treasurer ior tlie e
suing
year, and to act on any other business that may le-

gally

come

before the

J

meeting.
LEMUEL COBB,

Portland, Dec. 27, I860.

Clerk
dtd*

For Sale.
brig ELMIRA, 174 ton* old measurement,
well calculated for the Coasting trade.
YEATON & HAT E.
Apply to
|

THE

dec24d*wSw

change

SHEPLEY.

g.

J. T.

ers, Poplins.
Goads of all Descriptions.
WOOLEN GOODS FOB MEN & BOY’S WEABl
73f~ All of tlio above Goods will be offered at a
GREAT REDUCTION from regular rates.
Remember!
Dec

PEN

A.

SMALL &

Groceries

and

CO.f

Morton’s

Provisions I

PERCIVAL BONNEY,

Attorney

Tn. Doors above Preble

at

Street,

Don.e,

DAVI3, MESERVE, HA iKELLi
Importers and loiters

Goods

Dry

Aret.de
F.

Law,

PORTLAND, ME.

novlD

and

18

Feee

1
MESEEVE, I

of

od!T

Woolens,
Street,*

DAVIS,

C. H.
L. P.

HASKELL,
E. CHAPMAN.
AJo

|_

MR
liovfl’dsdtl

VJmAJUOJS d) CO.
can be found

AT 29 MARKET

SQUARE,

UNDER LANCASTER IIALL.

oct

Druggists,

No. 148 Fore Street.

PAINTER.

CUMBERLAND,

HEAP OF MECHANIC STREET.

jj?30 tf__
F.

FARMIXGT OX

,

CLOTHING
AND

Furnishing

P.

Goods!

Attorney and Coun•
sellor, Peering Hall, opposite Preble Hou*e
dtl
jnl H

WII.

Holidays.

a

Kid

CANADIAN JXPRESS 00.
The Canadian Express Company have
TUEIR OFFICE

REMOVED

NO.

EXCHANGE

IK*

the
deciu

fresh

Stock

diw

A

FULL

Boy’s
New

Grloves

Offer

at

Tow

*1,30
ft.OO

Deering* Block,

A. COBB &

co.,

Successors to F. F. anil M. T. Bel/ord, at Mrs M
X'Chols, U. S. Hotel.
IvcelT*1 a lotof Trekmase, best quality,
TL Kid Glove. Also Zephyr
Worsteds, SUppers,
Howls, Hosiery, Ladies’ Under Vests, Cofsets, LlnSetts, plain and emb. Hiikfc., Muslin and Cam
Edgings, Dress Buttons, together with all articles
usually found in a first class Fancv Goods Store
Their friends and the public are invited to
call and
examine them.
nov 7
till Jan. 1,1867.

TOWETT <!’ SENTER,
Store .>•. 301 C.ayiMLL occuiiy tlie new
corner of Brown
r’’ 15th, with a new stock
Street, .bout
Dec,
of Watches, jewel,
ry, Silver nnal
Plnlcd Ware, aud
Goods tor the holidays.

Vaacv
T

Tliev have reoccupled their old stand No. 64 Exchnuge street, wilh acomplete stock ol'Naatieal
Oulicnl Goods, Chronometers, Watches.
Clocks, Fine Pools for Machinists and Engineers, &c
^fr’rricnds ami customers Invited to old headquarters.
Doc 1,18«S.—d.3m
and

> Dental Notice l
‘utrrfy This is to iuibrm my triends and pat-

Dentistry,

have associated with

DR.

oct6dtl

me

in the

practics ot

ALBERT

No. 8

n

FOR

peruianentl'-hxatcd

? public
i
the

t H» OSGOOD,
clapp^ Block, Congress St

at

RI'RIKESN.

his

91

WILLIAM

Federal street It
store No C4 Federal it,
He is now prepared to

new

Wi.
Vf W» numerous customers and
generally in the way of cleaning and reWa,‘te

kh"U’ "nJ "“aUonded
hi»thinf:
u*nalf*n
Also second-hand
promptnessat tair

prices.

no'Cdtf

Go to Adonis A Purinton’s
rOR your House-tUmishint; Goode of all kinds:
1.
Canicungs, and all kinds oi'Crockcry. Glass, Tin
Earthcm

and Wooden V»are. Paper llaneStone,
rngs, W indow Shades, <Stc, <Sc.
uo23U3m

Notice to Land Holders,
O’DUROCHETt, ltuildcr, is prepared to take
contracts tor building, cither by .108 or by
DAT WOltfC. ('an furnish First class workmen
and material of all description.
Residence, AMERICAN DOUSE.
India Street, Portland.
August 17tb. litm
auggo—tf

Mil.

Notice.
clearing the ruins or digging cellars can
lind a good place to deposit tticir rnbbish on
Franklin Wharf.
S. ROUNDS,
W
sept 1(1—dlf
bailing...

PERSONS

Clotlling-

AT

l

THK

England Clothing Cool,
'18 Flarkoi Maare.
E. LEVE£N & CO.

J. T. LEWIS &

CO.

Manufacturers of

CLOTHING,
have removed to

No. 1 Galt Block, Commercial Street
n
Jyio_

New

Store,
Street, (Up Stairs.;

H. W. SIMON TONS

CO.,
con-

Under nothing, merino Vote, Collar*,
Cnfl*, Wonted and Fancy deed*.

French

Stamping

Slreet< (Up Stairs.)

$10O.
$109
WAM CLAIM OFFICE.
Patterson «St Chndbourne,
morion Black, 2 door* "bore Preble Houm.
new Bounties, under the law approved dal,
28tb, 1866, Increase of Pensions, Arrears of raj,

against the <3ov.
eminent, collected at short notice.
The necessary blanks hare been received, and <M.n.
ants should file their claims
promptly.
Fbaxk G. Pattibsox, late Llout. 6th. Me. Vele
Paul Chadboubxe, late Mat. lst-Me. Cav.
Ocf 16-dtf
n

Prices!
Trcfonaae,

CONGRESS STREET.

that I

SLPPLY

Done to Order.

ot

•tMlr

roue

STltEET,

stand occupied by them before the Art.

3t%AdS1lvr€SS

•OO Pro. of World-renowned

No. 4

d c22d3w

THE
FROST Prize
Money, and all other claims

Has

n

feskeiuikN,

Loraiig,

NEAR’S.

M.

To

and other kinds of Picture
Fancy Articles

Frames, «Xrc., with a good variety of
suited to the limes and the

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,

THE HOLIDAYS ARE APPROACHING

26 Market Square.

Oct4~ d3m

Books, Stationery, Paper Hangings

ENGRAVINGS, Oval,

HAVE

-AND-

llothingfor sale

At present to be found at bis residence

I.

INVITES

CHRISTMAS

to wkh

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

244

COLESWORTHY,

opened a Ladies’ Furnishing Store,
taining a good assortment ot

Free. Comer Center Stiee

K riSwWN, formerly at

ir-du

FRESCO

H.

his customers to the old stand now rebuilt, where he will on Monday, show them a

full Ripply 0I

HANGINGS,

call.

tJBADV

PHILLIPS&CO.,

Wholesale

Jase’e Block.

S.

DRAWING PAPER OF AIX SIZES.

AS

Flag-1

New Gooda t
Exchangrc St.,

At OS

349 Congress

E VANN,
Formerly ot Bangor, a skillAil dentist ot Iona expen
ence, ana take pleasure in introducing ana recoin
mending him to them. Ether and Chloroihrm admin
lstered when desired.

Boots and Shoes for Sale Cheap.
H
jylO dtl

W.F.

a

&c.

New patterns and Choice Styles.

NEW

the

Store Re-built!

ac8d3m

Backs,

Short A'

dtf

Hoist

Clash, Post Office and Envelope Cases, Let'

31

Mock of

building a Meeting-house for the First Pariah iu Yarmouth, Me.
Plans, specitisstlona, etc., may be examined by calling on Building Committee, at Yarmouth, during
the first two weeks from date
herein; after whioh
time, until the opening ol said bids, the plans may be
seea at the office of the
Architect, Geo. M. H.rAm.
*'
2H Free street, Portland.
The proposals may be left with the Committee or
Architect. The right to reject any or all “bids” not
deemed satistbetory Is hereby reserved.
GILES LORING,
A. L. LORING,
Building
REUBEN PRINCE,
REUBEN MERRILL,
Committee.
CHARLES HUMPinteY,
Yarmouth. Dec. 24,1866.
cBw

stationery of alt. kinds,

_

a new

To Contractors and Builders !
Proposals will be received till IUESSEALED
Ll-AY, January 16th, 1861. 10 o'clock A. M., for

Miscellaneous and

jyiDtr

have

FURNISHING GOODS I

Free, Corner Center Streets*
Have on hand a full supply ot

us a

we

The stock embraces FINE, MEDIUM and LOW
PRICED CLOTHING, made up iu the most fashionable stylo. A large assortment of the neweet
styles
of GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS Is now on hand.

SHORT &

PAPER

STREET,

CLOTHING

*

no20dawCm_A.

Pen

I

{Oppuiie tbe Preble lienee

Notice.
HE proprietors of Union Wharf Coiyoration are
hereby notified that there Annual meeting will
be holden at the connting-room of the
Wharflnan
on said wharf, on the first
TUESDAY, being the
first day ol Janoarv, at 3 o'clock P. M., to acton the

f|-a.

following ari icles,

viz
1st. To choose a President.
2d. To chooso n Clerk for the
ensuing year, and
such other officers as may be deemed
necessary.
3d. To receive trad allow accounts against the ©r-

porati on.
4th. To appropriate any funds
necessary for remit
lng the wharf or for other put poses; and, generals
to act on all matters which
may be considered n«e<sary for the Interests of the proprietors,
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
Clerk of Union Wharf Corporatiot
Portland, Dec. 24, I860.
dtd

Dissolution ot Copartnership

VTOT1CE is hereby given that the partnership Uv
Xl ly existing between Chae. K. Davis and Albert
Stephenson, both ot Doer Isle, Maine,under tho nans
and style or DAYLS * CO, Green’s
{Landing, Make
was dissolved December twelfth, A. D. one
thoiumi
eight hundred and sixty-six, by mutual eunsent.- All
demands due said partnership, and all demands on
said partnership, as shown bv their
books, will be
settled by Richard*, Adams <4 Co, or their
represnitatives.

Witness

our

hands and Seali this fourteenth d»v

December, A. D. 1866.
CHARLES F. DAVIS.
Slgnod,

of

,ALBERT
STEPHENSON,
F.

Signed, Elipholot

Davis, Wra.

M

Isfal 1

Foleom*

The drill will continue under tho name and stvi. ot
Charles F. Davis * Co., to whom

ulldemands.hiild

CDARLESF DATI3*co

nSa-Uiawiw

OLD

—

_

PORTLAND,

[

Oheapeet

The Best Pens in the VVorld

Presses,

r

from No. 194 Fore street to

of' Pens.

For sale at bis Headquarters, No 25 Maiden
Lane,
New York, and by every duly-appointed Agent at the
same prices.
tST A Catalogue, with full description of Sizes and
Prices, sent on receipt ot letter postage.
MORTON.

ter

suitable

kn°w °f

firm

288 CONGRESS

Gold Bens 1

School,

Edi
rterudy.

We have taken the More

SWOBD.”

TT^.J

NO 19 LlflG STREET:

Counsellor and

THAN

Dec 22—d&wtl

Highest cash prices paid for Country Produce.
CU^Consignments receive prompt attention.
dec7dlm

9IIGHTIEB

The Gold Peu—Best and

STBOUT

A.

IS

THE

street.

jy9tl

Oeering Block.

8—d&wtf

e

ffne stock ot'

Dress

Ex-

on

Wholesale and Retail dealers in

Meeting.

t

Thibet*, Shawls, Cloakings, Beav-

No. 4

of the most

ROBINSON
KNIGHT
CLOTHING!

LOW PRICES!

300 Pm. of Clothilda, at only

STROUT

Post Office Building, 2ci story; Entrance

are

Sslice of the Animnl

&

OFFICE,

I

Stockholders of the

ItHE herebv notified that above
their
will be held at the office of

AT

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

will be held at their

Stockholders of the Cumberland National
Bank ot Portland, are hereby notified that there
will be a meeting of the Stockholders held at their
Banking Room, on Monday, the 21st day of January,
1867, at 3 o'clock P, M„ for the choice of Directors,
and the transaction ot any other business that may
then come before them.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
decl9dtd
Portland, Dec. 18, lb66.

28,1866.

STREET,

Morton Bloch', Congress

Cumberland National Bank.

Dec.

Milliken & Co.,

augGl-dtfPortloud, Maine.
JO SRPH STORY

hereby notified

Banking Room No 214 Free st., on TUESDAY, the
8th day of January ndxt, at 3 o’clock P M, to choose
five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on anv
other business that may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
dc8dtd
Portland, Dec 7,1866.

ONEX 5©c FEB YARD.

Give

Law,

'me

™-*--*bl,P,t 'evel position and

ivew

Good American Prints. 1 Shilling
pr. yd,
Bleached and Brown Cottons,

LAW,

STREET,

31 COMMERCIAL

Flannels I

Shirting

Wa have J net rocieved from New York

Wholesale Dry Goods,

jull4

Cbunsello

AT

at

CONORES*

Deeiing,

jy2C
YROIV D. VBRRirii, Counsellor at Law,
•-

Fancy

Mansion, opposite United States llotoi,
Portland Maine.
novDtl
BionBradbury.
L.D.M. Sweat

and
oi

I

receiving Blessings by buying Goods Cheap

are

Chadwick

Congress

T EWIh PIERCE, Attorney
Xi at Law, No. 8 Clapp’s Block.

Who

Vlnellu*d p °-

^%wSS5ftsa?i«c*«
septlM^wlim

_

WOODMAN,

Counsellors
*49

tortile
condition tor

Blank Books.

BBADBUBY & SWEAT

corner

No. 19 Free Street.

BARGAINS

Has saved his Library. Offleo at2 2 1-2 Free street,
in the Griffith block, third story.
n Jylkitr

200 M. imported and domestic Cigars
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
178 Fore Street.

Sk WERB, Attorneys
DEBLOIll
Connsellors, at the Boody House,
and Chestnut streets.

FROST’S,

NO BIO PROFITS,
NO DULL TRADE
But Crowds of Customer

Law,

Careful attention paid
n
aug22—6m

COUNSELLOR

tl

Shoes, Hots and Clothing.
Benj. Fogg may lie found roadv to wait on
customers at No. 4 Moulton street, foot >{ Exchange.

M.

3ft

Dealers in

and

colors, and slatingnails.

4r S. E. SPRING may be found at tbe store ol
Fletcher if Co., corner ol Union and Commer-

__

STATEMENTS OF THE PRESS.
All the published Certificates of Dr. Carpenter
ona fide,—[Maine Farmer,

Fcbl'j. 'tsc—sxe odi. t. s& weew

to

jy26

iyll

-AT-

P.

*1S>

dec8_

A GREAT IIVSH

Boston,

HOOFING SLATES,
of all

"M" A THAN GOULD, Merchant Tailor, has removed
to No. 1C Market Square, over Sweetsii’s A pot lie
cary store.
jylO—tl

30.

CATARRH.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best m the world.
The only true and perfect />j/e—Harmless, Reliable.
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous

l&x^hange street.
Me talic Burial

& CO. may be ioundat
street, store formerly occupied by N. O. Cram, where they will resume business, and be pleased to see theu- customers, or receive their orders.
JulylOtf

Carpenter, Dear SirOn the 25d ot Feb-

[From the Maine Farmer.)
I was nearly blind with Scrofulous Sore Eyes four
years, being confined to a dark room and Buttering
excruciating pain a great portion of the time. I consulted many physicians without relief. Dr. Carpenter cured me. My sight is now good. 1 reside in
Mrs. P. B. LANCASTER.
^assalboro*.

Pile Cure.
DR. GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT positively
Sent by mail on recures tlie worst cases of piles.
ceipt of $4. Circulars fee. Sold by druggists. Agents
Address J. B. ROMAINE,
wanted everywhere.
Manager, No. 575 Broadway, New-York. oc26d3msN

138

also,

Law,

No. 30 Exchange St.

'VELCH and AMERICAN

ar-

BURKE.

ARLES J. WALKER
pH No.
150 Commercial

Mrs. Lewis for years

Passadumkeag, Me., 1866.

Sure

All other

CO.,

I* 1*

—AMD—

DANA,
at

runted.

1{oblusoD. Agricultural
ol'tha^Prfbuno80100
tractsio™; ,lli>

TORINO,
Booksellers & Stationers,

n

A. WILBUR &
112 Tremont Street,

Congress street, opposite Meehan cs’

H.

PORTLAND, ME,

May 19—city

Attorneys ana Counsellors,

jul 176m

PEARSON,
-AND-

tf_

our

Law,

Manufacturcr ot Silver Ware,

—

tor

no21dtf

Counsellor and Attorney

“THE

(■old and Silver Plater

parts ot the country.
For tbe convenience ol our customers on Commercial and Fore streets, an order book lor ireight Calls
will be kept at office of Canadian Express Co., No.
Fore street.
J. N. WINSLOW.

shall continue

& Counsellors at

M.

road and Steamboat routes in the State, and West
by P. S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Road?
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to all

we

“Arcade.’'

Near Middle Street.
Joseph Howard, Jy9tt n
Nathan Cleaves.

permanently located at No. 21 Free street, and
prepared to do Express Business over all the Rail-

branches and at lowrr rates.
Bar-Ladies’ Dresses dyed for $1,00.
ticles dyed at equally low rates.

Street,

PORTLAND, M NE.
Office No. 17 Free Street,

and Steam fitting.

near

Wares, Ac,,

HOWARD db CLEAVES,

Railing^ Doors,

JA
Middle.
IIOU8E-NOTICE—Persons
orders at 101 Exchange street,
DYE
them at 324

GOODS,

Gloves, Small

No. 18 Free
aug21dt)anl

CiAl'KBINH t'U. AreUOW

IS. M. HAM),
No. 1C Free Street,

n

MERRILL BROS. <& CUSHING,

f X

10 years I

[From Mains Farmer.,
In defiance of physicians and all remedies, I sufier3d excruciatingly from Scrofulous Sore Eyes ten
years, being frequently confined to a dark room. The
remedies Dr. Carpenter prescribed last September, at
Bangor, cured them entirely, and they remain so.
KATIE LANG.

Fur Coughs, Colds aud Consumption,
the old and well known VEGETABLE
JPlJIjlIIOPfAfKir BAlifUAlU, approved and used
by our oldest and most celebrated Physicians for forty
years past. Get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Druggists,
dec249Nd&w6m
Boston, Proprietors.

oct3-d&w3ra

site,

Hardwa re

No. 163 Middle Street, Portland, me.

auglS—tt

St, would be pleas-

W,

HE.

be

^rth?olVaefS’t

Exchange Street,

JOHN

CO.,

—AJn>—

re-

ed to
all orders tor Iron
Window Shutters, Gratings, &c.
Particular attention paid to Gas

No. 30

at Old Prices l
Only $4,76 per pair.

Carriage Trimmings.

now

ju!20

BLINDNESS.

Try

i>_

Saddlery

ju!16tt

12

Me.

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

READY to commence

TESTIMONY.

ears were

Grocery stores.

arsby mail.

tf

again. C. M. & H. T.
PLUMMER White and Blacksmiths, having
ALL
built
the old
No.
Union

ensure

under your treatment for
ruary last, I placed myself
Discharge of the Ear, which had continued so long
and was so great as to affect my hearing. After applying the medicine prescribed by you two months,

Gallons

StRE

BAILEY <£
Importers and dealers in

C3M1TH & RElCD. Counsellors at Law, Morton
^
Block, Congress St. Same entrance as U. S. Army offices.
iyl2dtf

on
answer

STOCK BROKER.

Blankets

JAMES

KS.

•

STURTEVANT,

Wldgery’8 Whart,
Portl.vkd,

WEBSTER * CO., can be tound at the store
ot C. K. Babb, Clapp'f Block, No. 9, where we
good assortment ot Clothing and Furnishing
at low prices.
jul 16

Jy24

&

room can

desire mild winters, a bealthftu
pis^r.per80?8
country beautiiuliy i®Droi n av°d •good soil, in a and
,rui^»
SSiV7*.ab^unu,ng,n
possessing aU other
iU 11,6 hC“rt

Where

u. M. PAYSON,

-FOE-

GENERAL

H

St.__

May 22—dtt

CongressStieet.

Commission Merchants,

Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, 4c,
at their new place of business, No. 100 Green St.
An Order Slate may be tound at Messrs. Low,
Plummer & Co’s^No 83 Commercial St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice's Paper Warehouse, No. 186 Fore Street
All orders promptly attended to.
Goods at ihe lowest prices.
jull6t!
PACKARD, Bookseller and Stationer, may be
• found at No. 337
Congress St., corner of Oak

OFFICE FREE,

Editor of “Belfhst Age.”

will make 12 pounds excellent hard soap, or 25
of the very best soft soap for only about 30 cts.
For sale at all Drug and
►irections on each box.

DR. I- K. LA.YLOR, 17 Hanover Street, Boston,
has received the new Frencn Remedies and modes ol
treatment practised by Drs. Dumas and Ricord—Sale
pleasant and warranted Positively effectual in all
Diseases of the Blood, Urinary and Reproductive Organs, and all Irregularities and Complaints peculiar
to Women. Enclose stamp and receive full particu-

AT

REV. C. PALFREY,
Pastor of 1st Parish,
MR. W. M. RUST,

LYE.

and

CHASE, CRA1B

pared

•

PATENTS,

_

MILLS' although burned up, tbe ProEAGLE!
prietors, Messrs. L. J. Hill & Co.,
preto furnish

MR.

and
prompt
°r*,r" fromWhite-Washing
out ot town solicited.

NO. 8 CLAPP’S BLOCK,

HOME

are

PORTLAND,

LAW,

Manufacturers

iyll

offer a
Goods

OF

auggdti

National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second

JAMB

Without Pain.

and know she was deaf and now hears, and believe
the above statement to be correct.

It

ally.

Inserted

society
always

(Patents oi 1st and 8th Feb., 1859.)

Proprietors. Sold by Druggists

SOLICITOR

MERRILL. Dealer in
• Watches, Jewelry, Masonic Regalia, and
Military Goods, No 13 Free street, Portland.
Same store with Geyer and Caleb
iyI2dtf

be

nldressd very loudly, and liad disagreeable noises in
my head. Was obliged to absent myself trom church
and
on that account.
I consulted an eminent
physician In Boston without relief, and supposed!
must
remain deaf, but about two years ago I
applied to Dr. Carpenter; after the application of a
course of his treatment. 1 could hear a watch tick 6
feet from either ear, ana my hearing remains perfect.
[ am 66 years of age, and reside on High street, Belfast, Maine, where any person can see or hear from
me.
Mrs. F. A. LEWIS.

THE

l’yler, Folk, Fillmore, Fierce, and Buchanan
Is prompt in action, soothes the pain, takes out the
have each succeeded in outdoing his predecessor—the increasing servility and baseness of soreness, and reduces the most angry looking swellings and inflammations, as if by magic; thus affordeach making his predecessor appear
compararelief and a complete cure.
tively decent. The impunity with which each ingOnly 25 cents a box; sent by mail lor 35 centsw as suffered to
his
SETH
W. FOWLE & SON. 18 Tremont St, Boston,
emboldencomplete
villany
ed his

First

AT

—AND—

Boom

alm
proved placeslor sale
openings lor all kinds ol businesa, Lumbar Yards
Manufactories, foundries, Stores and the lik aua
and

Dec 6—dtf

oetlOJti

Counting

BTDOOO AND MASTro
WORKERS,
Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

17—dtt

story.

n

oVacV1*"^8- St?M'
refinement
Hundrednew S""
EEL??,

other elements of
I'ea™in*i
™,?nd
culture b»Te
been introduced. Hundreds^t^™?d
constantly
settling.
** “><
•tructed. Price of Farm
Und
^
and

Oak

PORTLAND,

Hanno W Gaze
*

W. H.

dtt

H. J. LIBBY & CO.,
NOTICE.
and Commission Merchants.

applied at
the patients occupacan

Belfast, Me., Nov 27, 1866.
grew totally deal in one ear and
deaf in the other that I was unable to hear unles*

During

Yonr Waste Gii-.aae

Celebrated

lyTtt

FEE NY,

PLAIN AND OUNAMRNTAL

Counsellors,

Sewell C Strout

YBON, GBEENOVGHT& CO., 'Furs,
Hats, Caps and Kobes, 164 Middle St„ over T.
Bailey* Co.
jull7tf
OODMAN. TRUE A CO., Wholesale
Dry Goods, No. 4 Galt Block, Commercial St.
Jul

and

i,^Jfct0I2e

Schools, AciulemleV^SociMles

37

LAST b: R ER8,

GAGE,

Office 113 Federal Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

OW ft UBBEY. Insurance Agents,
will be found at No 117 Commercial, corner ot
Exchange St. Home Office of New York; National
Office ot Boston; Kan agon sett Office of Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by
this agency.
John Dow.
F. W. Libbey.
jy25dtf

DEAFNESS.

B^POISTIEIER.

«*rnrc’»

Attorneys

A

a^“antag2“Z“t10f",*re»t

.1million of Free & Middle Strecla.

p

(it,

STROUT

Mechanics'

n

DEANE,
and Attorney,

Law,

at

0FFICE OVER H. H. HAY’S
BOSS «l

ty Particular attention given to writing Wills,
and Legal Instruments.

as

July

Furnaces,

Contracts, Deeds
JulySl, lt«(i.

O. M. & D. W. NASH

usual.
10, 1866.

(Counsellors

'a,"a
»

prot», Vineland is already
Pc°^uce
placesln the United sutea* “rlU#
be^maJ
territory,
consisting el a tty sonare 8i ii 88Ib<r
,eilti,r*
of land, is laid out
upon a general system oi
The land
u, only sold
adornmoiit. The place on seen*1*1 p*ovl,lon S/Ppublk
as well as Other
beaut>r.
tbo
ot profit of iorlr.
It ha.
r““J
people within tin past three
fivt tb“"“,,d

La^idta T “wn!^ NeKw

MeCOBB tD KINGSBURY.

No. 8. Clapp’s Block, Congress Si.

have resumed business at the head ot Long Wharf,
under J. W. Hunger's Insurance Office, and will be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their
orders

P.

Counsellor

Hall.njylodtt

Hall, where

The Testimonials below are all received in this
can be readily investigated by those desirous of so doing. Hundreds of other certificates can
be seen at the Dr.'g Office.

Pennsylvania Salt M’ift. Co’s

A

Congress St., opposito

can now

State, and

Soap l

CONCENTBATED

BROTHERS,

cial streets.
HOME

NECEKNART!

Osicg

H.

ai-d2w_

if removed to 328

an answer.

Proprietors.

BUY ONE BOX OF

—

ter

Eyes

We have been

By Saving

!

ANDERSON AND CO. ’S
HOOP SKIRT AND UORSET STORE,

A

rapidly

Own

the remedies

CONSULTATION

Siuce Carr’s Pile Remedy brings immediate relief and speedily cures both recent and inveterate
The only uniformly successful medicine for
cases.
Piles. Dealers want no other where it has been introduced. Send for circulars and certificates. Ask the
nearest Druggist to get the medicine for you.
Druggist who desire a most efficacious, popular and
selling medicine for Piles may apply to the
Proprietors. Sold by the Proprietors, and by S. Anderson & Son, Bath; H. II. Hay, Portland; B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor; Horace Barbour, Lewiston, and
other Druggists
Wm. Carr & Co.

Your

Ali

N». 1 Franklin Street,
Between Fore and Commercial, next door to Rumery and Bnrnhain’s Packing House, where they will
continue the BOTTLING BUSINESS in all its
branches. Country orders promptl) attended to.

short time

83?^ But Letters must contain One Dollar to

And W. W. Whipple,
PORTLAND, ME.
aep29~deow6msN

Make

V

^

Artificial

Co.,

n

O

<£•

-Fore Street.

yj

loa

Steam Power with
wb®

me.

BROKERS,
°‘

JyM

(Opposite the Market.)
Where they win be pleased to see all their former
customers and receive orders as usual.
auglTdtt n

WATERHOUSE.

J. E.

SON,

Can be iound in their

Exchange Street,
de4tf

Portland.
C. L. Quinby.

\K»V BUILDING ON LIIMK
ST.,

removed from their old stand, No 206 Fore
HAVE
street, to

tion.

Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicines generally.
Sold at wholesale by

sepl9SN2tawtt

cases

home without interfering with

valuable.
trial if you would learn the value of a
GOOD AND TRIED MEDICINE.
It is Pleasant Safe and Snre.

JT.

12

HARRIS.

HEALD

JCar and Throat.

a

& Co.,
W. Perkins &

a

Stoves, Ranges

POBTLiJtn,

-—---tl
W. 11. WOOD .£
SON,

Manufacturers and dealers in

various

very

Phillips

consulted

EYE,

More Throat, Colds,

W. F.

be

of the

CURES

Give it

No.

REM

the U. S. HOTEL, Portland, Nov.

longer,
upon Blindness,Deaftiess.Catarrh, Bronchitis, Nasal
and Aural Polypus, Discharge from the Ears, Noises
in the head, Scrofula, Sore Eyes, Films and all Discan

A. N. NOYES &

Uruggut,

MARKET SQUARE,

i#r,

BED-STEADS

D- W. Deane.

Wau£i0UBE1n'1AN’

Portland, Dec. 3d 1866.
HARRIS & WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealers
In Hats, Caps, and Furs, have removed to their New

F. R.

21

S^are,

_Shetland, me.
\vim-iM l;

w.

Wholesale

CO.,

Spring-Beds, Mattresses, Pew Cushions,
Wo. ■ Clapp’s Block- foot f'licHlnut
Street,

Hats, Caps and Furs.

Oculist anil Aurist.
at

FUBNITUEE, LOUNGES,

Harket

wm.

Lace Leather

and Manulactnrcrs of

JOBBERS OF

Store,

Sides,

**

Ktf.da.

Upholsterers

PEABODY.

H. C.

r7

w. P. FREEMAN &

Waterhouse,

ruu KARl'KKn

offered to the afflicted throughout the country, after having been proved by the test oi eleven
in
the New England States, where its merits
years,
have become as well known as the tree from which, in
it
its virtues.
derives
part,
Is

8ep5t&

Harris &

Boston.

WHITE PINE COMPOUND

St.

Backs &

HUDSON, JR.,
11 T
1st,

V

from

sandy
clay
Gra**’ Co™.
Tobacco, Fruit andvMetahi0'
» Pceur/rubt
C’AMtry. Fire hundred v?8 Th,l,‘18and
Ineyards
Orchard*
have been planted oi-tbr
Orapes. Peaches, Fei*TJit’*rien'e<1 ,ruit *r0wer8
>mmen»e
1
a

toacl2*jMHi.‘SprS,T««»t..

n

J- R.
sep3dtij

n

we

LAW,

■17 Market Square.

RIVETS and BURS,
n
ail Craimt Street.

and Counsellors at Law,

A. B, HOLDEN.

....

W. POLAND’S

Da. J.

Leather,

septMtt

Near the Court House.

GENTLEMEN

DR. CAR RENTER,

the

to

Office, 229 1-2 Congress Street,

variety

England Remedy!

Belt

PAYSON,

Exchange

Attorneys

proprietor

The Great New

M.

AT

S*pt 24_dt,

(Successors to J. Smith <St Co.)
Manufacturer of Leather Itclliu*
Also tor sale

HOLDEN & PEABODY,

will Hud a large stock of Boot in 1. i ;
very
of style, both of Frenvli and Aiucmu. manufacturo, at T. E. MOSELEY & CO’S, Sumjieb St.,

Valuable Medicine.—Dr.

Polaud’* White
Pine Compound, advertised In our columns, is a successful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
virtues ot the White Pine Bark, it nas been thoroughly tested by people In this city and vicinity, and the
has testimonials to its value from persons
woll knows to our citizens. We reccommend its trial
in all those cases of disease to which it is adapted. It
is for sale by all our Druggists.—Independant.
A

You need not Suffer with Piles

1 lupeucbuicut.
ANOTHEB APPEAL

MAINS’ ELDERBERRY WING.
27 8 N d&wtf

M.

done and warranted.

h7M.br e

Bank

MONDAY, Nov. 12,

OF

oolOdtt

Sleeplessness,

To the days of the aged it addeth length,
To the mighty it addeth strength,”
'Tis a balm for the sick, a joy for the well—
Druggists and Grocers buy and sell

the

unnamable

Manufactured from the pure

remove on

OFFICE

every preparation of opium—the well-known result ot
which is to produce costiveness and other serious
difficulties; it allays irritation, restlessness and spasms,
and induces regular action of the biwe'
avd secretive organs.
No preparation for Nervous l)o
err
,i.
For
readily, or met with euch uni...
Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
Weaknesses nnd Irregularities, and all the -earful
mental and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
ot nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remedy known to science. Sold bv all ilruggists. Price f 1.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,
n
Wholesale Agents, Boston.
augllsnlyd&w

berry, and unadulterated by any impure
ngredient, we can heartily recommend it to the sick
os a medicine, and to the well, as a beverage.

flijjr"Repairing

THE

Some Folks Can’t Sleep Nigbfs—We are
now prepared to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
trade and the great public generally, with the standard and Invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
article surpasses all known preparations for the cure
ot all forms of Nervousness. It is rapidly superceding

iUice of the

EVE GLASSES, Ac.,
W Free St., Portland.

E.7

National

attorney

,he
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M

C’ARUETON,
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dtl
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mild and
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Iblrlf m‘le» w“th ol I Ull-

HaC";.

XljlS^
su1t£hjductlv&!riu7in*
to

d3m

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles,

lIXlfLAVD.

adclph a, by

Congress Street.

octa-diy

Teel,,

STREET.

FREE

Dealer In

«

u

Merchants

Spectacle*,

15

..

mscEiuxi-ori,

and Counseller at Law,
1
Hoosf,]

•>

Ware,

——

W. W. THOMAS.
jr.,

Attorney

W. E. TODD,

TAILOR,

OF CHESTNNT

CORNER
August 30, 1866.

may be obtained of all druggists and thney goods
dealers.
SNilec24tofebl0

Wine.

Berry

DOWN ES,

HAS BEMOVED TO

Recommended for Chapped Bands and for
general TaUet use during Cold Weather. It

We take pleasure in announcing that the above
named article may be tbund for sale by all City
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
As a Medicine Mains’ Wine is invaluable, being
among the best, if not the best, remedy for colds and
pulmonary complaints, as well as one of the most

G.

and Steel
■ ilea, die.

SO,

»ep28

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

WINTER SOAP.

Come at Last l

dtl

n

atches,
Silver and Plated

(Sold, Silver

NO. ltt MARKET SOU ARE.

MERCHANT

PEARSON,

w

Jewelry,

^

m'TS’VF^srAnDs,

Dealers in

AT—

aug20

Relief for the Sufferers by the Fire.
THE

For l

GERRISU <1-

Photograph Rooms,
—

*u’i,

Long Sought

FIRE !

B. F. SMITH Ac SON’S

■

SPECIAL NOTICES.

THE

OF

OUT

rev^-

ing?

as

BOOKS

7 BAILEY~&

restaurant. It is for this reason that the law
prohibits them all alike. How long, then, will
Temperance men give them an exouse for sell-

BUSINESS CARDS.

our

apothecary

an

In

Removals.

seif-iespect.

will do their’s.

store

Woman Mullrnge.

I

Albert, and really were struck with the neat
simplicity of their attire. We have ladies who

SPECIAL NOTICES.
It might tend strongly to ardeterioration. \Varren Hast! ngs, colossal sinner as he was against Christian civilisation and absolute justice, was acquitted when
the Common* impeached him; hut Lord John
Russell testifies that lii* trial saved India from
FOR THE HOLIDAYS !
murders aud
any repetition ot such wholesale
gigantic corruption- He says:
WHOLESALE AND HET-4IL !
Though the Impeachment ended ui au acquittal, its
results were memorable and beneficial. Never has
of
the
punlshmeut.
prevention of
the greet object
NOYES
crime, been attained more completelv than by thi*
trial.
Will open their
„
So it might, and probably would be in qur
case.
Surely we stand in as great need of sj|!n New Store on Exchange Street,
salvation. The trial would throw open to the
light the dark chambers and crooked paths of
MONDAY, 17th.
Executive malversation and defiant illegalof
The
Our
blood
friends
of
New
and patrons and i>Jb public generally
ity policy.
Orleans, and we trust will wait
ot those three soldiers whose
and examine our NEW STOCK of
murderers, by
Johnson’s trick, walk unpunished might stiil
Books,
Fancy
Goads, Writing Desks,
cry unheard for vengeance—but its guilt would
^ traced home to the very
Stationery, &c.,
doors of the White
House, on evidence no mqcould gainsay.
l»efore purchasing elsewhere.
ii a popular verdict
We shall have a good assortment of English and
would be recordei.
matter how a whole
American Standard and Juvenile Books. We beg a
family provided wi
.dees, or any other man- continuance of the generous patronage and fiivor
agement, might gag me Senate—that no future which we have heretofore received.
rresident would ve nture to walk in the same
BAILEY fr NOYES,
path. We have s0 much faith in the virtue
New Block, Exchange street.
dec78Nd3w
and intf
;ice Qf tbe people as to be sure of
o ohuson cannot be punished, still, like
v.
A
Cough, A Cold, or
predecessor, we can send him forth
with s ucb a mark on his brow that no man will
A Sore Throat,
TSWfifw liis example. We turn to another point,
yome doubt whether Johnson be legally liable
SQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION,
to impeachment, since, as they suppose, he ha*
AND SHOULD BE CHECKED.
violated no specific statute, committed no ofIf allowed to continue,
fence specially and exactly defined by law. We
think such a supposition utterly erroneous,
Irritation of the Lungs, a per©n the contrary, if asked by what law we intended to try him, we might answer as the
manent Throat Disease,
Roundhead did in Charles the First’s case,
laws
he
has
left
or Consumptioa,
us.” But even
“By all the
grauting the supposition to be correct, it does
is often the Tesult.
not touch or affect the question.
Impeachment is not like, nor is it limited like a comBROWN’S
No man can be indicted exmon indictment.
cept for a crime that common or statute law BRONCHIAL
TROCHES
has distinctly described; but an officer may be
HAVING A direct influence to the parts,
impeached for any grave misuse of his powers
give isi mediate relief.
or any mischievous non-uso of them—for any
conduct which harms the public or perils its
Far Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Conwelfare. It is a process intended to sweep after
sumptive and Throat Diseases,
the exact and definite machinery of the law,
TROCHES ABE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS.
and save the State from evils which no law.
Hiagers and PahMe Speakers
however comprehensive, can cover. Who ever
will find Troches useful In clearing the voice when
undertook to find or state the exact statute
taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
that Warren Hastings had violated? When
did Burke, Fox or Sheridan enter Westminthroat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
ster Hall “with the statute book doubled down
The Troches are recommended and prescribed by
in dogs’ears," to specify the exact clause which
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
that ruthless trampler on helpless millions had
men throughout the country.
Being an article ot
violated? The nature of the proceedings extrue merit, and having proved their efficacy by a teet
cused them from all such labor. So of our
ot
many years, each year Units them in new localiusurper with bloody and unclean hands. His
offences have been, to be sure, in many inties in various ports of the world, and the Troches are
stances violations oi express laws. But we
universally pronounced better than other articles.
waive that; we may point to his whole course,
Obtain only “Beown’b Bronchial Troches”
beginning with North Carolina in 1865 and and do not take any of the worthless imitations
ending at Baltimore, when, thirsting for loyal that may be offered, sold everwhere
blood, the wholesome timidity ef his own tools
Dec 4—liAwGm ay
and the courage of a young Judge sent him,
baulked and cowed, back to his lair—we may
this
and
demand
that
to
all
the
whole
conWarren’s Cough Balsam.
point
stitutional arsenal shall be exhausted to punish
The best Remedy ever compounded for Calds,
such a past and prevent a similar future. The
Coughs, Catarrh and Coaaumption, and all
diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
American people arraign their Chief MagisiSrFor sale by all Druggists. Manufactured by
in
of
the
the
tace
world—the
first
in
trate
time
B. F. BBADBIRV,
their history—for his attempt, by hypocrisy
octlodAwsNflm
Druggist, Banoob.
and treason, to corrupt their moral sense and
baulk their victory over an inhuman and
bloody system—and doing it in defence of a
undersigned have made arrangements under
hapless and friendless race, would be a subthe act of Congress approved July 2T, 1886, to
lime spectacle, compared with which the trials
furnish
parties building on the burnt district -with
of Charles I. and Louis XIV. would sink into
English Pare Lead nnd I.inseed OU,
merely selfish and ambitious measures. Such
DUTY FREE. Parties wishing to purchase Paint
a step would be in keeping with the noble
march of the Revolution—better evidence of stock will call at 80 COMMERCEAL STREET.
the generous and high principle which has unBURGESS, FORES A CO.
dee8sNlm
derlain the war, than the thunders ot Gettysburer, or even the Emancipation Proclamation
itself.
COLGATE A CO.’S,
and

machines
|rX.CilANGED

t

SEW /ETNA NEW
I*t» JIAt BINUS, which hive been proved to do the best tor
for the

Nlaoe Stitching, Tailoring, Ac..
ot any other in the world. Credit given to any on.
who wants a Sewing Machine. Needles and Trimmings lor all Machines.

106 Middle street, Up Stairs.
W. S. DYES.
Dec 14

deod

im

SOI.E AGENT

tLatThe oubsufber'hiu

oi fet it hereby giTen,
been duly
and taken upon h mseir
With tbe "dl “need oi

appointed

th“ e«ah;00tAl*DU^SlrUtOr
..
*te ot

ELIPRALET ‘WEBSTER.

Portland, in the Connty ol Cumbet land, mer“lb* *»w direct*,
ttnildemands
*iTen, bomi»
uipersona having
npon the estate ot said
leceascd, arc required to exhibit the same; andal
)erson.s indebted to said estate are called
upon to
nake payment to
JOStl’H H. WKBSTKtt,
Administrator w:th Will annexed
Portland. Dec. 18,
I86K.___dec 21 olnwsw

leap Soil, Wash Women Had Clolhoo
Wringer* Gone up!

Paper Collars, Paper Bosoina,
PAPER

Does

ROWS I

the business—a very large assortmert lust
received at
LEWIS TOPFAN'S,
dc J4.Hr.
Cor. Congress and Casco Sts.

--^-

formed

I have

THEderundenugne
the namo of

copartnership un-

constantly
Building material sawed

Great

BOOT AND SHOE BUSINESS

WE

Old

Inducements

SUGAR

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers otter lor sale a l»or» quauUty °*
End ol the
at the old stand of B. H. Jones,
desirable building lots in the W<eat
elty, lying on Vaughan, Pine,
Federal
Street.
MonuNo. Ill
West, Emery, Cusliman, Lewis, Bramliall,
Salem Streets.
ment, Danforth, Orange andof
B. H. JONES,
from one to tcu years,
Thor
will
sell
on a credit
L.
WILLEY.
J.
Portland, Dec. 26,186C,
rom parties who
li de.sireu oy me purcha^rs.
build immediately, >o csnh PAYMENTS required.
We shall continue the BOOT AND SHOE BUSI- I
at the office or the subscribers, where full
Apply
NESS in all Its branches, and hope by strict attention
particulars may be obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
to businoss to merit and receive a liberal sliaro of the
ma 5tf
public patronage.
Portland, Blay 3, 1868.
Custom work lor both ladles and gentlemen made
iBfHlTKCTlKEAEIVGI KBE BING!
to order from the best of material and by tho best of
Messrs.
ANDERSON. BONNELL *r CO., have
workmen, and warranted in every particular. Re- A
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
pairing neatly done at short notice.
of established reputation, and will in future carry ou
JONES & WILLEY.
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to build are invited to call at their
imPersons Indebted to me are requested to make
office,
No. 306 Congress street, and examine elevad
medium payment, as, owing to the change in my
tions and plans ot churches, banks, stores, blocks ot
hy «A
nets, all my old accounts must be settled
buildings,
4-c.
j 12
JONES.
B. H.
of
dec27

rriHE

1

heretofore existing under the

tlrm

N. M. PERKINS &
y04

of

STANWOOD <£•

Continues the

Produce aud

Fancy Grocery Business,

At his NEW STAND,

WM. H.

tO

Ks.

Market Street.
tho late firm to be settled at No
dcltSdtf

Accounts of
10 Market street.

have this day
under the name of

undersigned

THEnership

formed

have taken the

and

new

store

MO. 4 FBEE STREET.BLOCK,
tor the purpose of carrying on the Dry Goods business.
CHAS. F. THKASHEB,
FRANK BARTLETT.
decUd3w
Portland, Dec. 1,1800.

of

Hudson

Celebrated Steinway Instrument,
LOWEST

PRICES.

have this

formed

&

Dyer

Morgan,

a

co-

CORSETS.

Co.,

We

oar

business In

CORSETS,

Provisions,
Lumber, Country
Hf'Conslgnmoiits of Cooperage,
and shall receive

To

personal

—AT

A. P. MORGAN.
J. W. DYER,
J. E. 1IANNAFORD.*

rpHE
JL

Our

riety

copait-

present stock of Corsets, comprises a great

ADAMS,
general Commission Busi-

For the transaction ot a
ness, and have take the Store and Coanting Roams
bv Messrs. E. E. DPHAJVi & SON,
head ot Richardson's Wharf.
Liberal advances
made, and con igmmnt* solicited.
E. E. UPI1AM,
octkltf
CHAS. H. ADAMS.

lately occupied

B.

L.

| 331

DEALER -IN

THE

O

Clothing and Furnishing Goods
business, under tbe firm

ROBINSON &
As

98S

Portland,

—AT—

O’NEIL W. ROBINSON,
STEPHEN D. KNIGHT.

8,

Dec.

A. t*

FIXTURES

STREET.

1866.

25 Union St.,

dtl

PORTLAND.

S T E .A. Tv£

LEATHE~&

REPINED

SOAPS,

-viz:-

EXTRA,
miiLi,

^fO* 11
OLE1N Ev
CHEMICAL OLIVE.
CRANE’S PATENT,
SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
Allot SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in package? suitable for the trade and lamily use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and uspig only the
best materials, and as our goods arc manufactured
under the personal supervision ot our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we th ye Fore assure the public with condeuce that we can and will furnish the

Best Goods

the Lowest Prioes!

at

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, cont&ing all the modern improvements, we
enabled to furnish

are

supply

a

ot

Soap* of the
tor Ex*

Qualities, adapted to the demand,
port and Domestic* Consumption.
Veil

LEATHF

A

GORE’S

STEAM REFINED SOAPS!
SOLD

BY ALL

THE

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State

Uieathe

&

Gore,

391 lojaiuerelal Si, 47 A 49 Beach Street,
PORTI.1ND, MAINE.
March 2(1—dtt

1ST EW
»

Entire

undersigned having purchased the
THE
&c.t of Mr. It. Kent, will continue the

BTOlili]!

Hew

The subscriber having disposed of his Bakery to
Messrs. Pearson & Smith, would cheerfully recommend them to his former patrons, being assured that,
from their well known reputation, they will continue
the business acceptably.
And he will take this opportunity to gratefully acknowledge the many favors bestowed upon him by
his patrons for many vears.

REUBEN KENT.

dtf

take pleasure in announcing
citizens of Portland and vicinity that their new store

Improvement

WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 2i—dly

Change of Base l

the old Middle St. Stand !

to

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

THIS
with

—AT—

an

entire

new

day

ELDER

CUDDLE

NO.

GOODS

York and Boston since the recent
prices. The stock comprises every

of

M.

inform his friends, customers and the
Begs
public generally that having rebuilt his store at

in New
purchased
decline In

he«ry
dcscUption

G.

such

GOODS,

Slate Mantles!

More Durable and at
Half the Price of Marble■

BLACK SILKS,
■ILK AND TYOOI. POPLINS,
ALL WOOL POPLINS,

T. B. STEWART.
605 Sixth Are. New York.
bcna for Descriptive Catalogue with prices. Imdcl8

THIBET! in oil shades,

HEAD

ALPACCAt all ahades 1

Boarding- School
Ladies of the Congregation de Notre Dame,
HpHfc
A beg leave to Inform the
that
will re-

open their
.Alsu

one

January,

ot' the largest assortments ot

offered In the market.
attention

to

acknowledging
habitants ot
Portland

We would call particular
our stock ot

iien

ana

Well

Boy » wear, confident that the price,
the goods, cannot fail to please.

December 19.

as

as

REMEMBER

THE

PLACE

C. F. THItA SHFIt «£•

1

CO.,.

AT THE OLD STAND,

No.

4

decll—3w

Free

Block.

au i l k
stand ot E. Dana. Jr

e y,

APOTHECARIES,
oi Congress and PieUeSts.,

Corner

PORTLAND, ME.
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Fluid Extracts, Toilet 4 'ticles, Perfumery, and Fancy Goods.
Physician's prescriptions carefully prepared, cither

by day or night.

Mr. Coarles B. Greeuleat, wno has been at this
stand lor a number ot years, will remain as prescrip-

tion clerk.

sepKl-eod&wtt

on

the 2d

to the in-

Louis

and Rubbers

ship, at prices as
Low as the Loxvest,

CH.-V.S. A-

—

RACKLGFF

&

CO.’S,

T(0. 17G MIDDLE STREET.
the U. S. Hotel.

novl2eod*wtl

_opposite

Merchants

National Bank.
fT’HE Shareholders in this Bank are hereby uoHfled
A that the Annual Meeting for the choice of Direc-

tors and the transaction of such bnslncsa as
may legally be brought before them, will be holdeu on Tuesday, January 8th, 1867. at S o’clock F. M., at the office now occupied by the Bank, No. 82 Exchange 8t.

Portland,

Dec 7,1886.

Flour! !

CHOICE

Dictator,
Tropical,
Amaranto,

Whitmore,
FOR SALE BY

Browns & Man son
Churchill,
i
aug7dt

139 Commercial

F’aney

CHARLES STAPLES & SON,
Brown’s Wharf,
Portland, Maine,

And prevent

Cor. Com. St. and
novlOe OSm

Chestnut

»

WILLIAM P. HASTINGS
prepared to attend to tlie wants of hie former
patrons and customers, and the public generally
The superior character of his instruments, especially

ORGANS,

which in style of liniah resemble the upright Piano, is
too well known to require an extended notice,
lie
will keep on hand a full assortment of instruments ot
the

Most

Approved Styles

and

AT
(he Keach

of

Medical

applicable

iJsgjr?- is
highly esteemed in
'?&&&?' India, and is in my

Oat Meal aui Buckwheat!
CHASE

atable

*$!•

success

well

as

of this most

delicious and unrivaled

condiment having caused many unprincipled dealers
to apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the public is respectfully and earnestly requested to see that
the names ot Lea & Perrins are upon the Wrapper, Label, Stopper and Bottle-

Elsworth

&

AND

dcl9d2w

VIRGINIA

dclWtl

80

Leather

octSeod3tn

R.

Congress Street,
fine lot

of

GOODS

Five Cents Saving: Bank.
this Bank are reminded that Deposits made on or before the 2d, day of January next,
will be put on interest on the 1st, at the rate of 7 per
centum. Dividend payable in April. Special Deposits of $ 100 or more, will be received at any time,

Depositors

in

on

agreed upon

terms

at tbe time

fouxk'* at No. 4
near Free street,
she offers the bal uice of bcr stock, at very
low prices. Those owing bills, will conft r a favor by
seplleodtt
calling and settling the same.
~

WISHING

Hayivard’s Rubbers
tuli assortment ol the above celebrated

RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES,
At Agency prices. Also

Boots,

Shoes &
At

CHAS. PA YSON, Cashier

dc8-2uwtjari8

0J3F“Send yourorderTfoTJob Work to Dally Pres

!

We offer to the trade
a

a

No.

20

more

to

Temple Street,

Door from Congress st.
lyEvory Garment will receive prompt and faithtill attention.

Ladies’
CLEANSED
S2r

Give

me a

Sacqucs

I

EIRST CLASS STYLE 1
trial and I will endeavor to please.

IN

CHARLES H. MAHONEY.
Kfr’llwhest Cash price paid for citst-off Clothing.
Nov 21-~d3m

Lessons on the Pianoforte,
at No. 12 Elm Street, by

dc2ldtt
GIVEN

BARBOUR.

&

Co.,

taken (lie Chambers

CONGRESS STREET,

4

GOODS, Ac.,

Fun-Lasers of the above gorsls arc rcsnccl tnllv invi<ol tocxaniinc our slock which is

■

?*cw»

Clean and Desirable.

Please Bead this

Attentively

Prize

Egg Beater!
PATENT

JUST INSIIED.
ot Steel wire rolled
a
The wire is sprin**
« US tempered with oil.
This gives toughnesaand etoafchy
the Beater, and ease to the
optogether
seiid, and the
lln?c<i
wLnil'io
is
whole
thoroughly made, and will not wear out
“
Wlth
&ir
W
“sage, The elastic loons
iric accommodate
themselves to anv dish.
purchased the'patent right
Mti™b^r,u,er
bavin?
°r Maine
to this great
invention, otters the State tor
sale by Countlc3, and asks
immediate attention to

If
Vi!e s,llnik.is

decUu7meen

^

tSTCJiT°b’s

Exchange.1"'''0'

Holiday Presents!

At Mrs. L.

Wpll cr’s, 36

OPPOSITE

Center St.,

LANCASTER HALL,

Hkl. and Perfumery
Boxes, Album*, Work Boxes, Writing Beak*,

Portfolios,

Eparinn

Statutes,

*ree Sh'uot Church, on MONDAY EVENING, January 7th, 1MJ7, at 7 £ o’clock.
Terms. 24 Lessons,
Ladies,
|>2.O0
e

Gentlemen,

HAIR RENEWER.
It is an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents j
in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do all we claim for it, that wo offer

for the Hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contain* no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Root9 and fills
the glands with new life and coloring mutter.
IT

IU« DAY.

Portable

SteamT FngincsT

It will

COMBINING

bivorably known,
a.lc
than .Sj5!
COO being in Use. All
warranted Batiste tervor no sale.
circulars sent on
Descriptive
application. Address
J. C. HOADLEY & CO.

Hall’s Vegetable SiciMJUI
km, ami take no other.
The Proprietors offer tho Sicilian Hair ItiKKWEr. to tno public, entirely confident that it will
bring back tho hair to its 01 iginnl color, promote ts
growth, and in nearly all cases where it has iailm
off will restore it unless the person is very Sg<d.
Ask for
„isrHair Re new

Com-

R. P. HALL A CO. Proprietoq

iVasf.ua,
gSf-

3md.

Lawbenci:

Mass

Baltimore Family Flour and
Bye Flour.

100
15

by

Sold

M I T I

especially

*5.

Is
i»i

T.

%*

G~A

I.

TOR.

entirely tlidciciit and uulikeanv oilier picparatien

Me.

MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD'S
MANSFIELD’S
Cures Diphtheria,

VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
or Throat Disease; Biv.nchlti*:
Rheumatism; Pains in any form; Pain. Swelling and
Stiffness of Uio Joints; I’uin or Liuueucss in the
Back. Breast or Side. A c., Ac.
In Fevers, c anker. Rash, Measles, Fever and
Ague,
its virtue is c\i*.Ticnced to admiration, especially
among cbiUtrcn. It cures Cholera, Crump*, old Llcerous Sores, Sores exposed to silt water. Sprains,
Flesh wounds.Dysemcrrv,Diarrhea. Inilnmmation 01
the Bowels. Neuralgia. Colds, Tooth Ache, Burns,
P uns in the Stomach, and ah morbid conditions ot
tho system.
3^“ For internal and cxLemal use, it is. in fact, tho
most effectual family Mediciuc now known in Amer-

ica.

aug 22

and

Firemen’s

!

Messrs. John X. Shaw & Co.,
after having been burned out of Federal street. July
4tl», La ye resumed business In the room ovwr tb«

.J. TEWKSBURY A CO.,
COBXBB

LIME

AID

OF

PORE

STREETS,

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKEi
Hat

lug prepare

l

Plulaaelpliia, they

ders tbr

a stock of Oak
are n >w read t

tanned Leather
to

in
or-

all

execute

Phila tetphla Oak Tanned Leather
Fire Engine Hose,
Double andsingle riveted, and of all sues, as used i-n
Steam Fire Engines, Hand Engines, Siotunboats an
Force Pumps.

Cities, Towns

aud

Corporation*
Hose,

bo supplied with a strong and durable
ranted equal to any made elsewhere, and
sonable term*.*
N. P.—Fire Buckets, Spanner
can

ou

war-

as

rea-

Belts, Flexible
Pipes, Knapsacks, Cartridge Boxes, l'Uu.l Hokteth.
Ac., made to order. Couplings, Pipes aud ^02201*
furnished and Hose repaired.
novlTdu

UUU18TMAS AND NEW YEARS

G I FT S ’.
An assortment of

Gents’,

Ladies' & Children’s

GLOVES AND MITTENS.
—

Breakfast Nhnu U, UmJi, Men and Bays'
Scarf., Herman- Worsted.,
Dress
Trimmings, Tidies, Knitting Cotton, Country nud Factory Vnrn.
New lot of Ladies* and Children's

RALMOUAL

SKIRTS '■

pretty, and late stylos. Also
BAI.nORAI, DOKDEBING,
very

for sale at

M.

E.

REDlOff’S,

I.TO Congress Mtreet.
dea2Wltr_
The Gr-othic Furnace!
Wood
Coal is the most powerful furnace in
FOlt
use. and lias the most radiating surthce. Judge
the U.
or

S- District Court for Uhode Island
tiullockpi
says “I have used your furnace No. 10 two winters;
it is simple iu construction. 1 am
entirely satisfied
with it and deem it preferable to any hot air turn ace
1 have seen **.
ALEX. Iff, LESLEY,
nfir. 60.) till* Arennr, New York.
A circular aont by request.
dci'Nllm

Oysters,

Oysters.

rilins day received a splendid lot Virginia Oysters,
i alultsr sale at#1;80per gallon, solid;
GF ’All orders by mail or express promptly attend-

ed to.

Oysters delivered in any part of the elty.

H. FREEMAN <£ CO.,
declaim

Federal Street.

101

COOPEIi S MORSE,
pleasure in informing their old patrons and
if icnos that they have resumed business at ihoir
OLD STAND, lorncr of Market and Milk streets,
where they will keep constantly on hand the best assortment of

Meat*, Poultry, Gome, &c..
—AT—

REDUCED PRICES

That the market allords, and it will be their earnest
endeavor to serve their customers with promptness
ami fidelity.
Jecl dll

FOR
T >

At«

ron THE NEXT

SIXTY

I* AYS

EXTENSIVE

STOCK

OF

SALK.

M. WEBB, liaa

oi*

tlvo

SLEIGHS

The undersigned will sell from their

band tor sale thirty-

AXI)

PUXGS.

Tho War to be found in ttic county. Also loar heavy
Baggage Wagons, and three light open buggies, which
he oilers for ^ale on more tvw.rabU) terms than
any
other Carriage M:uiutacturcr, as bo closes hi» bust*
uuss with thL< sale.
Persons desirous of purchasing
will ilud it tor their advantage to call upon 1dm.
R. M. WEBB.
Webb** Mills, Dec 3, 1866.
dec4eod*w4w43

Mis. LUCY A. HENSEN,
Sncceesor to Jin. A. Hawley,
FASHIONABLE HAIB DBKI8EB,
respect ftillv inform, tbc ladies of Portland and ricinlty that she is now ready tu attend to Shampooing. Dyeing and Dressing Ladies’ hair at tbe abort cat
notk u, and will wait on alt who may kindly tended
liur their patronage. All order* left at Hr. J. P«rtingtou*. Confectionery Store, or at Mis. L. A. Hen-

PurniMi re

LOT

-AT-

sou’s residence, comer of Monntlbrt
stieois, wlli lie punctually attended.

GREATLY REDUCED RATES

LADIES’

*

-TOR-

O.-Vm? 2.

At Lower Prices than Ever.

George

GOODS

I.

liurrovtfhs

<£• Co.

actisdtf

end Sumner
decSOilrw*

Notice.

PPUCAHOK Win

be made to tbe

Legislature ot

its next session,tor turttkCT aid to secure
tho construction of the European and North American Hailway, and for authority to tbe
Portland, Sac,
A P rtmwmth IUdlroad Company to inbecribo to tbc
stock and bonds oi sai E. A N. A. liy. Comp’y and
to farther increase tlie out ital stock ot the Portland,
Saco and Portsmouth Hallway Company to tho
amor,ut thus subscribed nnd pai l.
By order of tlie Director*.
G. K. JEW EH, Prest
E. A' N. A. By. Comp’y.
Bangor, Doc 7,1SCC.
UeclldSw
Maine at

CLOAKINGS
OTHER

Military, Masonic

eod.v wCm

FURNITURE

re-

—-OF—

ALL

HOSE I

TAKE

RECEIVED !

NEW

FIRE

-ALSO

Mansfield's Vegetable Mitigator

Portland,

duced so as to concentrate the entire strength into
iorty gallons of extract, without in the slightest degree injuring its tanning qualities, and at a cost not
exceeding one dollar per cord. The saving in freight
alone, between the transportation of tho Extract and
the bark, will range from six to eight dollars per cord.
80 that Rny one who may get out but three hundred
cords of bark per year, may save from two thousand
to twenty-live hundred dollars in the difference in
froiglit.
The Company docs not propose to sell Territorial
rights, but will grant exclusive privilege to manufacture in certain localities, charging a small royalty per
gallon on the amount manufactured.
The Company will send competent men to superintend the construction of the works, where parties desire to enter into the business, and to instruct in the
manufacture of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties entering into
this business, the Company will contract to talk© all
the Extract manufactured under their process at llftv
cents per gallon, delivered in Boston or New York.
Parties in Maine desiring further information as to
terms, «£c., may call upon or address CHARLES
HALE, General Agent tor Maine, 24 Maine streot,
Bangor, where models of the apparatus may be seem
novl3d3m
S. H. KENNEDY. Prcs’t.

A

T.

PRICE 25 AND ufl CENTS,
General Agency and Mann fie lory No. W Green St.

milE AMERICAN PATENTED IMPROVEMENT
A TANNING COMPANY, of New York, own the
exclusive right In the United States for the manufacture of an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hemlock
Bark for tanning purposes.
Tho Bark Extract is
now extensively used among Tanners, and the demand for it rapidly increasing. It commands a ready
sale in the Boston, New York and Philadelphia markets, at sixty cents per gallon. The appliances for
manufacturing are simple and not expensive, costing
but little more than the ordinary leaches used byTan-

JUST

Druggists.

existence, and only requires a trial to prow it worthy of the high recommendation wctla.ui font. lVepnxed only by
OR. W. P. 19IANMFIELD, Porllnnd, Me.

-AXE-

cords of Bark may be

N. 3.'

"IXTB
would call ihc attention of all to a new com*
V pound, never before «waral (o t'io American
people. In r gard to this medicine wc shall sav but
little.
Its cures arc too li'imcrous, au<t its qualities
are too well known.
Since its discovery !ts cures in
chronie as well as acute cures, is proof ButUcient to
thousands who have used ii 01 ilsj».wcr and
ority o\cr all mfcliciuc* now known in America, lor
the class of diseases that it is calculated to cure.

Owners of Hemlock Lands !

lj

all

**

M.

IMPORTANT lo LUMBERMEN

this process,

from falling out.

No person, old or young, should fail to use it.
It is recommended and used ly the FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

Injec-

By

the Hair

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING I

_

FRANK MILLERS

▼lurked Down'in Proportion.

PALE PRESERVATIVE !
In Bottles, prepared without Black, cxjnrcsslv for
Kid. Calf
Ladies’ and

an<l

Nov. 0. 1sC6

keep

It cleanses the Scalp, and makes tho Hair
SOFT, LUSTROUS, AND SILKEN

Dr. W. R. MERWIN, 37 Walker St., N. Y.

ners.

TO

ITS

The Cherokee Cure? M Remedy? and
tion" are to be found in all well regulated drug
stores, and are recommended by physicians ana
druggists ail over the world, for their iutrinsic worth
and merit. Borne unprincipled dealers, however,
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and
worthless compounds,—in order to make money—
in place of these. Be not deceived. If the druggists will not buy them for you, write to us, and we
will send them to you by express, securely packed
and free from observation. We treat all diseases to
which the human system is subject and will be
pleased to receive full and explicit statements from
those who have failed to receive relief heretofore.
Indies or gentlemen can address ue in perfect confidence. wo desire to send our thirty-two pace
lady and gentleman In the
pamphlet free to every
lan.L Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the sole proprietor,
iff

tho Maximum Ii GiUciency, dura
bility and ccouuny with tho minimum of woight

more

RESTORE 012AT HAIR
ORIOISAL COLOR.

WILL

Re-Gilt

Bronzed._noJlcodSm
Philadelphia Oak Tanned Leather

Vegetable Sicilian Ilair Itenewer
has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation

T.

$2,

CHANDELIER*, LAMPS, Set.,

stoic of

HALL’S

j

<Cn;.

In all its branches.

EQUIPMENTS

If the Sicilian IIaib Hr.newer docs not give satisfaction in all cases when used in strict accordance with our instructions.

in

GAS STOVES, for Cooking and
Heating.

!S1,000 Reward

and in those coses where other medicines
have been used without success.
Price, Remedy, One Bottle, $2, Three Bottles, $5.

Injection,

dealer*

Chandeliers,
Brackets,
Lamps,

and

complaint,

*

and

GAS FITTING

HALL’S

Glu/t and all MuFemale, curing recent
and is

unite to praise

aged

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

recommended in those cases of Fluor Albue or
Whites in Females. Tho two medicines used in
conjunction will not tall to remove this disagreeable

£oo

Monday andSaturday Evening until Author no*°r Wdo at the
dc28dtd
Vestry.

III I R A C IT LO U S.
The old, the voting, the middle

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

HOODS,

Binging School I
GARDINER will commence his second
M®*
term for instruction in Vocal Music at the
Vef-

Mo.

conjunction with the

CAKITTIMiS!
Paper Hangings

BOSTON,

tugs. Brick Dust Deposits,
and all diseases that require
a diuretic, and when used la

days,

SON,

BKO.WFIELD STICK KT,

MANUFACTURERS

Remedy,

to three

TAR BELL &

l<fo. 11

(motion
one

V.

L.

plaints, viz: Gravel, Injlamof the Bladder and
Kidneys, Retention qf
Urine, Strictures of the
Urethra, Dropsical Swcll-

in from

uovljuti
____

FIXTURES!

IOld

cases

UrinB-

GAS AND COAL OIL

nance, Insanity, Consumption, and all diseases that fol*
sequence or youtnrul indiscretions.
The Cherokee Cure w ill restore health and vlpror,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent cUre
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
pasro pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, freo to any
address.
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. Sold
by all druggists; or will be sent by express to any
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor,

or

kind ol property In the City
ciniry, promptly attended to ou uempa^Mr

ZfT

i’WCiTQi&aiAPH!

low as a

docs not fail to cure
cous Discharges iu Mala

Congress Street,

•

bales of any

?'?ce«hours,L‘om

(

Urinary

UCTIONEEH,
>i*9

Superior Electro Magnetic Machines ior oak
for minily use, with
thorough instructions.
I3r. D. can accommodate a tew
patients with board
end treatment at his house.
'SoVlock A. VI to 12 M yiTouil
to b 1. M ami to u in the evenmg.
Consultation tree.
novltl

MEDICINE,

Cures all

HOLMES,

TEETllV.

Age, Weak Nerves, Difficult Breathing, Pale Counte-

Cherokee

-A.

TEETH I TkETU 1
I3r. ik. still continues to Extract IVeth
by EtT^0*
TB1CITY WITHOUT I*ain. 1'titous
Laving deca
teeili or stumps they wish to luive removed lor
iv-AaJ'
ting ho would give a polite invitation to call.

CURE,

St., N.

W.

k s

lou£v*

tlce*

Second

Moccasins,

Wholesale only.

STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE,
33 Commercial St., Portland, Me.
Oct 10—d3moa

Cannot find

Cleansed !

AND REPAIRED,
place where It can be done
their satisfaction than at

E. B.

C.

hi

fain

Cures all leases caused by
sell-abuse, \lz:rf

BREAKFAST SHAWLS
AND WORSTEDS,
TtMCther with alarge variety of
Dolls, Toys,
^ &c.. Ac.
TJec 6—eodtw&wit

BOOMS,
Cotton,

Clothing

Rubber Hose.

C. J. BABBOCR.

ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HALT,,
Are now prepared to otter tlieir friends and the
public a large aud well asorted stock of

WORSTED

MBS. COLBY’S

GElfTLEilfEN

RUBBER PACKING.

EGG BEATER is made
rpins
A flat, to give it sha- p
cilge.

FROST,

a

ENGINE BOSE

”0T^__dtt_

*

NEWGOO I)S !

PROOF,

23?“Orders may be left at W.W. RUBY’S. 42
Sumner St, Portland, Me.
dc27dlw*

ShopHt

jyvOatf

BOSTON.

will be
where

Preserver I

Ladies’ and Misses’
Serge aud Calf Baals.
Men’s Fine Calf and Thick Boots.
Boys’, Youths’ aud Children’s Boots and

CURTAIN

BONNET

BELLA M IE’S PATENT

EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

JOHN BARBOUR.

li a

Who Lav© cold liauus :'“'1 bet; weak stomachs, lamaml weak backs; nervi *Uj> and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in ih^'^ad, wi'.h indigestion and
in the side and back,
constipation of the bowels;
leucorrtuca, (or whites); f'auffc- oftlw womb with internal cancers; tumors,
polypi1** .an^ all that long
train of diseases will nml ia EleS'11^5**^ a sure mean,
ol cure.
Fur paiiiiui ineucUuc‘*IJI,i too r«oiu.se
c' el troubles
menstruation, and all oi thoae
with young ladies,
Electricity is accklMU **pccihe,
and will, in a short
time, restore the suni*vcr t0 t,ie
vigor oi health.

B.—-Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of expcrfcnco in constant attendjanl.l869d&w.
ance.^_

37 Walker

M?

office__dec25dtd

N.

MEEWIN,

262Wl«F*«

if

own sex.

Dr. W. E.

ton*1^

9*‘<;'.an‘“

p0r.t

tu9mi*p0'

especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irrcgularitios. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a Bhort time.
LADIES will liuJ it invaluable In all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have l>een tried In
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and mnv be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full
directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 11 Preble Stroet, Portland.

CAUDLES.

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
NO. 8

311

Prince,

COMBINATION LOCKS.
Wrought Iron Fire-Proof Safes,
NO. « CONGRESS SQUARE.

And

PERRY'S,

WATER

a

N. F. DEEDING,'Treasr.
decl5eod2w&wlt
No 19 Free Street.

T R Y

and

Hat ing

SAFES, VAULTS,

(payable on call)
of deposit.

FEDERAL 9T.

DEERIKG block,

Marrett, Poor

Lillie’s Patent Combined Wrought and
Chilled Iron

Is Every Style at

&

FROST’S,

de22dtf_CONGRESS STREET.

AGENT FOR

Has just received

OYSTERS,
HAY

<f c.

Suitable for the season, which will he made up in
the most thorough manner.
sept 10—cod

26 Market Square.
fiL3T'Ojposite Entrance to Dee ring Hall.
NEW YORK

Hough Plate,

Dentist*.
Olapp's Block, Congress Street,

3321-2

Son's,

4

BOSTON.

HVFinul F GIFTS FALL
N.

Glasss,

merchant Tailor,

AT

M.

KO.

C. A. GAYLORD,

oclTdly

tSCAL,

I*.

Rubber Clothing,

Opposite Old City Hall,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
C. Khnbail, D. D. S.
oclOeodtt
Fred A. Prince.

NEW YORK, Agents for the United States.

AS

Per Pair,

$4.50

of

Kimball

P.

Sons,

Blanket !

Klci*n*e,

r?’Kryf’vV

6.

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE* JL, AIMES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all La^lies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they will find arranged lor their

SIZED

—B°8-

MOLASSES BOSE,
RUBBER BELTING,

No. 30 Elm St.,

Manufactured by
LEA & PERRINS; Worcester.

Duncan*8

LARUE

Rubber Boot* and Shoes of nil kinds.

BROTHERS,
Head Loug Wharf.

Polished and

the

wholesome
Sauce that is made.”

DISH*
The

as

A

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.
LACE
leather.

18, 1866.—T,T&S2w

live

;vvnV5^-_ opinion the most pnl-

OF

liUY

Wool

OIL

beautiful patters, and all kinds of Rubber Goods that
may he desired, ail of which i will sell at manuiheturers lowest prices.
Please forward your orders tor the present to
H. A. HALL,
85 Milk Street, Boston.
jul 13eodti

No, 11

“Tell Lea & Perrlns that their Sauce

EVERY VARIETY

All

LARD, SPERM AND WHALE OIL,
OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OIL,
the qjtizens of Portland and vicinity, (until 1
KEROSENE AND MACH1NER V OIL.
re-open) lomy headquarters, S5 Milk Street, Boston,
where are kept every variety of goods made irom SPERM &
ADAMANTINE CANDLES, A SOAP,
India Rubber comprising in port Rubber and Leather Machine Belting, Steam Packing, Gaskets,
Kings, For sale by BKAUSIIAW tk PATCH,
Bose iorconducting and hydrant purposes, Rubber
aug 9—Cm
No. 7 Central Wharf, Boston.
Clothing of every description, Combs, Balls, Toys.
Undersheeting for beds in cases ot sickness, Rubber
J.
&
C
J.
Boots and Shoes, Tubing, Spittoons, Syringes,
BARBOUR.
Gloves and Mittens, Elastic Rings and Bands, Piano
Manuihctorers and Retailers of
Covers, Horse Covers with and withont hood, Wagon
Covers, Air Beds, Pillows, Cushions, and Life Preservers, Mechanics’ Aprons, Rubber Jewelry, ol

his

Worca8ter>May-1851-

to

CAN

YOU

kilooLi-ioiLv

ITS EFFECT IS

Loss
o/
Memory, Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dim-ness of Vision, I*remature

r^

diwIciru^M

No. H Preble Street,

INDIAN

Stoner, Brigs
Mary

\h.0ut.
ulS*?

Middle-Aged Men.
There are many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smaiting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkisli hue. again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of this
diiliculty,
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain
manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwaided immediately.
All correspondence strictly
confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,

TIIS GREAT

WILDEB’S PIKE PKOOP SAPES.
These sates are new and are of tho same ms to that
ro
thoroughly tested in our great contiazrathtti
Abetter safe cannot bo had. They may be seen at
dc28dtd
anytime previous to talc.

were

| O

but we are consulted by one or
young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and only
correct course of treatment, anil in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

CHEROKEE

ON

Fartsuf

blic.

Portland,

Fire Proof Safes, Household Furniture, Bedding, Carpets, and
Clothing at Auction.
SATURDAY. Dec. 20, at 10 o'clock, A M at
Deice, will be aoM bo rim, Bureau*, Table*,
unair*, Bo. 1,1 lug, Beils, Carpets, Clock*, Cutlery,
Clothing, Dry Ooo,l», Spice*, Tobacco, Tea*. Bread,
Harnesses, Blankets, Ac. At 12
three of

■

Nb9»nn

Next door to tho Preble House,
Send a Stamp lor Circular.

E. M. PATTI.K & CO., .lielUnMr.,
PLUM STBEKT.

Ulvt
aay
euml we
doctor the second time without
It* M. PATTEN A
Dr. D. ha* been a practical
CO., Auctittmii'
v
one year*, and is also a regular
gitt*lu»UHl
PLUM STREET.
*
to
is
cl.r.mt,,'ii.d
Electricity periectly a.kiplcd
the form oi nervous or sick headache; neurm.,,.,
Bark Norton
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not iU}n
Prairie, Kose and
C. Maracuto
or
chronic
scrofula.
involved;
rheumatism,
iU|;
iner at Auction.
diseases, white swellings. spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
Jbboafy 2d, at 12 o’clock M
,aut“
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ l>amc. deafness, sum- Ui s .M I
So. 2 Long Wharf, will
mering- or hesitancy ol speech, dysjM psia, indiges- ; Weuth ll
follow*, viz:—One six
ti m, constipation and liver complaint, idles—we cure
L:irk Note*! Stover, built In 1801,
lei 98-100
«
t0 ** 90111 ** she canto front sea
every case thatcau be presented; asthma, bronchiaud
tis, strictures m the chest, and all term.* of lemale
complain tr,.
Brig prairie Bose, built In 181U, 297 70-100
M
fr'uti sea and discharged In the
nn,
J he liheumaue, the
K W
0
the laum uml the lu/.v
8h®18 nuw loading there lor Ual
gouty,
~L
*eap with joy, ami move with the agilitv and elastic
vestou, Texas. Also, one sixteenth (1-16) nart of Brig
l.y °i youth; 1&o heated brain Is cooled; the irost- Mtry
Mariner, built in in,
N
briiC“ dmba^esu-red, the uncouth deformities re* sold as she came from sea and discharged In Port
aud
converted
now lying there.
to vigor, weakness to
land,
mavt^J
id made to see, the deal lo hear anu
For particulars call on the
strung*a :*u«f
Auctioneers at Plum
the pai.
street
^ to move upright; tho blemished oi
’'rated; the accihunts of mature 11 le
youth are
alamiiies of obi ago obviated and an
prevented,
active circukui. a maintained.

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
•oznplaint generally tho lesult of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.

CHEAPER!

been burned out ol my Rubber Store,
HAVING
147 Middle St., I would solicit the trade

a

Brother at

Good Sauce!”
And

to

STILL

t

,*

we

Have Coiittdeuce.
All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of
youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturcr years,
SEEK FOR A* ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that-ia sure to follow; do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
How Mauy TIiouwnmlM Can
Testify to Thin
l'it
by
liappy Uxpcrieuev!

^ j* ^^decl^T.
BLANKETS

of

Gentleman

Madras,

at

The “Only

»«ssas

-AT-

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.

decleodlm

letter from

a

last a life time
Fuel,
.che*P ““‘.1 fumble. The best Weather Strip
?'Examine iestimonials^id Sperimons
at
“

Patterns,

Within
of All !!
and trusts that the superior excellence at tone, as weli
as the excellence ol his workmanship, may, as heretofore, commend him to the public laror and patronage.
September 17.36CC.
eod&wii

Window

EXTRACT

by

UPON YOUR DOORS AND
WINDOWS.
20 per cent, in
and

now

sonjt*

“

„i i>
a

*o

general
pi1
dlKi1**

O^Agents Wanted.

POBTLAND.
Me.

IS

Improved Rubber Moulding
™

JVo. 15
I

Wind and Dust I

the rattle of Sashes with

BRAD STREET’S

ORGAN

Importers

Worcestershire Sauce !

■ I

Goods!

-A.i*tioles

Cold, Rain,

Foundry.

our

Street

CELEBRATED

To be

Sweet

Holiday Trade!

made to order.

yj iO Barrels Southern Buckwheat.
Just received and for sale by

Perrins’

*dr

!

NEW STOCK OF

and experienced pattern makers and new
tools of modem design, can supply patterns with
and
at a moderate cost. Repairs of ail
promptness
kinds of Iron Work attended to with despatch and To Flense the
Old and Young /
at reasonable rates. Having a large and well equipA large assortment of
ped Forge, can famish forgings and shapes of all
kinds for Steamboats and Looomotlve work such as
Mhafla, Cranks, Piston Rods, Car and
NEW
CAKE!
Engine Axles and Shapes to pattern or draw10 tons to 100 pounds weight.
Constantly on hand and made to order, at
ings, from
They are also Selling Agents for MERRIMAN’S
PATENT BOLT CUTTER, the best Machine ever
J.
invented for the purpose, performing double the
amount of work of any other now in use.
Lancaster Ball.
FOR SALE, a 35 horse power LocomoECONOMY AND COMFORT.
tive Boiler with new tube sheets and new set of
tubes, in first rate order, and warranted sale with a
KEEF OUT THE
pressure of 100 pounds to the square inch.
A NEW TEN HORSE POWER PORTABLE ENan
excellent Machine, can be seen runuinv
GINE,

K A BBLS SUPERIOR NEW OAT MEAL

Molasses.

i f:A HHDS. PRIME QUALITY TRINIDAD
IOU MOLASSES for sale by
LYNCH, BARKER A CO.,

Connoisseur*

Proof!

FOR THE

able

Prices

T. Harrison St Co.,
Plants. Eagle,
Brilliant XXX,

PRONOUNCED

A

AND

Now Wheat Family Flonr oi the most
celebrated brands.

Sc

•

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS, SAW AND
GRIST MILL WORK AND GEARING

WE

Lea

is Positive

CHRISTMAS GOODS

for buildings promptly furnished.

A NO

manolactored of the best material and workman-

AT

WOOD I

are prepared to execute orders far SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, delivered with dispatch at any convenient port.
RYAN It DAVIS
April 17—dtf161 Commercial St.

Trinidad

Believing,
BUT

Iron Store Fronts and Columns Nice

UPRIGHT

Southern Pine Lumber

Saint

is

Tasting

his

lot of good

a

UNION WHARF,

patronage,

<13w

Boots7 Shoes

_____

Hollins
At the old
Deenng Block,

Street

future to

their gratitude
for paBt taxors and

ment a liberal share In the mthey hope
vu%of the public.
N. B.—For farther Information apply to the SntieJ
*up€
rloreas, No. 64 Free Street.
in

woolens
or

Boarding School and Academy

1867.

Whilst

housekeeping goods
ever

they

public

CHARLES STAPLES & SON, Seeing
Iron Founders,

free

SIMEON SIIURTLEFF & CO.

BARATHEA

CLOTHS,
EMPRESS CLOTHS,

Stove,

WOODl

SCOTIA

John

Superior in Appearance,

as

and

and intend to keep constantly on hand the various
kinds and quality to offer their customers at the lowest cash price.

STREET,

is now prepared to sell at prices lower than the lowest all qualities and descriptions of Boots, Shoes,
Rubbers, &c.
Repairing done as heretofore, and all description ol
work manufactured to order.
nov22dtf

Marbleized

DRESS

PRICES!!

leave to

stock of foreign and domestic

DRY

TIME

OLD

FREE STREET BLOCK,
will be opened

Steam Boilers!

i"YN some boilers Too deg3. of heat is thrown away,
v>r making a loss oi 1-3 (lie fuel.
The ancstion la
often asked how can this be saved.
Mr l>lancliard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control oi all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in Its construction; atter the engine is in
motion tne smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat biffc 200 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will aud much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of

to tbe

NO, 4

NOVA

STREET.

a

we

more

FREE

*•«»!« ll.lyl
timontin

v

MgHardly a day passes

__

HILLS, TURNER & HARMON,

BLANO HARD’S

Another

CO,

Ash, Egg

Also
burning and pure: While Ash. Egg and Stove
Lehigh, of the different sizes, for fumnee and stove.
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened and delivered in the best possible manner. We intend to
spare no effor on our part to please those who may
patronize us with their orders.
June II—dtl

nov23dtf

on

*

Boiler Makers & Machinists.

o

CO.,

Dec 10-dtf

Delivered in any part of the ciri which we will sell
at the LOWEST CASH PRICES.
We are now dis-

AT THE OLD STAND,
107 FORE, COR. TINE STREET,
Where we shall be haapy to see our old customers,
and as many new ones as may favor us with their patPEARSON & SMITH.
ronage.
October *, 1866. dtf

October 1.1866.

ELDEST &

Melodeon

NO.

Stock S Back

0, F, THRASHER &

Bakery.

BUSINESS

BAKING

consumers

STEAM

Notice.

GORE,

solicit the attention of the trade and
to their Standard Brands of

WOULD

dtf

Aug 20

SOARS !

REFINER

T.

MANUFACTORY

j 2dtl

of

KNIGHT,

CONGRESS

dcl&Um

JOHN KINSMAN

UNDERSIGNED have formed a Copartnership lor the purpose of transacting a

E.

OF TIIE BEST QUALITY,

The subscribers has just received

STREET, 381

Cor. Tolaaaa Place.

ejected!

MACHINES.

AND

Red

Is,

may

^

WOOD!

WOOD ! WOOD!

FOLLETTE,

CONGRESS

COAL AND

charging from vessels

Bargains

satnsetSnM“hlDe8’

at

taken the stand formerly occupied by the
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO., and are
prepared to furnish the different varieties of

va-

In both style and finish.

&

UP HAM

Discount

FROM FORMER PRICES.

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed a
nership in business under the name of

A—

Very Large

sep26dti

Copartnership

Thirty Days /

Continue

aud

t?r"A Full Assortment at all times ol the Celebrated GROVER .* BAKER. Manutaoturino
andMach,n0 Km,iln"9' at Manufacturers' Prices.
Every Mact Warranted to

Jlouday,

on

yearly aale of

IF. I. Goods, Groceries, Flour and

and, Sept 10,1808.

.hall,

PRICES,

PARTINGTON’S,
dclDtQ)a2___IJnder

HAVE

December lYlb, commence

No. 143 Commercial Street,
a general wholesale

t

i

GEO. GILMAN & CO.,
now

For the purposed transacting

Po

W O O 1>

SALE

Astonishing-

GOODS,

We shall makes BIG BREAK IN

SEWING

at

Prices !

YEAR98

-AND-

Head Union Wharf,

And have purchased ol Messrs. LORD & CRAWFORD their Stock and lease of store

Produce, Ac., solicited,
aud prompt attention.

COAL, COAL, COAL,

dtf

1ANNUAL

Ot every Description.

Having

S. BOUNDS & SON,

OPPOSITE PREBLE BOCSE.

Notice.

day
undersigned
THE
partnei slip under the style and linn of

White and Red Ash Coal.

16th—dtf

Low

THE

These Coals are ot the very best quality, and waranted to give satisractlon.
ALSO, 600 cords 01 best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest prloe and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.
tJF“Gtve ns a call and try us.
Jan

GRAND

Copartnership

Luces, Embroideries, Ho iiery and Gloves

*hC

to
VY chue^® ,w2ul'i1 «Mpee«*Ulj
‘Oiuitj, t hut ha
permanently iocai!?f*'a?i^ a“'i
e,tvthe
V*119
liuvu
^“imgr"rtd ilutc
year*
bajfj*1.1**
IT thewotat tSSL
l';'':,
iuriut.
tried other
l,,^,l'’llol'“V(?
iiort.
patient* in
tiu.‘-Thai .he ^
Salted, do they atay curd/^ I^wm thiao^"
will
that all that do

Csues

One Price and No Variation!

subscribers having rebuilt their Work Shops,
are now prepared to take orders lor Machinery
and Iron Work of all kinds.

burning and TORY PURE, and all kinds

BROTHERS,

dtf

November 28, 1888.

Free

proportion.

dec22

TWOHBLF.

Win. ».

Grey Squirrel Setts,

SHAW

and repairing promptly at-

gy Orders for tuning

be Bold

and other Goode in

Also, good assortment of ORGANS and MELODEONS. OLD PIANOS taken in exchange.
a

tended to.

can

STOVE SUE.

AND

aoo TONS LOBERY,

•lll.OO, farmer price 016.00.
Silk Velvet Hoods,Beaver trimmed,
FOB 04.00,

sell at the manufacturer's

can

BROKEN AND EOO SIZE.

EOG

and American Sable!

Bay

Nice

Cor. Franklin Wh&rf & Commercial St,
275 Tons Hazelton Lehigli,

SALE

than at any other store.

the BEST MANUFACTORIES, among them
the

Coal.

Coal,

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

CHEAPER

PIANO FORTES

Coal,

RECEIVED and tor sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,

FOR CASH,

And

The subscriber having obtained the line store No.
387 Congress Street, will continue the business, and
will keep constantly on hand

which he

ABOUT

and elegant For, In Boston,

BOUGHT

CALVIN EDWARDS.
WILLIAM G. TWOMBLT.

from

new

Shawls, Silk Velvets, Cloths, and Cloaking Goods I

MOURNING

140 M very superior Flooring and Step
Boards now landing at Custom House Wharf,
and for sale in lots to suit purchasers. Apply to
C. M. DAVIS & CO.,
117 Commercial street.
nov22dtt
Portland, Nov. 21,1666.

seen.

FROM AN

337 Congress Street.

GOODS.

DEMlNG,

MIDDLE srREET,

171

3rson must know
that remedies handed out lor
use should have
their etlieacy established by well tested experience in
v
the hands of a regularly educated
sdei*^. w hose
'*■ fuust
studies tit him ibr ail tlie
aums
fulfil; yet the country Is flooded w ith j»oor
and eure-alls, purporting to be the best in the ‘World,
which are not only useless, but always iujuni*,1^*
The unfortunate should be particular in select*®?
his physician, as it Is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients arc made miserable with ruined constitutions bv maltreatment
ftoni Inexperienced physicians in general
practice; for
it is a point generally conceded by the best svphilographers, that the study and management of these come
plaints should eugross the whole time of those w ho
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced
general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makliiinself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one system of treatment, in most cases makan. indiscriminate use of that ant iquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

preparatory

t\.

Electrician

A^Hk°PP"‘i,e

bottfs daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addr esses those who are suttering under the
afflictfa* of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of selt-abuse.
Devoting iii3 entire time to that particular branch of
the medical*^°fession, he feel9 warranted in Guaranteeing a C,rEE in all G'A9E8, whether of long
standing or recoC^y controeted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease Yfom the system, and making a perfect and feumane^t cube.
* afflicted
He would call the'Sfb^tion
to the
ihet of his long-stand!11? a®d
‘ojiiod reputation
skill and sucfurnishing sudicieut
ir

W.

Medical

Nenrtlw Preble Homhc,
and with
by
afflicted, at

uuiiou to lb,
Every intelligent and think*.

Figuarcd
Poplins, Ottoman Cloths,
Plain, Striped and Figured Wool Poplins at Vci'y Low
Prices, Alpaccas, DeLaines, Prints, Ac.

OH.

KOOMss.

HEBE be can be consulted privately,
Wf
n
the utmost confidence
the

i

a venom sajces.

MM 1J1 CJi L MLMCTMl Cl TV

Xo. 14 Preble Street.

cess.

Silk

ly

JUST

ASSIGNEE’S

Plain and

Southern Fine.

Great Fall in Furs !

settle at

and

scplldtf

sep12dtf

copartnership heretofore existing under the
1 name ot CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., is tills
day dissolved by mutual consent. All persons boldng bills against the 11 rm, are requested to present
them tor payment, and those indebted will please call

GOODS.

Fancy Silks, Thibets-all shades,

JAMES H. BAKER.
Richardson's Wlinrl.

1

rriHE

December 10th,

Rich and Low Priced

HOUSEKEEPING

England &c.

Red Ash—New

of Copartnership

Dissolution

Street,

NOW

WALKER,

where samples and testimonials can be

Co.,

AMONG WHICH MAY BE FOI NU

and

B

CAB BE EOTTKD AT HIS

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

landing from sclir. John Crocker, 363 tons
prime CUMBERLAND COAL, tt m the Midland
mines. It is fresh mined, of extra strength, and jnst
the article for heavy work.
Also the usual variety of Anthracites, via:—
I.EllKin—Harloigb, Lehigh Nav. Co’s. Hazelton and
Sugar Loot'.
White Asti—Locust Mountain, Johns’ and Broad
Mountain.

CAR and STEAMFor buildings ol all kinds.
BOAT DECKING. ROOFING CEMENT, for coatall
kinds
and
oi
roofs.
PRESERVAing
repairing
TIVE PAINT for iron and wood work, Metal Roofs,
&c. COMPOUND CEMENT, for repairing leaky
shingled roots. BLACK VARNISH, for Ornamental Iron work Ac. Full descriptions, c rcuJar, prices, 1
&c. furnished by mail or on application at the office, I

C. F. THRASHER * CO,

DRESS
Black

Forge Coal.

Improved Roofing,

copart-

a

&

Monday,

on

Large Assortment ot

A

FEET superior Planing Luintier, consisting of'.’ in., 1J, 1,,

/.UUU

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Foot of Maple Street.
General Agent tor the State tor
H
IF
JOHNS'

Copartnership Notice.

n

O K / A i~\t
0(J V
1 inch.
128 M Dry.
BOO M Dry Pine Outs.
80 M .1x1 Spruce Joist.
10 M Dry Pine Deck Plank.
1000 M No 1 Extra Cedar Shingles.
G. W. COBB & CO.,
For sal. bv
272 Commercial Street, Portland,Me.
declldlm

assortment of Locks, Latches, Knobs, Butts and
Screws, and a complete assortment of Carpenters'
Tods. All ot which will be sold at the above prices
In order to reduce our Stock previous to removing to
our new Store No. 2, Free Street Block.
Dec. 20 d to Jan 1.

DODGE,

FERDINAND

ElcLen

And will Open

White Pine Lumber ?

HAVE

consent.

.

FKIVATE MEDICAL

New Store No, 5 Free

WOOD

SOFT

COMMERCIAL ST.,
Head of Maine Wharf.

No. 60

a
large assortment of Uoase Building
Material, which they offer at Manufacturer’s
prices—Consisting in part ot Nails, Sheet Lead, Lead
Pipe, Zinc and Glass, White Lead, Oil, and a large

DODOE,

day dissolved by mutual

this

U

T.

Kandall, McAllister & Co.,

CO.,

AL.

Furnaces.

AND

oc25dtt

V

Will Remove to tlielr

Delivered at any part of the city at short notice.

St.,

Fore

E.

purchasing.

HARD

O

MEDICAL.

DB. J. B. IIl tilii

‘-

■We keep constantlv on hand a full assortment ot
Choice Family Coal. Those wishing to purchase large lots will tlo well to give us a call before

To Builders and Contractors.

name

31

LEHIGH,

For Range* and Cook Stoves, John’s White
all
Ash, Diamond, Red Ash, which ore free of
impurities and very nice. Also Cumberland ! A
use.
cargo just lauded, tresh mined, for Blacksmith
Lehigh Lump, for Foundry Use!

January*.

Dissolution.

Lchigli,

Co.

LOAF
For

THE

E

It

can liow

ISAAC DYElt.
No. 9| Union Vi but.

auglltf

and will dontiuue the

$8.

Offer nice (TIESTIVl'T COAL.
at $8.00 por ton, delivered at any part of the
city. Also for sale at the lowest market price,

to order.

"EDICA1-

mscKiuKnttn.

CHEAP COAL!

$8.

Wholesale and Retail.
Shingles amlScantlingolall siie*
ou hand.
BOARDS, Plank,

WILLEY,

&

JONES

a

LUMBER,

Notice

Copartnership

MERCHANDISE.

BUILDING.

COPARTNERSHIP._

A.

REEVED.

D.
No. 36

December 17,1£GG.

Free Street.
d3w

For Sale,
SUPERIOR lot of DRIED PEACHES tu Par
rels, Baja and tierct s, by
O. B. ROGERS, No 133 Market St
DeclSdow
Philadelphia.

A

B3DS. BALTIMORE FAJIILY FL<JUK,

BBLS. RYE FLOUR, juet received and I "IXTAREHOU8E
▼V
by
CHASE BROTHERS.
quire of
*
dec22 STTtf
novldtf
Head Long -Wharf.

To

lieut,

Enon
House Wharf.
LYNCH. BARK Eli & CO.,
139 Commercial street.
Custom

Gentlemen’s Moeocco,
trial it
! and Patent Leatiiee Shoes.
Cfmmeruls itttlf. Sold by WII. D. TKUE & CO.,
I Boot and Shoe Dealers, 318 Congress street, opposite
1
decfidlm
Mechanics’ Hall.

)

!

Notice.
A T a mooting of the Belief Committee holden on
was voted ilmt nil
applications
comii g
for aid, in rebuilding dwelling hot»se3
on or before the first plonday ol
made
must
be
year,
January next.
Blank applications can be Dad at the Office of th
Treasurer ol'tho (Committee at Market Hall.
Dec C—dtoJanl

REDUCED^ PRICES.
attention of the public it called to
did assortment of
THE

the splen-

English, German & American Doeskins
Ri oadclotlis, Cnsslmerrs, Ac*
For talc by J. J. GILBERT, MnnjovHill,

2W »t. Lawrence Nt. Also a large lot oi U-4
BLANKET’S, by tbc pair as cheap as con be bought
at wholesale.
dec20dtt

! A Monday last. It

Store to

be Let.

No. 206 For© street, toot of Plumb,
STORE
upicl by Heald Brothers, will b« for rent

now

oCr

and

about the lltn December proximo.
Apply to »T. R. BRAZIER, 47 Brackett street, or at
E. M. PATTEN A CO.. Plumb street.
no\27tf

occupancy

on or

Different

1'nfutn of View.

.■Now

Yoke,'Dec.
Cotton—firm; sales2,WO bain; Middling uplands

martin folk,
grim lud gray :

{faith the white owl to
In the belfry tower so
Why do they deafen iui with these bells?
is any one dead or born to-dav?”

Saith the snail so snug in his dappled shell,
Slowly stretching one cautiohs horn.
Ah the beetle was hurrying by so brisk,
Much to his Snallship s inward scoru:
creature ride by so fast?
lias a fire broke out to the east or west?”—
••Your Grace, he rides to the wedding-feast.’*
“Let the madman go. What I want’s rest.”

I'he »\vallowh around the woodman skimmed,
Poising and turning on flashing wing:
“How liveth this lump of earth?
cmo said:
Tn the air he can neither * >ar nor spring.”

ouoth the drv-rot worm to bis artisans
In the carpenter's shop, as they bored away
ii«rk to the sound of the saw and file I
W hat arc these creatures at work at—say ?”

Sava a butterfly with his wings of blue
All in a flutter of careless joy,
At he talks to a dragon-fly over a flower,
“ours is a life, sir, with no alloy.

those black things, row and row,
Wimliug along by uhe new-mown hay c
•‘That is a tUneral, says the fly,
“The carpenter buries his son to-day.
are

Cotton-active; sales

l.Ooo^aEr”'

a

5iftUev‘ng

7-30*b.10}
New Ysrk
Central..110}
WeefSrn Union

th8-l8byrl“J“'

,-ee days wandered through
very sucoeasful. picking up some *“')*
of jewelery, spoons, forks, &c.;
having lost his way the first day, he believed"
that he might have found much more could
he have carried out the original plan, which
vraa to have visited Fifth and Madison avenues,
Broadway and the wealthy portions of the
city. So great, however, were the difficulties
and dangers which he encountered, that nothing could induce him again to visit “New
His adventure for a
York underground.”
time created quite a little sensation, but there
were none venturous enough to attempt a second, until Wednesday of last week, when an
adventurous party of three entered the sewer
of Houston street, at the ferry on East liiver,
intending to remain for one week, during
which time they proposed visiting every portion of the city where there seemed to be any
chance of finding treasure tvove.
The party
consisted of Miss Mary Walker, a young lady
of eighteen, her brother James, aged sixteen,
and Michael Grady, an old man or about fifty.
The project originated with Miss Walker,
and the '‘how” of it is in this wise: Some two
years ago James Walker, Jr., was a merchant,
doing a good business at 99 1-2 Bowery. He
was getting rich fast, but in an evil hour he
was prevailed
upon by friends (?) to use some
of his money which had been “salted down,”
in speculating in gold. The result was easy to
be foreseen.
He lost.
To recover he took
money from his business. Again be lost. His
business became embarrassed; in despair he
committed suicide, and Miss Walker and her
brother found themselves six months ago the
inhabitants of a room on the npper floor of a
double tenement, 209
Sixth street.
Miss
Walker, some months ago in an old paper,
around
a
which
she
was
wrapped
parcel
takiug
home from a “slop-shop” saw an account of
Schwartz's undertaking, and resolved to imitate it. Maps were obtained and the
city studied carefully. Each day’s work for herself, her
brother and Grady, who was formerly in her
lather’s employ, was carefully marked out.—
Every preparation which limited knowledge
could prepare for was made, and the adventurers started.
I wish that i might have room to tell the
story of the week they passed, but my manuscript warns me that I must condense. Each
day they rendezvoused several times in the
chambers at the street corners.
On Sunday
ihe> had filled all the bags they had taken
with them, soma fifteen in number, and Miss
Walker returned. James Walker and Grady
continued their search, emptying six of their
ba(rs at the corner of Twenty-second street and

Telegraph,.

at

Uj

Fudsnn.123® 124

tkfding.105}
MlMa£i Central,.107} ® 108
Michigan feaglheru.82}
Illinois Centr*0„... ...117}® 118
Cleveland <97 Pittsburg,.. 87}
Cleveland &

Chicago

Toledo.124}
Islnnd.103*

Benteu Stack Um<
Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Dec 28.
American Gold.
United States Coupons, Jan.
Uuited States Coupon Sixes, 1881.
United States 7

3-10th(,

1st series.
2d series.

small.

"

3d aeries.

United States 5-20s, 1802.

10',*}

104
104

103}
103}
1071

18472.

1**5}

1865.

104

Boston and Maine Railroad.

128

from New Orleans lor Liverpool.
No date, off the Azores, brig Executive,
from New York tor Cette.

MARRIED.

or

Lewiston, Dec. 25. O. G. Ross, of Huntington,
Vt., and Miss Ettie P., daughter or A. Herriman, of

A

Large Front Parlor at 31

Also Lodging Room with
Dec. 28 dlw*

or

$5! A Rents Wanted! $lo

aged ftO years.
[Funeral this Thursday afternoon, at 3 o’clock
from the Vestry of the Central Church.
1 n this < ity, Dec. 2d. Elizabeth Hal leek, youngest
child of Colonel and Mrs. G. Thorn, agod 1 year and

“WOMEN OF THE WAH.”

LOST!

Dec. 27, Mias Bi »pah Winslow, o! Now
Gloucester, aged 71 years.
In this city, Dec. 13. Mrs. Harriet E., wiio of Ward
aged 41 years 0 months.

city,

[Boston papers please copy.]

Trunk and P. S. & P.

the Grand

BETWEEN
Depot,

Noyes,

A Solid Leather Portmanteau,
Checked with a Boston andN. Y. Check, No. 989.
The linder will be suitably rewarded by leaving it

In Lewiston, Dec. 2t, Miss -Julietto Brown, of
Fauningdale, aged 19 years.
In Fitchburg, Mass., Dec. 18, Mrs. Martha A.,
wiie of George lv. Edgeeoiub, ami daughter of Hugh
ltogers, of Bath, aged 35 years.

at the P. S, & P.
decl9d2w

book of real merit and

a

A

In steam r Nova Scotian, trom Liverpool—A Saunere, Mrs Hilt/., Abby Hiltz, II Jones, N Ruth, Mr
Chubb, A G Bond, P M Kennedy, Wm
Mr Hawley, Dr Campbell, Mrs Campbell, Roll, ami
Eliza Campbell, Bridget Mullens, C F Rogers, and
250 others in the steerage.

Buckingham.

t»-

an.

season.

Another, 137 Orders In Four Days.
One reports 17 orders the first day of canvassing.
Intelligent, active Males or Females will find the
sale ot (Ais work a pleasant and lucrative employment.
This book has no competitor—it comes fresh and new
to tbe people. The territory is clean and clear.—
understand the advantages in this particular.
Agentsfrill
For
particulars send for Circular.
Address
C. A. CllAPIN,
Phoenix Building, Boom 13, Boston, Mass.
decl7d*wlm

and country.
vate iamilies and hotels In this
Situations sure. The best wages paid.
A'SO 50 Girls to work in Factories.
Fanners and others wanting men for any work
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them free
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency
Employment office, 351* Congress Street, up stairs.

Cox * POWARS.

'•

late WflTNi

sept28dtl

n

mmrar ,Wi'

<

FOR

Hill

Grove

above Farm is situated
THElooking
the beautiful aud

cn an

Bridgion Center and

business portion.

It
it to be the beet

Been

within one halt a mile ol the
is pronounce*! u jL tvV have
and most doshablc 1 cullon iu

County. It comprises 110 acres, conveniently divided into tillage, pasturage, wood land and timber

land: cuts from 45 to 50 tons first quality of
hay.
The
consist of a two story house, built in
185a, at an expense ol $3/00, with barn and outbuildings in good repair.
For particulars apply to C. P. KIMBALL, or H.
W. GAGE, (firm ofsiro >t He Gage,) Portland, BENJAMIN WALKER. Bridgion, or to the subscriber.
RICHARD GAGE.
Bridgton, l)ee., 1806.dec 27 eod&wtf

buildings

LIVERPOOL. Steamship Nova Scotian—30 bales
Dundee goods, C W Bailey: 120 bales do, older: 3
cases machinery, Baring Bros & Co;
2 bales mass,
T A Paddock; 4 bales uo, J Paddock* 57 cases maB
C
3
cases
i
mdso
Bates;
chinery,
pkgs fruit 3 cases
confectionery. J E Prindie; 532 bars iron, Newell &
Page; 7 chain cables and anchors, Lyman, Son &
Touvj -128 bdls «0 bars iron, EbenCory; 127 cases
macniuery,order: 6 cases hardware, Thomas Stephenson.
MATAN ZAS. Brig Snow Bird—29 hhds molasses,
2 bbls oranges, Pbinnv & Jackson; 1800 oranges, to

Magnolia.—The prettiest thing, the
“sweetest thing/' and the most ol* it for the least
asav

de

money. It overcomes the odor of
ens and adds delicacy to the skin;

perspiration;

soft-

Is a delightful perfume; allays headache and inilamation, and is a necessary companion in the sick room, in the nursery
and upon the toilet sideboard. It can be obtained
everywhere at one dollar per bottle.

master.

For Sale.
desirable and convenient

1£ story house,
with barn, w'ood shed and carriage house, all iu
AVERY
with
ot
mile

good order,

seven

land, only

acres

outside of

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS
FROM

of

the

IMPORTS.

NAME

eminence over-

thriving village

FUR

DATE.

Damascus.Portland.. ..Liverpool.Dec 29
City ot Boston.New* York. .Liverpool.Dec 29
Corsica.New York. .Havana.Dec 31
Ocean Queen,.New York. .California.Dec 31
New York.New York. .Aspinwall.Dec 31
Java.New York.. Liverpool.dan 2
City of Dublin.New York..Liverpool..Jan 2
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.Jau 3
Allemannia.New York..Hamburg.Jan 5
City of Cork.New York. .Liverpool.dan 5
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool.Jau 9
Eagle.New York.. Havana.Jan 10
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 12
Hanza.New York. .Bremen.Jan 13

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by

ail Druggists.
of Plantation Bit-

S. T.—1860.—X.—The amount
ters sold in one year is something start ling. They
would dll Broadway six feet high from the Park to
4th street. Drake's manulactory is one of the institutions in New York. It is said that Drake painted all
the rocks in the Eastern States with his cabalistic
“S. T.—1860—X./’and then
got the old granny legislators to pass a law
disfiguring the lace
of nature,” which gave him a monopoly. vYe do not
know how tills is, but we do know that Plantation
Bitters bell os no other article ever did. They are
used by all classes of the community, and are death
on Dyspepsia—certain.
They are very invigorating
when languid and week, and a great appetizer.”

“preventing

Miniature Almanac.December 29*
sun ri?©a.7.29 I Moon rises.12.31AM
Sun set*.4.36 I High water. 5.30 PM

Sarato

a

prlng Water, sold by all Druggists.

one

city, upon which there are 300 choice fruit
trees, consisting of apple, pear, plumb and cherry;
also an abundance of currants, gooseberry, strawberry, &c., with very best ot water, large brick cistern
and furnace in the cellar; a splendid garden and in
a first rate neighborhood, and in every way a desirable projierty. Immediate possession given. Prise

1 will sell on favorable terms as to
payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
the corner ol Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street, including the corner of F ranklin and

VJOTICE.

li

Fore streets.
or SMITH He

Apply

to WM.

HILLIARD, Bangor,
jyl2tt

REED, Attorneys, Portland.

LOT tor sale at Cape Elizabeth Ferry,—house nearly new. Enquire ol A .P. COLE
at the Ferry, or W. H.MANSFELD, Portland Steam
Packet Co.
jul 14 dtf

HOUSE

AND

EM)R HAIjK,
Gorham, lllteen minutes walk
J1 from tue Depot, a nearly new, neat Cottage
Baru
and
House,
outbuildingsJinving all trie conveniences and in prime condition. It is situated neav a
grove aud a snort iiislatiCu Irom the County road.
J. E. STEVENS.
Apply to
Gorham, July 17.
In

M A H IN 35
PORT

OF

NT 35W8
“In lifting the kettle from iho fire 1 scalded my sell
vory beverely—one hand almost to a ciisp. The tor-

PORTLAND.

ture

Friday, December 28.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Nova Scot ion, (Br) W ylie, Liverpool 13ih
hist via Londonderry 14th, with 17 cabin and L’Bl

was

unbearable.

*

*

*

The

Mexican Mus-

tang Liniment relieved the pain almost immediately,

it healed rapidly am! left very little scar.
CJEiAS. Foster, 420 Broad street, Philadelphia."
This is merely a sample of what the Mustang Liniment will do. it is iuvaluabe in all cases of wounds,
swellings, sprains, cists, bruises, spavins, etc., either
upon man or beast.
Beware of counterfeits. None is genuine unless
wrapped in the steel-plate engravings, bearing the
signature pf li. W. Westbrook, Chemist, and the private stamp of Demis Barnes & Co, New York.

steerage passengers.
Brig J H Counce, Billing?,

Boston.
Seh Margaret Ann, Whelpley, New Bedford.
Sch Iowa, Smith, Boston.
Sch Robert Km met, Judkins, Gloucester.
S *ii Union, lladlock, cranberry isles,—split sails
and shifre t ucckload during the s'orm on Thursday.
Sch Arctic, liealy, New York for Bath.
CLEARED
Steamer Gen MeCalhim, Laughton. Eastpoit— J
Porteous.
Barque St Jago, White, Matanzas— Chase, Cram
St Sturdivant.
Brig N Stowers, Stowers, Havana Church.il,

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

or ou

Sell Ai.ria, (Br) Crossley, St John, NB— John ForSch Ella L Tide then, Gardiner, New York—J I

Libby.

DISASTERS.
Considerable damage was done to the shipping at
this port during (he gale on Thursday. Several vesdragged their anchors during ilie day and night
sustained injury by contact. Fishing sebr Lilia
Dale, of Cape Elizabeth, broke from her anchorage
and went ashore at Simonton Cove, but it is thought
she will come oil without much damage. S :h Ellen
Merriman, for Boston, while at anchor in the stream
was ruu into by schr Frank Skillings, (which hid
broken from her anchorage,) and hud starboard quarter stove, stern damaged, and main boom broken.
The F S kno< ked out bowsprit, and sustained other

p

FOB

1

(

-;if

:

n

:

lb

7

1

Lvob’to HAuiACf of Pure Jamaica Ginger—

oncbiiJS »,Son-slJ

•affiSRS-^8*

J

j

KMTc*.. J
Newimn^’

tf_JOHN
For Lease.

rut uaUc lot of land corner ol JVIiU.Ue and
Pluinb Street., lor n term of yearn. Enquire
Of
C. 0. MITCHELL & SON,
1,8 Peru Street.
Aug. 28, 1HSC—dU

TU1E

lor

Sale,

No 32 Myrtle
8 Central Wharf.

Street.

Eu'-

Hansonx Dow, 345 Congrei.
Kryeburg, Sepi. 29, lMU;.

or

100

105

100

107

14.C68 37

100

115

is 412

75

75

100

105

13,002

00

100

110

28137

so

Agents,

iciiiroau

100

®°

1000

l°°°

and Dock

North

American,

New England,
Of

Atlantic

stock

pledged
Company?

24,352 00

13,000

AGENTS FOB

.lverpoo); barque

Kb Hen y> T)omn'tm
*Ch 3 p Adams. Brown,

Forest River «£• Warren Lead Co.’t \

i

j

t

CRAFTS A

WILLIAMS,

Nos. 6 and 6 Commercial Wharf, Boston.

Decl—TulhStly

SPECIAL

to the breaking of Driver
the Engine
OWING
the
Westbrook,” the rsgular freight train
Portland and
it. will
a

Ibr

127,000 00
99,699 00

JAS. J.

Or

As made to

82,351 24

Trains leave Portland daHv
*
Tffgg at l.Oo P. M., lor Rath, Augusta, Waterviue, RcuuaU’sMills,Skowhega 11, and iuterincdiate
Stations, (connecting at Brunswick with
AndroscogR. R., for Lewiston and Farmington,
and at
Kendall’s Mills with Maine Central R.R.) lor Bangor
and intermediate stations. Fan* as low
this routs
as any other.
Leave Portland lor
Lewiston, Augusta and
intermediate stations on Saturday only at 7.45 P. M
Mixed Train leaves Portland for Brunswick and intermediate stations daily, except Saturday, at 5.30 P.
M.

336,950 22
392,051

26,692 12

Freight Train, with passenger car attached, will
leave Portlaudtor Skowhegan aud inte mediate sta-

39.375 21

tions

112,628 10

st.

Proprietor,
dtf

near

43,730,00
5,000,00
45,485,00
12,831,00

M. to connect with trains for Boston.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at. Augusts, leavin' daily on arrival oi train from
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and lor fcolon, Anson,
Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at
Skowheguu, aud for Gliiua, Last and North Vassalt»oro* at V a-salboro’: tor Unity at Kendall's
Mill's,
and for Canaan at Pianon’s Ferry.

123,401 77
251 00

7 3-ios

5,000,00
9,382,15

TO

53

New York Central,
ICrie & Lake shore.
And Pennsylvania Central

VIA Tilt

Railroads,

For Hale nt the I.owe.i rale, at the Wester,,
Railway Ticket OIBce,—LANCASTEjR
HALL BU1LH1NO, Makkbt Hvvark.

W.

IS THE TIME TO INSURE!
GREAT

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Of*

Increasing

New

J>

Yorlf.

Another

9300,000

per

WILL

*3800

500

8000
5000
1000
3000
1000
1500

1116
12110

Kif" Many

2252,20
251,23
3000,20
2608,00

<2710,22

350,80

1066,20

5m!s3

533,00

1570,63
686,93
623,24

410.93
cases

selves

10

M. Fire Insurance

further

Members who have

O I C

Westmile

Westbrook Seminary.
Said mrm contains almut lOti acre., fait of it very
valuable for tillage, and part ol it for building Iota.
There is a good house, two largo barns, :uid out hous11 will he sold together, or lu lot.
es on the premises.
to suit purchasers
CYUCH THUBLOW,
IU5 Commercial St.
sepll-dtt
cars,

to my c re shall be feithiu.iy attended to.
Office at C. M. Klee’s Paper Store, Np. 183 Fore
where orders can be leit.
luliett

For Sale.

XO.
Will Restore Giaj

E

in

general,

1 Ole

NO. GO EXCHANGE STREET,

Splendid
Ymaarim

J3T’ Parties preferring first class insurance,
pectfuily invited to call.
November 5.18GC. dtf

are res-

CHIBhEI

SAMPSON & CONANT,
No. 10 ft 20 Commercial Wharf.

Annual

THE

Occim

Sal ardor)

Iimuraur.

AND

NEW

YORK

STEAMSIIU* COMPANY.

SE9II-WEEKI.Y LINE.
Tho

splendid

and fast Steam-

ships Dlhluo, Capt. H. shcr.
and FRANCONIA, cant.
woon,
YV.

YV. Siiebwood, will, untU
---farther notice, run as follows:
Leave Browo’s Whart.Portland,every WEDNES15AF and SATURDAY, at 4 P. A!., and leave Pier

WEDNESDAY and
ermm’i''
Tf1',’ ^*2!
SATURDAY N'T
at 4 oYlock
P. 8|,

These vessel* are lit cd up with tine accommodapassenger j, malu"> thi* the most needy
aP.a com tollable routo lor travellers between
M-'dne. Pas-age, In State Room,
|«.oo < abm passage »5.oo. Meals extra.
Good* torwardod l.y this lino to and mini Montr. al, yuebee, Bangot, Bath,
Angu.ta, Ea,u,oit and
tions lor

*“c

Shipper*

are

requeued to srud their Height to the

leS“pSkSnd*
For height

or

P' U-

y

<*»> ibat they

Ui“

oa

passage apply to

&.FOX,

p,: AMES,
Ax.fi Pier
Maying

? F.
J.

m

Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
East Itivor.
dtl

Isos._

HOTELS.

MILLS

HOUSE,

CHARLESTON.SO.

CAROLINA.
I'EK proprietor ha* the pleasure to lutbnn the
J. traveling public that the above houso is now
upon
tor the reception of guests,
having made extensive alterations, improvements, and refurnished It throughout, it Is now in capital order, and every exertion will
be made to render it acceptable to his
patrons.
nolOeodtm
JTOBEP1I PIBCELL.
f

UNITED STATES

HOTEL,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
recently Proprietor of tbe COMTIIo-Mhsubscriber,
ib 1AI HOUSE, (will,1,
destroyed in
was

Uie great lire,) begs lo annoiuuc to Ids old patrons
ami tlic pnbik' that lie lias leased the above Intel and
will open for (lie ucconimudutiou uj the
public Lencially. on Saturday August 11.
Thankful to his old cuHtoiucrn for f.aa»t
patronage,
bo would solicit u continuance or flic t>ame.

TERMS 1'AVOli AISLE.
ang29-6m

N. .1. DAVIS.

Daily Press Job Office,
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

Despatch,

Having completely refurnished

our uillta alnc. tha
Eire, with all kinds of New .Material,
Preases, <&e., we are prepared on the short091 possible notice to accommodate our
friend* and tl.e public with

Great

Posters, Programmes,
And every description ot

Mercantile

Printing:.

We have superior facilities for the execution ot

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS,
Catalogues, Arc.,
Which lor neatness and dispatch cannot be surpassed
UT Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will bo paid.

Daily

Press Job Ollice

179

Commercial St., Portland,
FOSTEB, Proprietor

A.

dlw

10-4 All Wool

! !

dec24dlw

BO°K

Twenty-five
Agents

street.

it

Is hereby
■jVOTtCE
XI
been duly

NBWHALIj, Proprietor,
3m

!

everoiVered to

are

the

Thousand Copies ordered in
Four .Wonlhs!

selling from Twenty

week!
Ono good, active*
town in Maine and New

to TiAy copies per
Agent wanted In every

Hampshire.
For circulars, terms, *c., address
HARTFORD PlIBLieHl^ CO.,
Bor 1600.
PORTLAND, ME.

dec24ood?w*

Jackson’s Catarrh SnulT!
ELEOAilT fBOCHE and s\l I F
Combined lor

■

E'

CANVASSERS !
ready.

Terms $10.00 per term of ten weeks,
private recitations and private classes attended to
by the Principal at any hour of the dav or evening.
j grins for private Instruction made known on oi»plication to tuo Principal.
»• WII-K8, Principal,
„
„ CJ®A»*
"E Hanover street
d<*3—,tw»

TEE

DY

mTbub

TJUPILS of all age, and attainments received
I.
any time in the Term.

Dressing,

EXTEA INDUCEMENTS

o{ thoisbest
selling Books
ONEpublic
now

Winter Term begins Dec. 3,1866.

COLOR,

dclSdtl_II.

—TO—

334 Cee|rrn 91.

(hvioh mix,

Hrushln,

Blankets,

^4.50 PerPair.

I,

RB

1 have ju«t received from hlr. C. P. Kroll, of New
one ot his Patent Hair
Machines,
now in.aeration st my new Shaving and
Hair Dressing Room, No 310 Congress street, opuosite Mechanics’ HsJl. where also may bo found by
REPKODDCIQIt, NATL RAldZfclt. Ac.
H. JoHUaOiV.

which I have

EASTMAN BROTHERS

Company, are hereby notilied to meet at the M. J. Cushman’s
Millinery Store
Office ot Baid Company, on Monday the 5th day of
The U. S. Pension Agency
been removed from No. 12 India street to No
A. D. 1887, at 3 o’clock P.' M„ tor the purJanuary,
I. removed from 19J Market Square to Payton’s new
*5 Middle street, between India and
j pose of choosing Seven Directors for the ensuing
Hampshire
streets. Just added a good variety of goods suitable 1
year and for the transaction of any other business
building, Exchange Street, third floor.
for
which may then be legally acted upon.
HENRY WILLIS,
HOLIDAY PRESENTS.
Giio. a. Wright, sec’y.
1
T,-.,
Dec 24—dftwlw
Pens. Agt.
Portland, Dec. 11,1866,
dec 12 (ltd I
I
Q3P“Please call.
declOdGw

HAS

PORTLAND

Evei.hig, Dec. 44, 1800.

Dec. 24.

EAST ATA2T BROTHERS,

removalT

Meeting.

Stockholders of the

o'clk.

coneiltj UTRtET,
(One dour above Brown,)

JUST RECEIVER

Co.

Has only to be npidieil to tho Hair or Whiskers and
the work is done; n;> washing.
!
liT Pur sale by all Druggists. -g=m

a

4

N^o-dtf_

York,

MAGIC

HAIE

days of sailing until

on

Drag

blaIkets

Best and Cheapest in ihc Market.

BUILDING,
whore he is now prepared to place insurance; in all its
and
for
in
forms,
any amount,
companies second to i
no others on the globe, and on the most fevurable I

l be imiiuDy fitted np
Store ot

new an

Portland Academy.

Hair
TO

received

en-

Me.

IT HEP BLACK OB BBQWX.

THE CUMBERLAND BANK

terms.

at the

Portland,

anti gives nour Lament to the
Makes the hair soft and moivt. Prevents
and cures Dandruff

A

the E. £ N. A. Railway will connect

APOTHECARIES AND CHEMISTS,
303

Strengthens the hair

I
|

At St John
tor Shediac.

A. G. SOULOTTERBECK dr CO„

roots.

Sparrow’s Insurance Office

^At

holiday presents

for

Faded Hair t# its

ORIGINAL

St,

KEMOVA A

IN

«i

tiltUNS-

WINCHESRoad wharf,
of State Sr., every Monday
*
at 6 o’clock P. M for l£ast j»ort and St. John.
RETURNING, will leave St. John every 1IIL KSDA i, at 8 o'clock A. M.
Eaatport Stage Coaches will connect tor Ma-

Fancy Goods,Ladies’ Toilet Articles,

H A I II

Restorative

Insurance Broker,
lriends and I he pubi c
generally that he is prepared to continue the Insurance Busin, ss as a Broker, and can
place Fire, Life
and Marine Insurance to any
,jttcut In the best Comp inies in the United States. All business entrusted

«,¥*'. J®?C.,,t. E. B.
wilt leave Hall
,IRK,
toot

JOHN S. UEALD,
City Marshal.

MS* tt:

A

WEEK.

Monday. December
0? a"lt *rter
steamer NEW

—OF—

pah] tiolr Premium Notes

Office 70

M

I*EII

__N.

CDWAKD SHAW. Secretary.
J

dot

TRIP

GRAND OPENING

Ore advised to do so at once, as by the
requirements
of the Cliarti r said Notes must sooli
pass into an Attorney’s hands for collection, with cost, if not adiust-

Dec. 27.

bo

cent., lias been dethe first day of January next,

not

ONE

Cards, Tags, Blanks, Labels,

of 6 per

on

Commercial £>t., Up Stairs.
jyNon-Forfeiting, Endowment, Ten Year, and
all other form of Policies are issued by this Company
on more fevurable advantage than
b> any otherCumdec>7dtf
peny-__

the above ordinance will

declSdtf

South street.

Biddelbrd,

Dividend
A clared, payable

applying a^th^A^M^of

accordingly, as

forced.

Iasnrance!

at Ottlee.

ITilais an<l si. John.

ARTISTS* MATERIALS,

no'-'ldJm

wtili

L1LLING8' AS<>D‘-

BIL(.-HEADS, CIRCULARS,

NOTICES.

WEB8TIR, Agent,

3217A4

similar results and
names cun be furnished to tlioac who wUi fevor us with
a call at our office.
jar Do not fell to examine Into the advantages
this Great Company presents before insuring elsewhere, by
more

!

'the Co. is 23 years old and lias paid in
give
Dividends ?t,2tT,OOi) 00 and over *2,000,000 00 in lossby death. It has now a wcll-iiivesied accumulated
-apltal ol over M,eCKT,(W0 00. The Co. formerly made
tnd paid its dividend;, once in five
A Diviyears.
dend will lie made up in Nov.
iSGti, and annually
thereafter, and available one year tram date of Poliey. Applications for local Agencies will be made to
It typesSMALL & SON, Gen'l Agents,

Portland

noydtt

way or sidewalk, such tenant, occupant, owner, or
other person shall forfeit and pay a sum not less tt»an
one dollar nor more than ten dollars.
All persons arc hereby notified to govern them-

Muiual Life Ins. Co.,
01' Boston, Mass., being IlieoMost purely Mutual Lire
ns. Co. in America, we wish
fitly good, active agents
ta work in the didereut cities anu
villages throughout
the State. None need
apply unless good reterenco
*0 be

375,02
«i*A7

l>

Neatness and

Sect. 60.—The tenant or occupant, and in case
there should be no tenant, the owner, or any person
having the care of any budding or lot of land bordering on any street, lane, court, square ui
place
within the city where there is any
or sidewalk, shall, after the ceasing to fell of any snow, it
in the day time, within throe hours, aud if in the
night time, before ten of the clock ot the forenoou,
succeeding, cause such snow to be removed from such
footway or sidewalk; an-1, in uelault theraoi, shall
forfeit and pay a sum not less than two dollars, nor
more than ten dollars; and for each and
every Lour
thereafter that the same shall remain on such foot-

.wow i nsinnil

IN ew
Year’s Gift !
A man con bestow on his fimilv, In v.ew of the un*
certainty of lift.
Many Policies now subsisting with this Great
Company ore yielding a Liltuii UiRUsli, as the
following cases will show:
No of
Am’t
Ain’t of
Dividend
Insured
Prcm. Pd.
Policy.
Additional

utua).

r7 BOOK, fHID. k JOB PRIM,
Executed with

r.

public
tooting

TTAVING been appointed OentTal Agents
.Xa Maine oi (ho old

be made on the first of February next.
Thoso who Insure at this time will derive tlie
benoflt of that dividend, which will ad.' largely to
the sum injured, or may be used in payment of future premiums. It is the best

818
««
7767
7863
10325
10703

follows:

_Ne

Rife

Dividend!

Grand

Agtmu. it re-

179 Commercial Street.

Snow to be Removed from Footway or sidewalk.

—OF—

mouth.

*15S
had ol idle

and after Monda^November 13th,

CITV

JonssoM, Sccy.
II.

cl^raT

Nov. 1,1666

SPECIAL NOTICE

Assets, $18,000,000.

at the rate of

SALEM, MASS.

d»*J3w

CO.,

w^J^-^Mf^currenr.

Aco. Stoby, Prcst.
Thomas H.

d)

tiaius will leave PoiUaud for
Bangor and all Intermediate station on this line, at
1.10 P. M. daily. For Lew is ten and Auburn hair, at
7.40 A.M.
KM^Frcight trams for Waterville and all intermediate stations, leave Portland at g.25 AM,
Tram irom Bangor is due at Porrland at 1.4ft P. M,
in season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn ouly,at a.IQ A. M.
EL WIN NOYES, Sup'.

to

LIABIUTIE#:
Losses claimed,...2,306
Drafts given in payment for losses,not yet presented for payment,.. .3,803,80
Unclaimed Dividends...
.572,64

rsow
WITH THE

On

ceivable,.
2,696,16
Sundry Assets,...i. 610,94
Cash on hand,..;... 3,872,4#
Balance in agents' hands,.
167,89
-*712,764,38
Amount at Risk,.
...14,648,738,11.

W. S. Davis, President.
L. C. Pabks, Secretary.
Jl. H. IVEB8TER, Agent,
decOdSw
No 10 South Street.

LITTLE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Stock,... 42,295
Real Estate,. 29,460
Railroad Bonds and Stocks,. 6,137,50
State and City Bonds,........... 6,705
Loans on collateral and notea re-

10,970,00

D.

mM

Hank

*145,410, is

LI ABILITIES.

5 P. M.

WINTEE ARRANGEMENT.

Oeneral Ticket Agent,.

Mutual Fire Ins. Co.,

as

an

KoAlpurt,

£ST Passage Tickets for Callfuniia, via steamers
from New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
month lor tale at this ofhce.as heretofore. dc'.'Sdawtl

Mortgages,. 15,630,91

Am’t of losses due and unpaid,.
205,00
Amount of losses claimed and unpaid,. 4,475,00
Am’t of losses reported upon which the liability of tbe Company ia not determined,.. 0,200,00

TUrl \*EL,ERS.

nothing.
_SAMUEL GOULD, President.
GOODBICH, Secretary.

And of cash assets

days at

Hama

International Steamship Op.

none.

173,452

Liabilities,...€05,198,58

2,782,03
1,200,00

taken

May 22U,|, lHtkt-ilt,

Wo II ATCfi, Superintendent',
novl2dti
Augusta, Oct 27,18CG.

Statcmout of tl.o condition of said Company ou the
1st day of November, A D, 1866, being the date of Its
exhibit next preceeding Dec 1, 1866.
Amount of Capital Stock,.*712,761,38
Consisting of Notes and Statute

20,000,00

o'clock.

none.

Holyoke

AMOUNT OF ASSETS.

U. S. Bonds, par value,.
State of Vermont Stocks.
Bank Stocks in Worcester and Boston,.
Rail Road Stocks.
Loaned City ef Worcester on demand,
Loaned with Collateral,.
Cash on band,.
Cash in hands of agentB,.
Other Cash Itolns,.

Is this day removed from No. 80 Commercial Street,
to the new and commodious rooms
one

every morning at 7

Trains horn Brunswick and Lewiston arc duo at
Portlaud at 9.20 A. M., and from Skowliegan and
Farmington and all Intermediate stations at 2.00 P.

NATH*L P. DEERING, Agfnt,
No. l'J Free Street, Portland.
decl2eod3w

Capital Stack,..9130,000.
Amount of Capital Stock actually paid in, $101,800.

Freight

Bath,

re-

Apply

(•*cePt «uadav)at

tbo

dwceil rai’c«kiiiie liolu'‘»><' be

by

30

80,000 00

Through Tickets from Portland
To all Points West & South,

mium.

.rreJwry
Ho8ton

D«ck,

Passenger

^iy

6,369 67

otherwise.
This Company so well known for its ability and
promptitude is now prepared to take risks against
hire on all insurable property at fair rates of
pre-

Wobcesteb, Mass.,
Secretary of State, Nov. 1,18«6.

Arraugriurnt!

St. Join.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,

Company.
paid

Insurance Co.,

discontinued
dc20utf

Coiiitiencing Monday, Nor. 12ih« 1888.

or

Bay State Fire

be

395,358 G3

The above statement of tho Manufacturers* Insurance Company exhibits its condition alter payI ing a larger amount of losses by the late liro than
those of any other
These losses were all
immediately and without
giving tlio insured any trouble in tho matter of proof

STATEMENT

Rochester R.
days.

lew

PORTLAND& KENHEBEC R. R.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Suffolk ss
Fersoiialiy appeared Samuel Goold. President, and
Ja». J. Goodrich, Secretary of tlie above
Company,
and
severally made oath that the above statement, by
them subscribed, is, in their belief, true.
Before me,
EDWARD STEARNS, Justice of tho Peace.

the condition of the

a

30,4?G 31

ers’ notes?

R.

on

on

to the

are

NOTICE.

non8.

SUIT of Sails, Rigging and Blocks, nearly new, ! Ocean
Insurance Company. OctlSeod_47 Hanover st, Boston.
A from fishing
Schooner of 1U0 tons; also TopDye-! tails,
Fore and Mainsail., second band.

’ww.w' ,blP..Il;o|n,ide', Merrill,

00

none.

scribed lbr?

And are prepared to place any amount wanted on
property, at the most favorable rates.
WFAKM AND VILLAGE Property, and CITY
DWELLINGS and Household Furniture insured for
a term of yesrs, on liisblv lavorable rates.
LOSSES PttO.WPTLY ADJUSTED AND PAID
as heretofore, at our office.
Every loss ol these offices by the grant lire in this City, was paid up without any delay, difficulty or discount, (ot more than
simple interest,) to the entire saiisfiietion of all the
jiarties, to whom we are at liberty to refer.
Dec. 27 dtf

Of

Parsonslield and Ossiuee
At Saccaranpa for South Windham, Windham IW1
and North Windham, daily
By order oi the President.
Poitland. Dec. 14,1360—dir

8,697 50

What amount of the capital
consists of the stockhold-

Good

CONDENSED

Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, larhago,
Bndgton, Lovell, tiuain, Brownfield, rryebury,
Conway, Bartlett,dackbou LimingtoinConiiabAeiter, Freeiloni.Madiaun. utwlLaion. N. it.
At Buxton Center lor West Buxton, Bonny Eagle,
South Limington, Limiugtou, Limerick,
Newtfold,

41 500 00
81,800 00

Balance to credit of profit
and loss account?
How many shares of the
capital stock are owned by
Company, or not sub-

Of Exeter, N. H.

Mntnnl,,

°°

58,723 00

ceived?
How many shares of capital

Ct.

Providence,

‘.“Wf*'

29 906 47

loss?

Highest rate of interest

Of Hartford, Cl.

Atlantic,

BOOTHBY,

Allen’s Comer
my
I brook, about
throe mile, from Port land,
from horse
aud

decide

5°’°09

estato

Amountof premium notes
on risks not terminated?
Amount of delinquent notes
not charged to profit and

Hartford,
Of Hartford, Ct.
Of Hartford, Ct.
Of Hartford, Ct.

City Fire,

trains leave Saco River for Portland at
5.30 and 0.00 A. M., and 2.40 P. M. Leave Portland
tor Saco Rlvor 7.15 A. M., 2.01 and 5.45 P. M.
Freight trains with aseenger car attached will
leave Saco River tor Porilaud. 6.50 A. M. I.oave
Portland tor Saco River 12.15 P. M.
Ur'ntagesconnect at i.orliam for West Uorbam,

87’783 "

premium,

Offices (for the present) at

Of

PORT LANtl&KUCHESTEtt R.R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and utter
Monday. Dec. 17, 18CC,
IHHCSHR trains will rnn as follows:

Amount received In cash for
lire risks not terminated?
Amount required to re-tnsure oil
outstamling risks?
from 75 to 90 per cent of

W.DsLITTLE&Co,

22

1-g-cc-nrmn

interest?
Amount of income received
from ull other sources?
wnt,
Amount of Are losses paid
last year?
Amount of marine losses
paid last year?
Amount ot dividends paid
the last year?
Amount paid for expenses
of olhco?
Amount of other expenditures? Stato and U. States

Insurance \

7 o’ -lock
I
Cabin Urc

u.

t.

9*'

of the Portland Steam 1‘ackot Co.
will run an follows
Leave Atlantic Wharl for 8 .8ton.

1

l.u

*2S‘

apply to
'Dec. S^Utd

passage

FARE REDUCED TO BOSTON.

The Company are not rcsponXMe for ba«a® to
any amount exceeding (so liTvalue (and tliatpcTsonal) unless notice t» given, and paid for at the rale oi
one passenger for
every .OOUaddltioual value.
Managing Director.
,, DAILJc
n
D.
1, Local Dujtcrmtmitcnt.
Portland, Nov. 2,1S06.
dtf

7 500 00

unpaip?

PORTLAND.

ARRANGEMENT.

Montreal, Quebec, Ac.,

wilt

atib

...

Amount of losses claimed
and unpaid?
Amount of losses reported
which the liability
upon
of the ompany is not determined?
Amount of cash received for
premiums on lire risks?
Amount of cash received for
premiums on marno issks ?
Amount of notes recerived
for premiuums on maiiue
risks?
Amount of cash received for

Agts,

Jbroin

»«

»

lta equivalent.

Mm.lil, W.'

Portland,

«

132 87

Amount loaned without collateral? endorsed notes,
Amount of all other Investmeats?
Amount of premium notes
on risks terminated?
Amount of losses due and

33

General

Farm Ibr bale.
mrm

44 ,108
log 00
011

•

Until further notice the Mi-ainert

rai

405 37

or
or

Summer

Mvndan, Nov. 12,1*68,
run a* follows
for South Pane and Ifowlkton at 7 46 A M
*1»il’*'r“l“ «<» Watervilte, Bangor,
ClorUain, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quobtu at 1. lu P. M.
wia* ^P*8** train for Torons
CVm!fta
1
Sleeping cars attached from
I°{
»
VP
island
Pond
to $*%**Quebec and Montreal.
Train lor South Paris at G.00 P. M.
No baggage can be received or checked alter llie
tuno above stated.
Trains win arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn, at 3.10 A. x.

•

HOitATIO

WILL sell

54 006 32

110

Company?

Tvrombley,
LH.
would inform bis many

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.
'HE Oxford Honae, pleasantly situated in the vil1|
lace ol Erveburg, Oxford county, Maine. Is otlered lor .ale at a bargain, It applied lor soon.
The Hu us, hi large, In good repair, with luinlture
and Uxiure. throughout, together w ith all
necessary
outbuildings.
for full particular, inquire ol

18Cg._dee

Sla^rTiUrk

j C^aWESCE~Ari‘tb’

on

ol' improvement, and has a flout on Elm street oi ‘_'b2
icet.
The al>ovc property is offered ibr side cither lu portions or colicctively, on liberal terms. Apply to
C. EitUUTOR,
angL’P—

qulre at No.
July 12—dtl

MOBILE-CId 2Utb, sob Wings ol the
Morning. 1 for Indigestion, Nausea, Heartburn, Sick Headache,
McFarland. Galveston.
Cholera Moi bus. &c., where a warming, genial stimAr 22d, barque Trajan, Sleeper, Boston:
brig
ulant is required. Its careful preparation and entire
^ Tempest. Meade. Havre.
purity makes it a cheap and reliable article for culiKEV WEST—Ar 11th, brig Timothy Fie d W-enary purposes. Sold everywhere at 50 cents per hottyell, Cedar Keys.
Sid lkth, brig Wm Creevy. Haley, rensacola.
THE MARKETS.
SAVANNAH—Ar 21st, brig Open Sea, Coombs
Saratoga Spring: Water, sold by all Druggists.
Bridgeport, Ct.
n
|
June 14, '60—eou&wly
Cld flat, brig Mvronns.
Baltimore.
Illggins,
TELEORAPHIC REPORTS.
p,ev tu 17a*’8Cb °race clifton>
To the Senate and House of Representatives in the
Legislature of Maine assembled:
KC Thomas, CrockFinancial.
niHE undersigned, the Director! of the Cape Ellza*
Nrw rcmr, Dec. 28
Steam Feuby Company, respectfully
Boston.
wT7
The Commercial’s financial article
prey that said company may lie authorized to hiAr 22111
says Money is
hn* s strout- Wallace, crease
its capital stock also to ineroase the rates of
supplied at 7 per cent on demand loans. Dealers lr.
;
toil upon said Perry to such amount ns the LegislaAr 24th,brig P M Tinker,
iloyernment securities get It at« per cent. Exchange
Bernard. Boston
is turn.
lucre Is more doing in Government securiture shall deem suitable.
2.’tb,
uoh. Stale stacks aro in lair dom..nd at low
1
JOSEPH W. DYEE,
nriem
Kaiiroadsare <Um and J ® Iyer cent,
Sid, brig L T Knight, for Boston.
BENJAMIN W. PICKETT
higher than yesPHILADELPHIA—Ar 24th, brig Anteloue TJ„„,
CHARLES FOBES.
!
bull, Portland; C Matthews, Cor,
Portland, Dee.,
n ,i2aw3w
Bid
Cincinnati Markets.
;6th, brig R B Oove. Harknc.s, New Orlenm
^BW YURK—Ar 2«lh, brig Wm H
FAINTS ASP OILS,
Card
Hanu,
Dec. 28.
CntoiKKATi,
Honr steady bnt unchanged.
tlage.Sbeppard, and MatV/Chli M*rion
Hogs active and tie E Talter, Morris,
Port Koval.
higher at 6 20 ® 8 50 for live, and 7 25 @ 7 65 for
Drugs, Medicines,
Cld
dressed; receipts emce last report 1,720 head; stock orn 26th, sens Keokuk. Small, Clenfuegos: XorthLight, Moore, Machfas.
>
stull’s, Window Glass.
light aud salts rapid. Mess Pork steady at 19 50.—
Lard IP m and higher at 111 @ llje lor leal.
Calais.
*?!? Virginia Price, Spates,
Cotton
I

uustei dy at 291® 30c.
T
PI”' r 25; ldglier; eupeiAne winter at 12
50; donble
at :07j. wheal higher; salea at 2 00 for No.
ami ;
2,
1 53 for No. 3. Corn at ate lor No. J. Oata
unchanged. Provision* Arm; mess perk 17 75. Dressed hogs I
higher: sales at 6 75 ® 7 10.

SALE,

Elm Street,
comprising over 2b00o ttjet of land, together
with Brick Houses, Stable &c. This property is located on Urn and Cumberland streets all susceptible

MHouw

Clark, Pensacola.
vrpvfntuiu??
NEW OULEANS -ArB"u;k
2Cili. barque Horace Beale,

xx

150 feet.
For furJonas u. per ley,
or W. S. DANA.

by

Valuable Real Estate on Elm St.

Heirastraets inimitable Ilsur Coloring lias been
steadily growing in raver lor over twenty years: It
arts upon the absorbents at the roots of the
hair, and
eiiauges to its original color by degrees. All instanr
taueous dyes deaden and injure the hair.
HciinBtrocts is Hot a dye bat is certlin in its results, promotes its growth, and is a beautiful Hair Dressing,
Price bo cents and 31.00. bold by all dealers.
Saratoga Spring Water, sold bv all Druggists.

Blankenship, Cardenas.

j

72

I? A Km for Male. The subscriber offers his
J?
(arm for sale or wiil exchange ibr city
property.
It is a lirst rale farm oi llo acres, with a two story
House, in good epaii and a new Barn with cellar,
40x60. There is a never (ailing supply oi good water
and wood lot. Said iarm is situated on the road
from Saccarappa to Gorham Corner, about one mile
from the latter place. For further particulars apply
to DOW & JOHNSON, Moulton street, or J. H.
Cook, on the premises.
jy27-eodtf

^tiALVESTON—Ar lS'h, brig Waltham, Matthews,

frBALTlilOHE-Uelow

Wharf, measuring

130

106

Taxes,

Cash

STREET.

A PORTION of the ‘-DAY” Estate

DOMESTIC PORTS.
21st, barque Par see, Soule,

—

COIMEBCIAL

THE

SAX PilANCISCO—Ar
xiong Kong.

NwIy2rk>'01V

SALE,

"

ma

M'TvX?wA?en-Pett^-

Lots

subscribers offer for sale the lot of hind on
the southerly side ot Commercial Street, head ot

What Did It? A young lady returning to her
country home after a sojourn of a lew mouths in New
York, was hardly recognized by her friends. In place
of a rustic flushed lace, she had a soft ruby complexion of almost marble smoothness, and instead of 2‘J
she really appeared but 17. She told them plainly
she used Aagan’s Magnolia Balm, and would not be
without it. Auy lady cau improve her appearance
very much by using this article. It can be ordored
of any druggist lor ft) cents
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by ail Pruggisis

damaging bulwarks.
Barque Pathfinder, Cape Stahl, of and from Rockland tor New Orleans, before reported, went on the
reef west ol North Rock, Bermuda, on the 13th inst,
the captain mistaking the light for that of a vessel
in distress, and judging himself at least 100 miles
portion ol her cargo and

N

ther particulars inquire
Oct IB tf

Kennedy,

Store

FOR
Dana's

mainmasts.
for Boston, while going down
Brig E H
river from Savannah, 2lst inst, struck the
brig Clia*
Poole, breaking main boom and receive.! other injuries. She afterwards struck barque John Harris
and carried away a porti m of her rad and atancLions.
Sch Pulaski, of Jonesport. narted her chains at
Boston on ThursJay, and drifted into one ol the
wharves, carrying away bowsprit, head gear, and

west ol this point. A
terialb were saved.

21.

153 Commercial Street,
H. M. PAYSON,
dtf
Exchange street.

Desirable

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by ail Druggists.

sel*
and

copy ot the first number of every newspaper, cf
every description, published throughout the
country in the month of January, 1867,shall be
sent to a given place,
together with a statement
qi the amount of its circulation. The
copies
-o received shall be bound
up in volumes,
classed either by States or
by large oities, acas may be
cordingly
determined, with a view
lo
portability and convenience of form It is
to be hoped that the proprietors of the
publications in question will, as a
body, perceive
ihat tho sucees of this important feature
of theexibition is a matter which concerns at
once their private interests and the
credit of
tht country.

Portland, Nov.

All who value a valuable head of hair, and its preservation from premature balduess and turning grey,
will not fail to use Lyon's celebrated Kathanon. It
makes the hair rich, soft and glossy, eradicates dandruff, and causes the hair to grow with luxuriant
beauty. It is sold everywhere.
E. Thomas Lion, Chemist, N.

teous.

specimen

Apply at our office, No. 274 Danlorth St.
J. B. BROWN He SONS,
WM. EL JEREIS. Real Estate Agent, opposite the
Preble House.
October 16, 1866.
dtf
ble terms.

or

Pi

—

entire
doubt
whether any just notion cun be formed of what
is really done in that way. It seems to me
that there can be no better mode of letting the
world form a correct judgment on the subject
(ban that
pioposed by Col. Norton, Bv the
way, the English Commission has already resolved upon
carrying out the same idea as regards the English daily press. The system
upon which the proposal is to be carried out in
the United States is, I understand, as follows:

1TTE offer tor sale the eight first class brick houses,
U recently built by us, situated on Pine Street,
between Clark and Carleton Streets.
These houses are thoroughly built, with slate rooffc,
brick drains, and marble mantelpieces tliroughout.—
They will be sold at a low price, and on very favora-

House Cots on India St., for Sale.
CON ANT * RAND,
TT'NQUIRE of

Browns & Manson.

universally brought home to the
population than any other; but I must

First Class Houses for Sale.

100

Amount ol cash on band?
inclu’g loans and advances
on losses not adjusted,
Amount loaned on mortgage
of real esate?
Amount loanodon collateral?

Office No. 117 Commercial St.,

only $5000.

HANSON A HOW,
Real Estate Agents, No. 345 Congress Street.
dec3—dim

gi

Nation-

CaThK0^!
owned by die

b

General Insurance

WINTER

71

two

107

shares State National

■Sfotel'Ml

and coirect statement ol the affairs of the said Corporation, and that they are tho above described offfcers ihereot.
Swom to before me, Nov 13,18C6.
THUS. L. THOENELL, Notary Public.
A, F. HASTINGS, President.
FBANK W. BALL.UtD, Secretary.

Merchants’,

•

I

uuvDiuit;

A. F. Hastings, President, and Frank W. Ballard
Secretary, of tho Security Insurance Company,
being severally and duly sworn, depose and say, and
each Ibr himself, that the foregoing is a true, lull

Phoenix,

Farm

115

Uona1 Bank, Lowell,
300 sliares Second National Bank, Boston,
Amount of railroad bonds?
State amount of each kind
and par value and market
value of each.

CONTINUE

SALE.

100

sliares Bay State Natlonal Bank, Lawrence,
160 shares ltailroad Na-

ttas,.$203,560 47

Reliable

Bank, BoBton,

100

No 79 Commercial St,& SO Market
gqnara, (Lancaster Hall Building,)
to repreaent tlie billowing Pint
Claas Fire Companies, viz:

OO.

UFA 1. Km i 1..

iist—m is—

$1,430,036

dc20-eod3w

5 000 00

Blink, Boston,
108 shares Eagle National
Bank, Boston,

LIABILITIES.
Ain’t cf Losses adjusted, and dne and unpaid, none.
Incurred, and In process
of adjustment,
$186,331 43
All other existing claims against the Com
36.729 04
pauy,.

& Oo,

25,000

100

tioual Bank, Boston,
20 shares Market

Total amount of capital and surplus, $1,461,381 58
ASSETS.
t
Cash Items,
$316,368 42
United States Bonds,
285,707 50
State, County and City Bonds.
101,000 00
Bonds and Mortgages,
498,184 00
Interest accrued, but not due,
18,254 70
64.047 78
Unpaid Premiums,
Special Loans, and all other Property,
146,872 93

Loring, Stackpole

68,000

100

Pavablo to Oold
tJT*For b reight

-A-Iteration of Trains.

Train

550 shares Shoe & Leather
National Bank, Boston,
500 shares Shawmut Na-

CONDENSED

HAIlwaT

Canada.

at“J
nMfcilffTT 5*~i
MB^SHsttiiins will

Bank, Boston,

Jaesaagsa,-u”^

--

Mar t
Value.
110,000

loo

Bailie, Boston,

atLAQe^T
^Pa

<**

®*ddolord at 8.30

GRAND TRUNK

Bank, Sprlngilokl, Mass.,

187

***£n#?r

av

'•
I—d.Uder,r
PI.I«rKol
^U-cP*4 H-“ ,U,n
c"Pt. Watu,
JlDomSdSi,^!Pft,.DKn"eM',
®TODAY,
December

Portland, Oct 29, 1886.FRA*ClS CHas*. 8*pJ.
noidtf
-___-

193,000 00

1000 shares National City

SECURITY.

..

u^'

CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES
MAIDS.

B“'

-lp°M*

\Pino118

returning*
8

and

Ol

market Par
Value,
100,000
"fjf81'
18W, 6-20S,
65,000
7 3-lOs,
25,000

60 share. N. Eng. National

By Canvassers and Sub Agents Wanted.
Dec U—Jt\v6w

Stave ow New Yobk,
1
City and County ol New York, J

lost:
LARGE sized Morocco Wallet, containing

iMin—kisni

And in Lancaster Hall Building, Market Square,
POBTLAND.

engaged tbe public mind like this. Everybody wants
It, and thousands will purchase it as soon as an opportunity is afforded them. Read what Agents say
of it.
One experienced Agent writes: It Is the easiest
and pleasantest Book lie ever canvassed for; and says
people are delighted with it, the Ladies especially.
Another says: “Women of the War” is the nook

exciting.

Depot.

two
Railroad passes and a number of papers of no
An y person return
use to any person but the owner.
ing the same to tills office, or C. R. Chisholm & Bro.,
307 Congress Street, will lie aubsMv rewarded.
Dccembor 11. dtf

Street,

Total amount of Losses, Claims and Liabil-

ever

*

PASSENGERS.

Commercial

trintlc value—SUBJECT NEW—intentely interAGENTS
1
and
No Work
attracted

City

months.

TO

,vl,“«in

»■

and .Saco at 8 40 A. M.

State amount of each kind
and par value and market
value of each.
50 shares Third National

...

Wanted Immediately.
Good American, Nova Scotia and Irish
-j f
iUU Girls todo housework, cook, ^c., in pri-

LOST and found.

damage, and afterwards wo it ashore on the Hats at
Cape Elizabeth. She came off next high water wlthout
damage Several vessels it the wharves were
;
mere, says:
badly chaied, but otherwise uninjured.
A dispatch from Holme-’Hole states that barque
It is generally known here ihat America is
Suliofe, (ol Bel last) from Miragosno for Boston, was
the country where newspaper literature is
towed into Edgartown 2><th, with l. ss of lore aud
more

Whiskey Arm.

WANTED,

Ear Frank Maare’s New Work

^

vina Fuller,

American Newspapers at the Paris Exposition.—A letter irom Paris concerning the
uetails of the coming Industrial Exposition

...

Ten Dollars per day, by the Hartford
Box 1U0C Portland, Maine.
dim*
Portland Dec. 17

Gorham,

a

No.

Laborer’s Train will leave
A. M„ and

,d

l4tlandatVio

Btddetord,

notes

and par value and
value of each.

...

to
FIVE
Publishing Co.

Board, pleasant front room tarnished. in the Western part of the City. to one
or two tingle gentlemen.
Address Box 42 Tost Ofno? 1® tt*
fice, Portland.

In this city, Dec. 28, or consumption, Mrs. Mai-

Wanted.

WE

Free Street.
without Board.

At OtBees

commissions.
ty For circulars and terms apply to or address,
J. PATTEN FITCH,
dcl72w* No. 233 1-2 Congress St. Portland, Ms.

esting

00

-r

CABBYING THE

A

at 8
ftnday* excepted,
tland at 8.40.

and?ntemedu[u

treasury
the Company?
Stateamonntof each k ind

Ueneral Agents,

NAME AND LOCATION.
The same of this Company Is the Secdritv IifBUBANcu Com fan v, incorporated In leSO, and located in the city of New York.
CAPITAL.
Tho capital of said Company actually paid up in
cash is
$1,000,000 co
The surplus on the first day ot November,
1866,.$451,384 68

of

A

a

**W“

United States

Amount of bank stocks?

People want; Complete History
the Oreat Rebellion; two Vol's in one, containWHAT
1200
Octavo

will find this

Axuount^of

B<?.nda

STATEMENT ui the Condition •>! tho S ECU KIT ¥ INSURANCE
COMPANY' of New York, on the first day of
November, 1860, made to tlie State of Maine,
pursuant to the Statute of that State.

will pay 30 cents each for first class Flour
Barrels suitable foi sugar.
LYNCH, BARKER* CO.,
130 Commercial street.
novl3dtf

TO LEI,

WITHOUT

Agents l

for

Flour Barrels

To Let with Board.

DIED.

In this

Chance

of the

of Brunswick.
In Strong, Dec. 23, James Vining and Mrs. .Miranda Riclist d on, both of Aron.

2

Great

Pages.
Royal
Sold tor Five Dollars.
Sold by Subscription only. Sole and Exclusive
rights given, of uncanvassed territory with liberal

BOARD AND ROOMS.

Auburn.
[n Auburn, Dec. 11, Arthur Neal, Jr., and Miss
M. Jennie Wltbam.
In Brunswick, Dec. 25, Silas S. Trutknt, of Bath,
and Clara IV., only daughter of Capt. ffm. Grows,

J. PATTEN PITCH,
No 233J Congress Street, Portland, Me.

AGENTS

00

stock or
owned by

W. 1>. LITTLE & CO.,

_

dc20d2w*

ing

In

The Empress or ah Hour.
Marie Carlotta, daughter oi Leopold I, of Belgium, and
of
Louise, daughter Louis Phillippe, of France,
and first cousin to Victoria, ana wife of Maximilian, Archduke of Austria, died at Miramar,
near Trieste, on the 14th of this month.
She
was born in June, 1840, and married in 1867.—
In June, 1804, she accompanied her husband to
Mexico. In July of the current year she returned to Europe to obtain aid from Napoleon
and the Pope for her husband, whose power
was growiug less and
promising to be lost. She
failed in her demand on Napoleon, and showed
of
while
signs
insanity
visiting the Pope subsequently. Her brother took ner to Miramar,
where, after additional evidences of insanity,
sh. died. It is reported that she was
occupied
to the last with schemes for
supporting and
sustaining a Power which has lost its chiel
prop in her.
Curlotta seems to have been the controlling
and ordering intellect of the royal family of
Mexico. She brought youth, wealth, beauty,
influence, and ability to the discharge of the
duties ol her position, and as much of Maximilian’s small success as is attributable to any
cause belongs to her as Napoleon or her father
or her husband.
She was wise, though impetuous, in counsel and brave of heart. Politically, her death has significance only in its effects
on Mexico, and it is
hardly possible that it will
not weigh heavily in influencing that abdication of the Emperor which has been some time
announced, and that return to Europe which
appears to have been so imminent.—Philadclt’hia North American.

a

F)R address,

SPOKEN.
Not 28, lat 48 60, Ion 14 20, ship Alex Marshall, tin
for
New
York.
Liverpool
Dec 3, lat 48, Ion 10, ship S Curling, Morse, from
Cardiff for ltlo Janeiro.
Dec 13. off' Cape Hal tera;, ship Wallace, Carney,

105

1805.

July,

••

stirring, Miss Walker was at the place with a
On removing the iron plate, which at
wagon.
each street corner leads into a small chamber
connecting with the sewer, she found her
brother, but not Grady. He had started off
on another
trip, although the six bags had
been filled in Madison avenue.
The loose
treasure was placed in extra bags and the
whole driven to a
Broadway jeweller’s. The
rest were taken from the places on
Thursday
A
watch was set for Grady, but up
morning.
to this time of wriling nothing has been heard
from him, and it is feared that he has perished.
The result of the week’s search is roughly
estimated at one million five hundred thousand dollars. We saw the treasures yesterday,
piled in three heaps upon the floor, and the
yeweller informed me that it must have coit
over $3,000,000, but in
consequence of the old
tashioued
of setting, its bruised, battered
style
and corroded condition, its value was reduced
about one-half. A little over a bushel (how
queer it sounds to talk of jewelry by the bushel) lias been Borted, and among it bas been
found one diamond ring valued at $16,(100, two
more valued at $0,000, and halt a dozen valued
at $3,000 and upw ards. The most curious is a
plain gold ling, inscribed on the inside in
Dutch, ‘'Fetor Stuyvesant to wife." It is an
heir-loom ol the Stuyvesants, and was stolen,
with other
jewelry, last March, by burglars.—
How it came in the sewer is a problem tor
phito
losophers
speculate about. Mias Walker
and her brother, who find themselves thus lifted suddenly from penury to great wealth, inland to proceed to England, where
they have
relatives. This adventure is talked of
everywhere, and already there are others preparing
to follow in their
footsteps.

By a pre-arranged Organization,

A Rents Wanted.
every town in the State. For terms apply to

Book

Ar at Palermo 1st inst, J H Pearson, Taylor, from
Barcelona.
Ar at navie 10th inst, Caatlne, Thurston, tm New
Orleans.
Ar at Hamburg 9tb, Col Adams, Morse. England;
Winfield Scott, Rand, do.

1371
1321

otkers,

TteturnlnJ

10.243.829 00

U.200.T12

ARRANGEMENT,

detord
A special freight train
•d. will leave

100

marino risks

*

Baco at 8

400,000 00
400u

Tota^amounTof oulstand-

«

A

New York.
London)
Sid tin Swansea 10th, Rosario, Hamilton, fbr Rio
Janeiro.
Sid fin Queenstown llth. Alhambra, Monlton, (un
Pensacola) for Liveipool.

aud

POLICIES ISSCED BT

Wanted.

The

standing?

Amount of

an opportunity to in ure with a sound ami
reliable compauy, against loss by FiltE, DISEASE,
or ACCIDENTAL CAUSES, aud from THIEVES.

YOUNG man of color desires employment as
house servant, or out of doors work, taking care
horses and as driver. Has been in Mr J. B. Brown's
employ fbr four years past, and can give the best testimonials as to character and capability.
Please apply to the office of J. B. BROWN Sc
SONS, 27 Danforth Street.
WM HEATHMAN.
dcTfcllw*

lor

Gold cloeed tine afternoon at 133}*

iuuc Police, ou HOUSES,
CATTLE, and Live STOCK ol all kind., against
DEATH ot THEFT at moderate rates of Premium.
to

prepared

n ,w

Biddefof.?

8100.000 00

ri umber ot shares, and par
value of each?
Amount of fire rinks out-

All Paid In ana Securely Invested,
Is

WINTER

Co.,

Amount of capital?
Amount of capital actually

$170,000

Assets,

d3t*___

[Per City of Boston, at New York.]
Sid On Liverpool 11th, Charles Owens, for Wilmington.
Sid fin Studland Bay 11th, Hudson, Pratt, (from

<97 Rock

Cash

■—■

STEAMERS.

Commencing Monday, Kor. l!llh, 18o<i.
Passenger Trains leave Portland Tor
*1^^3B§Bo.ton at 8.40 A. M„ and 2.20 P. M.
p^'^ESton lor Portland at 7.3n A. M., and,2.30

23, 1822,

Now hare

1U40.

Box

Stock Ins. Co.,

Live

Horses, Stable-keepers

A Drug Clerk Wanted.
who has had several vean’ experience.

Address P. O.
ONE
Dec. 27

surance

■—

POKTLAND

Where located? Boston,
When Incorporated? Feb.

Farmers and Owners of Valuable

47 1-4 DaaferA 81.
J. B.BBOn'N A BOWS.

dc27dlin

Marslon, New York.
Ar at Havana 19th mat, barque Wm E Anderson,
Pierce, Buckaport; brig Wm Mason, Wyman, Bath;
21at, barques Acacia, Robinson, Portland; J E Holbrook, Brown, Ellsworth; 2;id, barque Anna Walsb,
Coombs, New York.
Cld29th, barque Courser, Dickey, Galveston.
Sid20th, brig MinnaTraub,Fredericks, Matanzaa;
20tb, Lije Houghton, Morton, New York.
Ar at Matauz.ua I7lli inst, brig H G Berry, Colton,
New York ; 20th, barque Devonshire, Hill, from
Portland.
Ar at Cardenas 19lli, brig B F Naali, Lancey, New
York.
Ar at Salt Cav, TX, 28th ult, sch John Boynton,
Bred. Barbadoes.
Cld 20th ult, brig Ortolan, Ely, Philadelphia.

York, Dec. 28.

Sugar Co.,

Portland

seeking.
port 9th, brig Jas Croaby, Baldwin, une.
Clefat Kingston, Jamaica. 26th ult, sell Ada Ames,

jw -g

U. S.

ofly worth

avenue. On Wednesday morning
early hour, and before people were

ON

MRKIGN PORTS.
4U> lnat' #hlP L Warren, Holmes,

SboondBoabd—Stfcfcia steady.
American Gold......1SSI
U. S. Flve-TweWJes, coupons,. 1882.105}® 106}
(J. 8. Five-Twenties,coupons, 1884,.104® 104}
U. S. Flve-a'#entles, coupons, 1888,.1041 @ 106
U. 8. Flv«t Twenties, coupons, 1805, new iesue.lOTf ® 1

of the Erie Despatch.)
little German Jew,
that in the sewers
^wauz
York might beToWg many articles of
eiltlf®® them, and
.hich had seen

very

and after January 2d, 1867, we shall resume
.the purcliase of Flour Brls. TOR CASH, at the
Office of the

LiverpooialCV‘^*

«,oek 91ai-kei.
New

and permanent employment given to a
Compositor. None others need apply. Apply In
UPTON & SHOREY,
person or by letter to
Times Office, Bath, Me."
Bath, Dee. 28. d3t_

—

Sfti.O l PORTSMOUTH R. R. Montreal OceanSteamship Co.

BE1CSN of the 71 amt foe torero’
|.lnr>
once Company of
Bmtoa, on the Fir,,
day of November, ISO!*.
State the name of the Company? Manulaeturers’ In-

STOCK,

-^ —

RAILROADS.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

The Hartford

wages
First Class

Flour Barrels Wanted.

In

CUARLISXSCqS- r;

'*"‘^»rrs»i>ondence

Fifth

f

LuisaR^taaon

Bucksport.

MnrL..

Charleston

LC- -AON OF THE NEW YOBK REWEBS.

gras

0k

OFTlVE

OWNERS

Printer Wanted.

,,

Compositor on the Telegraphic Departl^tight
Good
ment of the Bath Daily Times.

Queen,

son,

New York

V

Sea

..

{?•

linjj

BimsrdlMr).

lost,

Sawyer,

hSvfit^rracan,
'“JlgrTork;

And

■'<atrs ago

A H

™u™aAa Oct 20, »UJp» Congress, Wyman, for
Crowell, and Panther, Johnson,
New Orleans markets.
Golden Hind, Davis, tor the Straits;
New Orleans, Dse. 2».
AnBRca, Morse, une.
_4r at Smyrna lutli nit, barque Rebecca Goddard,
Cotton—active; sales of the day 8,000 balsa; low
Middling at 29® 30c; Middling at 31c. Sales of the I JBjhaon, Bi lndial.
Ar at Malaga 4lb inst, brig A G Jewett, Reed, fin
week 23,940 bales; receipts 29,461 bales; stock In port
224,022 bales.
/ Marseilles.
Ar at Genoa 7th inst, brig Sarah B Crosby, Crosby,
xSugar—is In good demand; sales of thlr at 0
New York; 8th, barque Rosamond, Wallace, do.
to choice at 11 ® 12}c.
Molasses lu good
_d.
Ar at Antwerp 7tli inst,barque Stella,Crocker, Balsales of fklr at 60c; prime to choice at 62 @ l
timore.
Exchange 142}; New York sight } disco au’t (i0)d
Sid tin St CreU 8th Inst, sell £ Richardson,Tliamp-

his covered passage a worm looked out,
eyed the beings so busy o’erhead:
•l scarcely know, my Lord: but I think
They’re making a box to bury their dead 1”
rom

Tr«vc

n

Hunter,

Ar 27th, barque Sullote, Brackett, Miragoane loi
Boston, (see disasters); brig J Bickmore, Tracy, IV
Elizabethport lor Portland; acha S Watson, Smltv
Philadelphia for Boston; Mary Brewer. Pease^a-a
Julia E Gamage, New York for do; Sarah G aVETr.
Teel, Fall River lor St George; Veto, RobiJJ^ fnJ
Thomaaton lor New York; Vendovl, Grjyij— Irolo
Rockland for Richmond; U S survey acrt^,w„ii
Lea, and Bailey, Daria. Portland for Nej^york
BOSTON-Ar 2Tth. ship Ocean KofK wifonmb
Batavia; acha Grace Clifton, CIlchrL,* flarien
()»'•
Darlen’ ua>
Sea Queen, Guptill. Baltimore.
Ar 28th, acha MassatW
ftn New York;
afck,
Gen Marion, Sylvester, W
Cld 28th, acb Statesma
SALEM—Ar27th, brt,
FWhe?ier Gnntlll
New York for Portland
ee“ ”&ry Lj0UIBa’ K0‘n*0n’
do for

Cbicag* Markets.
Chicauo, Dec. 22.
00 ® 11 00;
Fl.wir atasdv: sales of Spring extras at 10
2
10
at
sales
® 213; No. 2at 187}.
Wheat No 1 firmer;
at 73} ® 74}c Oatt steady;
sales
lower;
Core No! 1*0
at 41}c.
Rye quiet; sales of No. 1 at
mIm ofNo.
2
61 @ 62e.
Me and No. 2 at 85i7 Barley dull; No. at
held
firmly at an advance of 25c, but.
Mess pork—la
the demand |is not active; sales 1,350 bbls. at 18 50 @
Lard dull and nominal at ll}c.
18 75

the meadows we sweep and dart,
Down with the flowers or up in the skies;
While these poor wanderers toil and slave,
Half-starved,/or how can they oaten theirflie.tr

g^j^scbs
Fantauazl.

Mateos

Tallow—quiet.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.

••uver

What

r„ Fi»la>thport for do.

insurance.

FARMER S

Furni*

A

tor

wtn.VAW

tNSrRANCL

rV. single
Address 4

26tli, brie H Means. Hop^hoivJfs^HOLE—Ar
Portland; sch C Fantauzi.WoosVork

Provisions—heavy.
Whiskey—quiet and nominal.
Groceries—quiet and steady.
Naval Stores—heavy; Spirit* Tui i«miine at 0<>1 ®
684. ltosin at 4 33 @ 9 00.
Refluei bon *“
Potroleum—quiet; crude at 18 @
ed 28 ® 29c.

••Why does that

•‘

28

it 331c. Orleans 311c.
F lour—advanced 5 <'l 10c; sa’es 6,600 ools. Stale at
160@12 10; ttoimd Hoop Ohio at 1110® 1360; Wett•ru at 8 BO ® 13 60; Southern ratlier more active aim
firmer: sales 1,300 bbls.; ill red to good at 11 10®
13 30; Fancy and extra at 13 40 @ 17 00.
Wheat—firm; sales 22,800 bush. No. 1 Chicago
Spring at 2 50 ® 2 25. No. 2 Milwaukee at 2 48.
Corn—heavy and declining; sales *4,000 bush.—
Mined Western at 112; new Yellow and White Southern at 1 08.
Oats—dull and drooping.

A martin peeped over the rim of its nest,
And answered, croesly: “Why, ain t you heard
That an heir ham come to the great estate?”—
’pon my word.”
“I ’aveu’t,” the owl said,

WANTED

PhilaNEWPORT—Ar 27til, sch Hannibal, Cox,
delphia lor Boston.
v«w Rerii'ord
in port 27th. brigs Manzoni,
tor
wKwmhfor
tor Bucksville, SC; Mattano,Idlswortn
Portland for ChesaNew fork; sih Sedonn, Teel,
l*FALL*UI VE it—Sid 20th. sch Sarah Gardiner,Teel,

,

New

the

f

Volk market.

Cough8, Catarrh,Bronchiti8.
Cold*, Hoarseness, Asthma,
vad Breath, Headache,JOc,

riven, that the subscriber bal
appointed and taken open himself
tlie trust of Administrator with the will annexed of
the estate ot
J0S1AH MILLIKEN.
la‘oof P‘>rt'and, In the County vf Cumberland, deceased. and given bond, a, th law dtrecis. All
persons having demand, upon the dale r.l sal.1 detoaaed, are required toexhtbtt the .ante; and all persons Indebted to said estate are called
upou to make
SETH Al. MILCiNKN,paymtnt to
Administrator with the will annexed.
decildou*
Portland, Doc. 4, lstki.

antly;

OTICE la hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
DaSIRL Hood, late of Portland,
in (ho Couuty of Cumberland, deceased, aitd ha, taken upon Idmsclf that trust by giving lmnds as the
law directs. All persons having demand, upon the
estate of said deceased, ore required to exldbit Hie
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are c.. !ed upon to make payment to
SEW A 1,1. B. HASKELL, Fxecntor.
Portland Dec. 4, IMS.
doc 11 tlawyw 51

Orders received at the Office of the Forest City
House, No. 310 Congress Street
Notice is hcrebv given that the Portland Jatumix>
has been reopened ov the subset iber. w ho lias been
many years connected with the well known Chelsea
Dye House ami Laundry, and with the eiperienc*
thus .leguired he is now prepared to do ;dl
descrip-

XV

Instintiv relieve? annoying Cwnahs In Church
Cure*'A atari-few positively without nyrtcubo.
\ohinible to
«inffcrs,Clergy, &c., clear# and
Miieugtheu# the voice; acts quidrtv; tastes plauwnever aaawratcw.

Freveiitw talcing rora from Slewing. 1 rrtarew
LIT* Sold by Druggist* or sent i.y mill
Lu hoe 35 cts to

llooppr, Wilson A Co.,
(sen loeodtj uue 18i;tj
PHILADELPHIA.
w
W. W1IIPPI.E, Portland, WhnX-salc Agt.
Port la nd Lu u n dry.
Dvo

Laundry
JyddCm

tlons ot

work in a satlsthctory manner.
A. T. CRAWLEY, Agent

